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ABSTRACT

Preventing accidents in complex socio-technical systems requires an approach to risk
management that continuously monitors risk and identifies potential areas of concern
before they lead to hazards, and constrains hazards before they lead to accidents. This
research introduces the concept of continuous participative risk management, in which
risks are continuously monitored throughout the lifetime of a system, and members from
all levels of the organization are involved both in risk analysis and in risk mitigation.

One aspect of effective risk management is accurate risk analysis that takes account of
technical, human, and organizational factors. This research develops a new approach to
risk analysis that improves on event-based models to include risks that do not depend only
on component or subsystem failures, and incorporates both human and organizational fac-
tors. The approach enables the early identification of risk mitigation strategies, aids in the
allocation of resources to best manage risk, and provides for the continuous monitoring of
risk throughout the system lifecycle.

Organizational factors have been identified as a significant aspect of accidents in complex
socio-technical systems. Properly managing and assessing risk requires an understanding
of the impact of organizational factors on risk. Three popular theories of organizational
risk, normal accidents theory (NAT), high reliability organizations (HRO), and normaliza-
tion of deviance, are reviewed. While these approaches do provide some useful insights,
they all have significant limitations, particularly as a basis for assessing and managing
risk. This research develops the understanding of organizational risk factors by focussing
on the dynamics of organizational risk. A framework is developed to analyze the strategic
trade-offs between short and long-term goals and understand the reasons why organiza-
tions tend to migrate to states of increasing risk. The apparent conflict between perfor-
mance and safety is shown to result from the different time horizons applying to
performance and safety. Performance is measured in the short term, while safety is indi-
rectly observed over the long term. Expanding the time horizon attenuates the apparent
tension between performance and safety. By increasing awareness of the often implicit
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trade-offs between safety and performance, organizations can avoid decisions that unwit-
tingly increase risk. 

In addition to this general dynamic, several specific common patterns of problematic orga-
nizational behaviour in accidents in diverse industries are identified. While accidents usu-
ally differ in the technical aspects, the organizational behaviour accompanying the
accident exhibits commonalities across industries. These patterns of behaviour , or arche-
types, can be used to better understand how risk arises and how problematic organiza-
tional behaviours might be addressed in diverse settings such as the space industry and
chemical manufacturing. NASA specific archetypes are developed based on historical
accounts of NASA and investigations into the Challenger and Columbia accidents. The
NASA archetypes illustrate several mechanisms by which the manned space program
migrated towards high risk.

Thesis Supervisor: Professor Nancy G. Leveson
Title: Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics and Engineering Systems
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Chapter 1
RISK IN MODERN SYSTEMS
A life without adventure is likely to be unsatisfying, but a life in which adventure is
allowed to take whatever form it will, is likely to be short.

Bertrand Russell1

We often think, naively, that missing data are the primary impediments to intellectual
progress—just find the right facts and all problems will disappear. But barriers are often
deeper and more abstract in thought. We must have access to the right metaphor, not only
to the requisite information.

Stephen Jay Gould, The Flamingo’s Smile2

Socio-technical systems are becoming more complex in response to increasing perfor-

mance and cost requirements. This increasing complexity makes it more difficult to ensure

that the systems meet safety requirements. In particular, complex systems are susceptible

to system accidents, which are caused by dysfunctional interactions between components,

rather than by component failures alone. Such accidents are particularly difficult to predict

or analyse.

In the past, safe design principles and operating procedures were developed over long

periods of time, applying experience acquired by trial and error. Now, new types of sys-

tems are being developed and fielded so rapidly that learning solely from experience is not

sufficient.

1. [Russell, 1968]

2. [Gould, 1985]
17
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Risk management is the process of maintaining an acceptable level of risk throughout a

system‘s lifetime. Risk analysis, or the identification and assessment of risk and mitiga-

tion options, is a crucial part of this process. Existing risk assessment methodologies do

not provide a good understanding of the risks associated with complex socio-technical

systems. These methodologies are appropriate for simple systems where ‘mechanical’

failures prevail. But they are fundamentally limited when it comes to complex socio-tech-

nical systems because they are all event-based and do not adequately capture emergent

behaviour.

1.1  Origins of Risk

Risk arises from uncertainty about the future behaviour of a system. In the absence of

uncertainty there would be no risk. We would know with complete certainty what would

go wrong, when it would happen, and what the consequences would be. With sufficient

investment of time and resources, we could then make completely informed decisions

about whether or not to accept these future events. Unfortunately, the very characteristics

of systems that make them useful also give rise to uncertainty and hence to risk. One goal

of risk management, and system development and operation in general, is to reduce uncer-

tainty as much as possible, and to make sure that the remaining uncertainty is identified

and understood.

1.1.1  Uncertainty

The literature provides innumerable and often conflicting definitions of uncertainty. For

the purpose of this thesis it is sufficient to define uncertainty as an inability to predict the

future behaviour of a system. This inability is seen as arising from a lack of information.

Uncertainty can be grouped into three types based on the type of information deficiency.

The first two are uncertainties of fact, that is, it is not known how close to the truth the

measurements or beliefs are. The last one is stochastic, that is, the uncertainty is due to the

random part of a system or process.
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• Measurement uncertainty: Any measurement is limited in its accuracy. This
uncertainty can be reduced, but not eliminated, by improving the measure-
ment process.

• Epistemic or lack-of-information uncertainty: We cannot be certain about
what we do not know. For example, it is not guaranteed that a specific risk
does not exist simply because it has not been convincingly proven that it
does exist. Lack-of-information uncertainty can be reduced by expending
more resources to gain more information.

• Stochastic or aleatory uncertainty: This uncertainty results from the inher-
ently random part of a system or process. Note that some events may appear
random because we do not understand the underlying mechanism of the pro-
cess generating the events. In this case, uncertainty that appears to be
stochastic is in fact due to a lack of information1. Alternatively, measure-
ment error may give rise to an apparently random distribution.

In risk analysis, there is uncertainty at all levels. Predictions based on the models that

underlie all risk assessments are subject to both uncertainty of fact and stochastic uncer-

tainty. Uncertainty of fact arises because a model is always an incomplete representation

of a system, and the parameters used to define the model contain measurement and

epistemic uncertainty. Stochastic uncertainty in the system being modeled can be repre-

sented by means of probability distributions. But these distributions are again only best-

guess approximations of the underlying stochastic process.

There is uncertainty about the coverage of the analysis: Are we aware of all the risks?

There is uncertainty about the likelihood of the risks: Do we have a good understanding of

the likelihood of a risk being realised? And there is uncertainty about the consequences

attached to the risks: How well do we know what will happen if a risk is realised, and how

much we will care about the consequences?

1. For example, chaos theory has shown that many apparently random phenomena are actually driven by an 
highly structured underlying process. The phenomena appear random because the underlying process is 
highly non-linear and is not visible to the observer.
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1.1.2  Complexity

Complexity is an important source of uncertainty and hence risk. Complexity makes it dif-

ficult to understand or predict a system‘s behaviour, thus giving rise to epistemic uncer-

tainty. The more complex a system is, the more opportunity there is for components to

interact in unforeseen and possibly undesirable ways.

Systems become complex for various reasons. One reason is attempts to satisfy increas-

ingly demanding requirements on their performance. Complexity allows systems to satisfy

multiple and changing requirements. Although there are approaches to system design that

can decrease complexity while retaining functionality [Leveson, 1995], there is a mini-

mum level of complexity, or essential complexity, that arises from trying to satisfy a sys-

tem‘s requirements.

Complexity also arises from the sheer scale of systems. Chaos theory tells us that any real

system is at least partially non-linear and that no matter how accurately such a system is

characterised, this non-linear nature implies that we cannot accurately predict all the

behaviour of the system all of the time. We may not even be able to identify or character-

ise all the non-linear aspects of a system. For example, the number of possible pairwise

interactions between system components increases combinatorially with the number of

components. A relatively modest system with 100 components has , or 495, possible

pairwise interactions. Anticipating the nature of all the interactions between components

rapidly becomes impossible as the number of components increases beyond the trivial.

Systems tend to become more complex as they age. Changes in the system‘s design result-

ing from changing requirements (e.g. adding functionality) or a changing operating envi-

ronment (e.g. unavailability of obsolete computer chips) will generally increase the

complexity of a system. In the case of socio-technical systems, bureaucracy tends to

increase over time [McCurdy, 1993], thus increasing the system’s complexity (and bureau-

cracy). While efforts can be made to roll this acquired complexity back, it is usually diffi-

cult or impossible to strip a system back to its essential complexity.

100

2 
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Systems will in general therefore be more complex than is strictly necessary, but reducing

the complexity may not always be feasible or necessary. Complexity does not always

result in sufficiently inefficient, risky, or otherwise undesirable behaviour to make a

reduction in complexity necessary.

Much has been written about different types of complexity and how they should be mea-

sured. See, for example [Moses, 2002]. For the purpose of this thesis, the following types

and definitions of complexity are sufficient.

Dynamic Complexity.  Systems that exhibit unexpected or unpredictable behaviour over

time are said to be dynamically complex. Systems are not static: they change over time,

and different aspects of a system change at different rates. This change is driven by vari-

ous factors, such as changing user requirements, changes in the environment, and the

physical ageing of components. The rates of changes are not necessarily constant—a slow

rate of change may suddenly become rapid. For example, a crack in an aircraft wing that

has been gradually growing may suddenly and rapidly propagate, causing a structural fail-

ure. The behaviour of a system at some future time will be different from its behaviour at

the present. While it is expected that any prediction about future behaviour is subject to

error, unpredictable or rapid rates of change can make predictions meaningless.

Dynamic complexity can arise in even structurally simple systems. For example, the Beer

Distribution Game [Senge, 1990], which simulates a simple supply chain, illustrates how

delays in the supply chain can lead to wild fluctuations in production and inventory. Lack-

ing an appreciation for the impact of supply chain delays, players are unable to maintain

production and inventory levels at the optimum level. Once the delay effect has been

pointed out, players fare better, but a change in the delay at any point in the chain can

again wreak havoc. Knowing why a system exhibits dynamic complexity does not guaran-

tee that its behaviour can be predicted.

Dynamic complexity arises as a result of latency and non-linearity in systems. Latency is a

delay between action and response. Such delays can result in dynamic complexity, as
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demonstrated by the Beer Distribution Game. In control systems, latency can drive a sys-

tem into unstable, or dynamically complex behaviour [Ogata, 1990]. A system can exhibit

a range of latencies. Zero latency means that a response immediately follows the action. In

some cases zero latency may be desirable, for example, activating the “dead-man” switch

on a machine should immediately cause operation to cease. In other cases, a delay

between action and response may be desirable. For example, in cases where actions with

potentially devastating consequences are accidently taken, a time delay may provide the

opportunity to devise a compensating strategy. 

Large delays between action and effect can make the effect appear unrelated to the origi-

nal action. This lack of apparent connection can create the impression that the action has

no effect. In the case of desirable effects, it may be unclear how to obtain the same effect

again.

When a system output is not proportional to the corresponding input, the input-output rela-

tionship is said to be non-linear. Non-linearity makes it difficult to predict system behav-

iour, because a small change in input, or in system elements, can have a large effect on

system behaviour. Non-linear behaviour can result from the physics of the system. For

example, “clipping” occurs in an amplifier when the amplitude of the amplified signal is

larger than the output capability of the amplifier. This gives rise to the familiar “distor-

tion” on audio speakers when the volume is turned up too high. Non-linear behaviour also

arises from positive feedback loops. For example, the irritating squeak on public address

systems occurs when the output of the speakers feeds back into the microphones and is

repeatedly amplified.

Non-linearity can also be observed in the characteristics of a system. Systems with a large

number of different elements are said to be combinatorially complex, reflecting the non-

linear increase in the number of possible element interactions as the number of elements

increases. In system modelling, “state explosion” refers to the exponential increase in the

possible number of states as the number of state space variables increases.
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Interactive Complexity.  systems are interactively complex when there are many unfa-

miliar or unplanned and unexpected sequences of events in a system that are either not vis-

ible or not immediately comprehensible [Perrow, 1999a; Leveson, 1995]. A similar view

comes from organizational theory, where an organization is seen as being complex to the

extent that its parts mutually sustain each other [March and Simon, 1993].

Social Complexity.  Organizations that have a large number of stakeholders are socially

complex. When these stakeholders are very different the social complexity increases fur-

ther.

1.2  Accidents: Definitions and Models

To manage risk in modern complex socio-technical systems, an understanding of how

accidents happen is necessary. This section first discusses the nature of accidents in mod-

ern systems. Next, an accident modelling technique based on systems theory is reviewed.

The section concludes with some definitions of accidents and related concepts that will be

used in this thesis.

1.2.1  Accidents in Complex Socio-Technical Systems

Accidents are rarely caused by simple, random component failure. Component failures

that appear random at first sight often turn out to be caused instead by inadequate mainte-

nance or by using the component in a way for which it was not designed. Similarly, acci-

dents are usually not caused by simple human error either: humans often take actions that

contribute to accidents because those actions appear rational given their understanding of

the situation or because the system design encourages incorrect behaviour.

Further, even in high-technology systems using unprecedented designs and technologies,

accidents are rarely caused by unforeseen or unforeseeable physical phenomena. For

example, the Space Shuttle Challenger exploded shortly after take-off when the O-rings

failed to seal the solid rocket booster joints. It was well-known that rubber loses its elastic-
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ity in cold temperatures, like those on the day of the launch, but somehow this knowledge

did not translate into delaying the launch.

Component failure and human error are inadequate explanations for accidents. Investiga-

tions into accidents have shown that the causes of accidents are much more complex,

involving factors at all levels of the system, from component failure to organizational and

social factors. For example, the investigation into the Space Shuttle Columbia accident

placed extensive blame on organizational factors [Gehman, 2003, p. 177]:

The organizational causes of this accident are rooted in the Space Shuttle Program’s his-
tory and culture, including the original compromises that were required to gain approval
for the Shuttle Program, subsequent years of resource constraints, fluctuating priorities,
schedule pressures, mischaracterizations of the Shuttle as operational rather than develop-
mental, and lack of an agreed national vision. Cultural traits and organizational practices
detrimental to safety and reliability were allowed to develop, including: reliance on past
success as a substitute for sound engineering practices (such as testing to understand why
systems were not performing in accordance with requirements/specifications); organiza-
tional barriers which prevented effective communication of critical safety information and
stifled professional differences of opinion; lack of integrated management across program
elements; and the evolution of an informal chain of command and decision-making pro-
cesses that operated outside the organization's rules.

Perrow famously noted that in complex socio-technical systems accidents are “normal”,

that is, the complexity of these systems makes accidents almost inevitable [Perrow,

1999a]. He also popularized the concept of system accidents. Perrow’s original formula-

tion of system accidents referred to accidents that involved some degree of component

failure. The current understanding of system accidents is that they are accidents that are

caused not by the failure of one or more components, but by dysfunctional interactions

between components (some of which may have failed). Such accidents can occur despite

every component performing as required.

Any attempt to understand accidents or manage risk requires an underlying model of how

accidents happen. Many accident models have been proposed, from very simple chain-of-

event models (see [Leveson, 2004a] for a review) to models based on a systems perspec-

tive [Leveson, 2004a; Rasmussen, 1997]. While chain-of-events models are intuitively

appealing, they do not provide an adequate explanation of how accidents occur in modern
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socio-technical systems. For example, they cannot incorporate the effects of feedback.

More sophisticated models are necessary to provide a more complete understanding of

accidents in these systems. In this thesis the STAMP model proposed by [Leveson, 2004a]

is used.

1.2.2  A Control Theoretic View of Safety

STAMP (Systems Theory Accident Modelling and Processes) [Leveson, 2004a] is a new

accident modelling technique that describes each level of the socio-technical structure of a

system in terms of levels of control over safety. Accidents are seen as occurring as a result

of an ineffective control structure not enforcing safe behaviour at each level of the system

development and operation structures. The lack of control at each level leads to compo-

nent failures, dysfunctional interactions among components, and unhandled environmen-

tal disturbances at a lower level. The most basic concept in the new model is not an event,

but a constraint. The cause of an accident, instead of being understood in terms of a series

of failure events, is viewed as the result of a lack of constraints imposed on the system

design and operations. This definition of accidents fits both classic component failure

accidents and system accidents, but it allows effectively incorporating software, human-

decision making, adaptation, and social and managerial factors into the analysis. Acci-

dents can then be understood in terms of why the controls that were in place did not pre-

vent or detect maladaptive changes, which safety constraints, if any, were violated at each

level, and why the constraints were inadequate or were not adequately enforced.

1.2.3  Definitions

Although the meaning of “accident” is intuitively clear, when performing a risk assess-

ment a rigorous definition is necessary. The following definition from the safety literature

is apt [Leveson, 1995]:

Accident.  An accident is defined as an undesired and unplanned, but not necessarily

unexpected, event that results in at least a specified level of loss.
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Note that this definition does not restrict accidents to be events leading to injury or loss of

life. The level of loss at which a particular event is referred to as being an accident is sub-

jective, and depends on social, economic, technical and other factors. Safety is then

defined as follows [Leveson, 1995]:

Safety.  Freedom from accidents or losses.

These definitions for accidents and safety can be applied to all types of losses, not only

those losses that result in injury or loss of life. For example, if a telecommunications satel-

lite does not achieve the desired transmission rate, it has violated the constraint that it

achieve a specified minimum transmission rate. In this case the loss is the loss of income

associated with the satellite not delivering the required service. In project management,

cost and schedule overruns may be viewed as violations of financial and time constraints

by the project management system. The associated losses may include cancellation of the

project or loss of income due to late delivery.

Note that accidents are often said to result from some kind of ‘failure’. The term failure is

used to refer to anything from component failure (e.g. a light bulb burning out) to software

‘failure’ (i.e. where the software does something that contributes to an accident) to human

error (e.g. an operator pressing the wrong button). Failure is used in so many ways that it

has become almost meaningless. In this thesis failure will be used only in the sense of

mechanical failure, that is, when something has broken and cannot start functioning again

without being repaired.

1.3  Aspects of Risk

While there are many competing definitions of risk, there seems to be a common under-

standing of the general concept of risk as the possibility that human actions or other events

lead to consequences that harm aspects of things humans value [Klinke and Renn, 2002].

There is general agreement that probability and consequence are two dimensions of risk.

But does risk have other dimensions? Who defines these dimensions and how they are
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measured? This section explores this problem. First, the definitions of risk and associated

concepts that will be used in this thesis are given. Second, the standard ‘scientific’ or real-

ist view of risk is discussed. Then, an alternative view of risk, as a concept constructed by

society, is discussed. This view introduces additional non-physical dimensions of risk that

affect how risk is perceived.

1.3.1  Definitions

In defining risk it is useful to begin with the concept of a hazard, which is used in system

safety to identify system states that could lead to an accident under particular conditions:

Hazard.  A hazard is a state or set of conditions of a system that, together with other con-

ditions in the system‘s environment, will lead inevitably to an accident [Leveson, 1995].

In the STAMP approach, hazards are states that violate the system safety constraints. They

arise as a result of inadequate enforcement of control actions.

Note that hazards are defined relative to a system. What are considered ‘environmental’

conditions and what are considered system states depend on where the system boundaries

are drawn. From the point of view of attempting to manage risk, the boundaries should be

drawn to include those parts of the system over which the system developers have, or

should have, some control. For example, there is no point in defining climate to be part of

a system because at this time there is no way reliably to control the weather.

A hazard has two important properties: the severity or damage, and the likelihood of the

hazard occurring [Leveson, 1995]. These two quantities together define the hazard level.

Often neither quantity is fully defined. The likelihood may be unknown or may be only

subjectively defined. The potential damage associated with the hazard may be known only

partially. For example, some consequences of accidents associated with the hazard may

not be known beforehand.
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In the case of air traffic control, a hazard can be defined as two aircraft being closer

together than the minimum separation distance [Leveson, 1995]. The constraint is that air-

craft may not violate the minimum separation distance. The control requirement is to

maintain minimum separation. The damage associated with this hazard is a mid-air colli-

sion, which could lead to complete or partial loss of one or both aircraft. There is also a

possibility that people or property on the ground could be damaged by falling debris. The

likelihood of the hazard is the likelihood of two aircraft violating the minimum separation

distance.

The hazard exposure, or duration, is the length of time that the hazardous state exists

[Leveson, 1995]. In the air traffic control example, the duration is the period of time that

the two aircraft violate the minimum separation distance. Generally, the longer a hazard-

ous state persists, the greater the likelihood that the necessary conditions will be present

for an accident to occur.

A violation of the minimum separation distance is in itself not guaranteed to cause an acci-

dent. If the hazardous condition is noted sufficiently quickly the aircraft can execute eva-

sive action and restore minimum separation. There are various ways in which this state

could lead to a mid-air collision. For example, the two pilots could only become aware of

each other when it was too late to execute evasive action, perhaps because of restricted

visibility. Or one or more of the aircraft could execute an inappropriate evasive action and

fail to avoid the collision. The likelihood that the hazardous condition is not noted or cor-

rected before a mid-air collision occurs is the likelihood of the hazard leading to an acci-

dent.

Hazards should be defined in a pragmatic way. There is no point in defining hazards in

such a way that nothing can be done about them. For example, continuing the air traffic

control example, defining the hazard as two aircraft being in the same airspace is not use-

ful. Air traffic volumes make such a requirement impractical. However, defining a mini-
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mum separation distance based on the capabilities of air traffic controllers, aircraft, and

their pilots reduces the likelihood of mid-air collisions.

The risk associated with a hazard, then, is the possible hazard damage (consequences),

combined with the likelihood of an accident occurring:

Risk.  Risk is the likelihood and consequences of an accident occurring in a system.

In risk assessment, the damage associated with a hazard is usually referred to as the conse-

quences or costs of the risk. These consequences may be foreseen or unforeseen, that is,

all the consequences associated with a risk are not necessarily known beforehand.

Figure 1.1 illustrates the relationship between hazard and risk.

The likelihood of an accident has three components: the likelihood of the hazard occur-

ring, the hazard duration or exposure, and the likelihood of the hazard leading to an acci-

dent. Where these probabilities are quantified and independent, they can be multiplied to

yield a single probability. Unfortunately, they are rarely independent, as discussed in

Chapter 2. Looking at each probability individually may be useful as it provides better

understanding of the way that an accident could occur. In the STAMP model, the likeli-

Figure 1.1   Components of Riska

a. Based on [Leveson, 1995]
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hood of a particular risk is the likelihood of the system moving outside the constraint(s)

associated with that risk.

1.3.2  Risk, Probability, and Consequence

Risk is usually measured in two ‘physical’ dimensions: probability and consequence. The

expected value of risk is the combination of the probability and consequence.

Probability

There are two dominant philosophical concepts of probability. The frequentist approach

views uncertainty as a true property of nature and considers probabilities to refer to the

relative frequencies of objective physical events in repeated trials. 

This approach is best illustrated by means of an example. Begin with a pair of fair dice.

There are thirty-six possible combinations, but only eleven possible totals can be obtained

from a single throw of the pair. There is only one way of throwing a double-six, so the

probability of obtaining a total of twelve is . There are four ways of obtaining a total

of five, so the probability is . This reasoning is familiar, and the understand-

ing is that if a large number of throws are made,  of them will result in a total of five.

Now look more closely at how these probabilities are obtained. The frequentist view of

probability begins by saying that if a large number of trials is conducted, and the number

of times that an event of interest occurs is counted, then the estimated probability of the

event occurring in a future trial is the number of prior occurrences divided by the number

of trials:

(1.1)

Conducting large scale trials is often impossible, so the probability of an event is esti-

mated based on a model of the system. In the dice example, it is assumed that each of the

six faces of the die is equally likely to appear:

1 36⁄

4 36⁄ 1 9⁄=

1 9⁄

P event( )
Nevents

Ntrials

----------------→
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(1.2)

This assumption is a model of a single die. By combining two such models the probabili-

ties of the compound events corresponding to throwing two dice can be calculated. The

rules of probability allow for the combination of multiple simple events to create probabil-

ities for compound events. Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA), discussed in Chapter 2,

is based on combining the probabilities of simple events to obtain the probabilities of sys-

tem failures.

The epistemic, or Bayesian, approach views probability as a subjective measure of uncer-

tainty used to express rational agents’ degrees of belief in specific hypotheses. In this view

probabilities can be assigned not only to random events, but to any other kind of state-

ment. So, for example, a frequentist and a Bayesian might both assign a probability of 

to the event of getting a head on a coin toss, the Bayesian could also assign a probability to

a personal belief, such as there being life on Mars, without making any assertion about rel-

ative frequency. In this sense, the Bayesian view of probability is wider. Bayesian infer-

ence can be used to update probabilities in a consistent and logical way to reflect a change

in the state of knowledge. Under a Bayesian view of probability, all uncertainty results

from a lack of knowledge. Thus there is no place for concepts like stochastic or random

error.

Probability can also be expressed in different ways. For example, the reliability of a com-

ponent could be defined as the probability of failing on demand or in terms of the mean

time between failure (MTBF), which is actually an inverse probability. When probabilities

are combined, care should be taken that they are all expressed in the same way.

Consequences and Costs

An accident may have many undesirable consequences, sometimes referred to as costs.

Consequences can be financial (loss of income), human (loss of life or injury), loss of

property etc. For example, the loss of the Space Shuttle Columbia resulted not only in the

P any given face( ) 1
6
---=

1 2⁄
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tragic deaths of astronauts, but also in the (temporary, it is hoped) grounding of the

remaining shuttles. 

When considering risks, all the associated consequences should be considered. The types

of cost considered will affect the decisions that are made on the basis of the risk assess-

ment. Should estimates be based on the worst possible consequence, or the most likely

consequence, or on something else? How costs are defined determines which options are

the most cost-effective or the safest. If the selected cost measures exclude an important

cost, informed decision making is not possible. For example, launching a space mission

without considering the cost of a loss of public support should the mission fail can result

in an underestimation of the risk and in contingency measures to ensured continued public

support not being put in place. Unfortunately, it may often be impossible to foresee all the

possible consequences.

Costs range from direct and easily quantifiable to indirect and unquantifiable. For a

project manager, a direct, quantifiable, cost of late system delivery is loss of revenue as a

result of late-delivery penalties. An indirect, quantifiable, cost is unavailability of man-

power for other projects. An indirect, unquantifiable, cost is loss of prestige by the project

manager. For the space launch company direct, quantifiable costs associated with the

launch failure are replacement costs for the rocket and possibly satellite (although these

are usually partially covered by insurance so that the cost is partially transformed into

increased insurance premiums). An indirect, less easily unquantifiable cost is satellite

industry mistrust resulting from the failed launch.

Defining and estimating the costs associated with an accident is difficult because accident

scenarios are usually not clearly defined or ‘waiting to be measured’. What is seen as

undesirable and how undesirable it is relative to other options depends on individual value

systems (cf. social complexity). For unprecedented accidents, it can be difficult to predict

all the types of costs and how big they will be. The process of defining and estimating

costs is subjective. For example, should human life be given a monetary value, and if so,
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how? Should only immediate loss of life be considered, and if not, how long into the

future should the time horizon be extended? Different cost measures emphasise different

values. When cost is measured in terms of loss of life expectancy, younger people are

implicitly valued more than older people. There is no purely scientific way to answer this

type of question. 

Costs can be converted into a common form to allow comparison or summation of risks.

The most common measurement of cost is monetary value. This conversion from one

measurement to another assumes a common value system, is necessarily subjective, and

may raise ethical issues.

Even when common cost measures can be found, accurately projecting costs is difficult.

Usually the costs fall within a range of values. Both the endpoints of the range for a partic-

ular cost as well as the distribution of the cost within that range may not be known with

certainty. Consider the simple case where a risk only has one cost associated with it.

Assuming that the probability of the risk is accurately known, the cost could then be repre-

sented as spanning a range of values, and provide an indication of the uncertainty about

the range limits and the distribution within the range. Generally there are multiple costs.

Assuming that all the costs are expressed in commensurable form, how should they be

combined? One approach is to sum over all the lowest and highest projected costs, gener-

ating worst and best case risks respectively. If the distribution of each cost within its

range, and the uncertainty of the range limits, are known, they can be combined to yield

the risk distribution and uncertainty. The distributions are often not known, however. The

resulting risk limits then provide only a rough estimate of the risk, and determining the

uncertainty associated with this number is difficult. Although combining all the costs into

a single number is tempting, the resultant loss of information may be so severe that this

number has little meaning. Simple metrics for complex systems are bound to fail in this

way.
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The Expected Value of Risk

Risk is often defined risk as some combination of probability and consequence, usually

the expected value of risk:

(1.3)

Conceptually, this definition should enable easy ranking of risks and thus simplify deci-

sion-making. In practice, it has limited use. It is not applicable to rare events or to events

with widely differing costs. For example, consider two different lotteries where you pay

$10 for a ticket. In the first lottery, you have a 1 in 10 chance of winning $100. The

expected value, or risk, of this lottery is $10. In the second lottery you have a 1 in 10 000

chance of winning $100 000. Like the first lottery, this lottery has an expected value of

$10. However, you are unlikely to value both lotteries equally.

The expected value definition further assumes that the consequences of different events

can be estimated and are commensurate. When comparing two risks with different types

of consequences, e.g. financial loss and loss of life, formula (1.3) is not readily applied.

Risk is not a simple concept and the expected value of risk is not useful except in the sim-

plest cases. It permits easy ranking of options, but because the calculation allows so many

inaccuracies, such a ranking is suspect. By keeping the factors separate, the risk associated

with a particular choice can be better understood.

1.3.3  The Dual Nature of Risk: Objectivism and Constructivism

A major debate in risk management centers on the philosophical question of objectivism

versus constructivism [Klinke and Renn, 2002]. Objectivism, or realism, holds that techni-

cal estimates of risk are true representations of observable hazards regardless of the beliefs

or convictions of analysts. This approach can also be described as the technocratic mode

[Cotgrove, 1981], where values and beliefs are excluded and emphasis is placed instead

on ‘scientific’ data. Figure 1.2 illustrates the technocratic thinking process, and its appli-

cation to risk assessment and management.

E Risk[ ] Probability Consequence×=
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Many scholars have questioned the possibility of conducting objective analyses of risk.

Perhaps ‘technical’ risk assessments reflect only the convictions of the professional risk

assessors and as such have no more validity or universality than the assessments of other

stakeholders, such as the lay public. The results of a risk assessment are affected by the

values and backgrounds of those assessing risks. Extra-scientific or ‘soft’ factors always

affect estimates of risk, but their effect is only noticed or manifested when there are value-

based disagreements [Hatfield and Hipel, 2002]. For example group of engineers assess-

ing risk in a plant probably have the same backgrounds and training and hence similar

views of risk. It may be necessary to introduce an outside investigator with a different

background to reveal underlying assumptions that affect the risk assessment. Constructiv-

ism, then, holds that risk assessments constitute mental constructions that can at best be

checked against standards of consistency, cohesion, and internal conventions of logical

deduction. These assessments have no validity outside the assessor’s logical framework. If

risk assessments are nothing but social constructions, then they have no more normative

validity for guiding regulatory action than stakeholder estimates or public perceptions.

Taking a purely objectivist view of risk ignores the social processing of risk information.

Our attitude to risk, with its element of uncertainty, depends both on beliefs about risk and

Figure 1.2 Technocratic Thinking in Risk Assessmenta

a. Adapted from [Cotgrove, 1981]
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on value systems. Briefly put,  [Cotgrove, 1981]. When

considering a given course of action, individuals have certain beliefs about the possibility

of consequences, which do not necessarily coincide with ‘scientific’ assessments. Individ-

uals do not all necessarily have the same perceptions of the consequences of a particular

course of action. Value systems determine whether we view the consequences are desir-

able or undesirable and to what degree. Thus people may have completely different per-

ceptions of risks and their origins. For example, consider the thousands of people who die

every year on US Highways [Clarke and Short, 1993]. This statistic is often used to ques-

tion why people are afraid of a one in a million cancer risk from toxic chemicals, when

there are obviously much more likely dangers to worry about. Part of the answer is that

people feel they have little control over their exposure to toxic chemicals. But another pos-

sible question is why so many people are killed on highways. The standard response is

human error, but one could just as easily question the road design, lack of public transpor-

tation, or automobile design. Or one could question how the statistic was created in the

first place, or how the data are defined, collected, and analyzed.

By acknowledging the constructivist aspect of risk, a better understanding of the way that

people perceive risk can be gained. Socially constructed dimensions of risk affect how

people perceive risk. This, in turn, affects which risks they will consider acceptable in a

given situation. Because these dimensions are socially constructed, they will tend to differ

from one situation to another. There is no master set of dimensions. Nevertheless, some

example dimensions are useful as a start. Table 1.1 suggests dimensions that reflect both

the technical and socially constructed aspects of risk.

On the other hand, taking a purely constructivist viewpoint can lead to the technical,

human, organizational and other factors underlying the risks being underemphasized and

so reduce understanding of how best to deal with the risks. A purely constructivist or

purely objectivist view of risk provides incomplete understanding. It is not obvious, how-

ever, how to reconcile these different viewpoints. Two things are clear: the consequences

of realised risks are real; and the socially constructed aspects of risk strongly affect how

beliefs values× attitudes=
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people feel about risks and their exposure to them. However these additional dimensions

are not criteria for determining whether someone is at risk, they merely determine peo-

ple‘s attitudes towards risks. One approach to reconciling the two viewpoints is to use

social, political and other processes to set the thresholds of acceptable risks (criteria for

evaluating risks), and technical assessments to determine the extent of risks [Klinke and

Renn, 2002].

1.4  Terminology

This section defines the various processes that will be referred to in this thesis.

Hazard Analysis.  The identification of hazards and the assessment of hazard levels

[Leveson, 1995].

Risk Analysis.  The identification and assessment of risks.

TABLE 1.1   Aspects of Riska

Aspect Description
Extent of damage Adverse effects such as deaths, injuries, property damage.

Probability of occurrence Estimate of the frequency of the loss event.

Incertitude Overall indicator for the uncertainty components (e.g. uncertainties in 
probability distributions).

Ubiquity Geographic dispersion of potential damage.

Persistency Temporal extent of potential damage.

Reversibility Possibility of restoring the situation to its state before the damage 
occurred (e.g. oil spill cleanup).

Delay effect Latency between the initial event and the actual impact of damage.

Violation of equity Discrepancy between those who enjoy the benefits and those who bear 
the risks.

Potential of mobilization Potential for social action arising from inequity and injustice; psycholog-
ical stress and discomfort; potential for social conflict and mobilization; 
spill-over effects (e.g. highly symbolic losses).

a.  Adapted from [Klinke and Renn, 2002]. See also [Slovic, 2000] for additional dimensions such as 
controllability—the extent to which people can control their risk exposure.
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Risk Identification.  The process of identifying hazards and the associated environmental

conditions that will inevitably lead to an accident.

Risk Assessment.  The process of determining the likelihood and/or consequences and

costs associated with identified risks.

Risk Evaluation.  The process by which societal institutions such as agencies, social

groups, or individuals determine the acceptability of a given risk [Klinke and Renn, 2002].

Risk Communication.  The communication of the results of a risk analysis to stakehold-

ers such as company executives and potentially affected communities.

Risk Management.  The process of maintaining risk at an acceptable level throughout the

lifetime of a system.

1.5  Research Goals and Thesis Outline

Complex socio-technical systems pose a challenge to risk managers. The complexity of

these systems makes it difficult to identify and assess risk. When risks are not identified or

are underestimated disaster, can ensue. In particular, recent accidents have demonstrated

that an understanding of the way organizational behaviour contributes to risk is critical to

effectively managing risk.

This thesis develops an approach to risk analysis that is applicable to modern, complex

socio-technical systems. The research follows a two-fold approach to developing an alter-

native approach to risk assessment: theoretical and empirical. The theoretical approach

draws on various disciplines and concepts to draw up a conceptual framework for assess-

ing risk. The empirical approach uses examples of systems to identify common properties

or behaviours that have an effect on safety. Figure 1.3 illustrates how these fields and con-

cepts contribute to the development.
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Chapter 1 has introduced the concept of risk and the nature of accidents in modern com-

plex socio-technical systems. Chapter 2 looks at risk management as a decision-making

process and develops a set of criteria for what makes a good risk analysis. Based on these

criteria, current risk analysis techniques are evaluated. These techniques do not appear to

provide a good basis for decision making. An alternative approach is needed.

The importance of organizational factors in accidents has gained increasing acceptance.

Numerous authors have written on the topic. In particular, sociologists have developed

several theories to explain why accidents occur and how they can be prevented. Chapter 3

reviews three of the most popular sociological and organizational approaches to safety:

normal accidents theory, high reliability organizations, and normalization of deviance.

Chapter 4 discusses the dynamic aspects of risk in organizations. First, a framework is

developed to analyse the strategic trade-off between short and long term goals and under-

stand why organizations tend to migrate to states of increasing risk. Next, a set of arche-

types of organizational safety are developed. These archetypes describe specific

mechanisms by which organizations unintentionally or unknowingly increase or fail to

decrease risk, despite their best intentions. Each archetype is illustrated by means of

examples from various industries.

Figure 1.3   Research Foundations
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Chapter 5 proposes an alternative approach to risk analysis and management based on sys-

tems theory. The proposed approach moves beyond event-based models to include risks

that do not depend only on component or subsystem failures, and incorporate human,

organizational, and societal factors. By taking an explicit lifecycle view of systems, the

approach enables (1) the early identification of risks and risk mitigation strategies, (2) aids

in the allocation of resources to best manage risk, and (3) provides for the continuous

monitoring of risk throughout the system lifecycle. In addition, the approach emphasizes

and enables the participation of members at all levels of the organization as well as other

stakeholders in order to best identify, assess, and manage risks. The proposed approach

addresses technical, human, organizational, and other factors.

Chapter 6 presents conclusions and suggestions for further work.



Chapter 2
ASSESSING RISK ASSESSMENT
Unless a person has calculated a risk, with its uncertainty, outlined his procedure, and
highlighted the omissions, we cannot be sure he has made a reasoned, rational, decision...
Risk assessment should not be an arcane discipline, carried out by narrowly focused
experts in a back room.

Richard Wilson and Edmund Crouch1

Risk is a construct that we use to help us in choosing between different courses of action.

We make decisions based on risk every day, whether explicitly or implicitly. For example,

at a road crossing we may implicitly decide that it is too risky to cross when the traffic

light is red. Risk assessment is the explicit identification and evaluation of the risks associ-

ated with different courses of action. Its purpose is to act as a decision-aiding tool. For

example: Should a nuclear plant be built in a particular location? Therefore, in designing a

risk assessment methodology, the aim should be to represent risks in a way that aids deci-

sion making. What, then, determines whether or not a risk assessment is good? This chap-

ter develops a set of criteria for evaluating risk analysis methodologies. Then, current risk

analysis techniques are reviewed and evaluated with respect to these criteria.

2.1  Criteria for Evaluating Risk Analysis Methodologies

Risk analyses are used to aid decision-making about uncertain situations. A risk analysis is

good if it enables good decision-making. There is some debate about what makes a deci-

1. [Wilson and Crouch, 2001]
41
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sion ‘good‘. One way of defining decisions is by their outcomes: good decisions are those

with good outcomes. But in some cases this approach equates good decision-making with

good luck and bad decision-making with bad luck. An alternative definition of good deci-

sions is decisions that reflect the best judgement given the information that was available

at the time. Chapter 4 discusses this debate and the nature of good decision-making. Here,

it is sufficient to note that it is difficult to make good decisions when the data on which the

decisions are based is incomplete, inaccurate, or of questionable veracity.

This section develops a set of criteria for risk analysis based on the characteristics of

socio-technical systems.

2.1.1  Criteria in the Literature

Although the literature on risk assessment, management and related fields is extensive,

surprisingly little has been written about how one should evaluate a risk analysis method-

ology. In an early work, Fischhoff et al. discuss the generic complexities that decisions

about acceptable risk present [Fischhoff et al., 1983]:

1. Uncertainty about how to define the decision problem;

2. Difficulties in assessing the facts of the matter;

3. Difficulties in assessing the relevant values;

4. Uncertainties about the human element in the decision-making process; and

5. Difficulties in assessing the quality of the decisions that are produced.

Using these complexities as a starting point, the authors develop a list of seven criteria for

evaluating approaches to analysing risk. A risk assessment methodology must be

1. Comprehensive

2. Logically sound

3. Practical

4. Open to evaluation

5. Politically acceptable

6. Compatible with institutions
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7. Conducive to learning

More recently, Haimes has built on these characteristics to provide ten characteristics of a

good risk assessment, unfortunately without any explanation of how the additional criteria

were derived [Haimes, 1998]:

1. Comprehensive

2. Adherent to evidence

3. Logically sound

4. Practical

5. Open to evaluation

6. Based on explicit assumptions and premises

7. Compatible with institutions

8. Conducive to learning

9. Attuned to risk communication

10. Innovative1

The next section adapts and augments these criteria to reflect the role that risk analysis

should play in managing risk over the entire lifecycle of a system.

2.1.2  Criteria for Dynamic Participative Risk Analysis

The traditional view of risk assessment is that it is an activity that is carried out at the

beginning of a system‘s lifecycle, thus providing a ‘snapshot’ of the risk associated with

the system design. Based on this view, a set of static requirements can be developed,

focussing on the accuracy of the risk assessment of the system design. By next expanding

the view to consider risk over the lifecycle of the system (a constantly evolving picture), a

set of dynamic requirements can be developed, focussing on providing the best informa-

tion for managing risk over the lifetime of the system.

1.  This criterion is rather odd. It would seem that Haimes is pushing innovation for the sake of innovation!
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2.1.3  Static Requirements

The first concern for a risk analysis methodology is that it can be used in practice by peo-

ple other than academics. That is, the methodology must be practical (1), and compatible

with the institutions (2) with which and in which it is intended to be used. Impractical and

incompatible tools are rarely adopted outside academia.

From an engineering standpoint, the two ‘physical’ attributes of risk, probability and con-

sequence, may appear to sufficiently characterise risk. But Chapter 1 argued that the per-

ception of risk is also affected by social and psychological attributes, such as incertitude,

ubiquity, persistency, irreversibility, latency, and inequity in distribution of risk [Klinke

and Renn, 2002]. These attributes, though often ignored by the technical community,

affect attitudes towards risk and whether or not a given risk is found to be acceptable, both

inside and outside the organization. In developing a risk assessment methodology these

attributes must therefore be taken into consideration, both in the evaluation and in the

communication of risks (3).

Risks that are not known cannot be managed. The assessment must be comprehensive (4).

It should consider more causal factors than component failure and deal with emergent

behaviours such as system accidents. It should provide for the inclusion of non-technical

factors such as human, organizational, political, and societal factors. If the assessment is

not logically sound or does not adhere to the available evidence, risks be may under- or

overestimated, and some risks may not be identified at all. In such cases the risk manage-

ment program is hobbled and will be limited in its effectiveness. The assessment must be

logically sound (5) and adherent to the evidence (6).

The purpose of risk assessment is to aid decision making about risks. Making good deci-

sions requires understanding the results and limitations of the assessment. The results of

the assessment must be represented in such a way that decision makers can understand the

risks and where they come from (7). Any risk assessment must make assumptions and will

therefore be subjective. The risk assessment technique itself has underlying assumptions
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about how accidents occur and about how risk should be modelled. For example, Probabi-

listic Risk Assessment (PRA) assumes that accidents happen only as a result of compo-

nent failure, thus excluding most system accidents. When performing a risk assessment,

the analyst must make assumptions about what is important and what is not. These

assumptions must be made explicit to reveal the limitations of the assessment and so that

they can be challenged and changed if necessary (8). Undocumented or implicit assump-

tions expose the entire risk evaluation process to second-guessing1. To build trust in the

process inside and outside the organization, the assessment and its results must be open to

evaluation (9). For example, varying levels of confidence in data should be made explicit.

The methodology should not require such a high degree of specialised knowledge that

other people in the organization cannot follow or understand the process or its results.

Static Requirements.  The static requirements can be summarised as follows:

1. Be practical

2. Be compatible with institutions

3. Allow for inclusion of ‘non-physical’ risk attributes

4. Be comprehensive

5. Be logically sound

6. Be adherent to evidence

7. Represent results in a way that facilitates understanding

8. Explicitly document assumptions and premises

9. Open the process and results to evaluation

This list includes all the requirements given by [Fischhoff et al., 1983] and [Haimes,

1998], except for “politically acceptable”, which is here subsumed under (2); “innovate”,

1. In the 1980s, questions were raised in Canada about the safety of the herbicide Alachlor. A controversy 
arose when three different stakeholder groups performed what they saw as objective, scientific assess-
ments of the carcinogenic risk posed by Alachlor, only to come to three different answers. The different 
results arose not from bad science or incompetence, but from underlying value differences [Brunk et al., 
1991]. Perhaps more explicit documentation and communication of the underlying values and assump-
tions would have revealed the underlying causes of the controversy and allowed an agreement to be 
reached [Hatfield and Hipel, 2002].
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for which the reasoning is not clear; and “conducive to learning” and “attuned to risk com-

munication”, which are included under dynamic requirements.

Now consider the requirements that arise from a view of risk as dynamic.

2.1.4  Dynamic Requirements

Risks are either accepted or rejected. They are accepted if they are judged to be suffi-

ciently low, and they are rejected if they are judged to be too high. This judgement process

may involve negotiation: risks that are initially deemed too high are sometimes accepted if

no plausible alternatives can be found. If a risk is accepted, ‘coping’ strategies for dealing

with the potential consequences of the risk must be devised and assessed. If a risk is

rejected, system developers have two general options. They can abandon the system con-

cept. Second, they amend the design to reduce risk to an acceptable level. This choice may

entail a compromise on system performance or cost.

One approach to risk management is to perform the risk analysis once the system design

has been completed. If necessary, the design is then adapted to bring risk to an acceptable

level. Alternatively, if the risk is unacceptably high and cannot be lowered the project

must be abandoned, and the time and money invested to that point lost.

This approach has obvious disadvantages. Once design decisions have been made, they

are often not easily adaptable or reversible. Developing alternative designs late in the sys-

tem development process is often not feasible. Manufacturing may already be in process,

or there may not be sufficient time or resources to develop or implement alternative

designs. Designers may in many cases be forced to rely on after-the-fact risk mitigation.

Risk mitigation strategies developed after the system has been designed tend to have a

‘band-aid’ nature, since more elegant solutions often require fundamental changes in the

system design. Such mitigation strategies are often less effective or reliable. For example,

extensive and complicated operating instructions will in general not be followed without

mistakes. The result is a system design that manages risk retroactively, which may
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increase cost, decrease performance, and leave the system with greater than necessary

risk.

One of the reasons for using this apparently suboptimal approach to risk management is

that existing risk assessment methods require a nearly complete system design as input.

For example, as will be discussed in detail later, PRA works by assembling component

data into system-level failure probabilities; it cannot be performed without detailed

knowledge about components and their place in the system. A better approach is to start

the risk analysis as soon as a system concept is considered, as discussed in Chapter 3.

Risk assessment should aid in the development of coping strategies (10), alternative

designs (11), and mitigation strategies (12). Each time a decision is made, the impact of

the decision on the system must be considered. Activities aimed at reducing one risk often

give rise to a new risk elsewhere in the system. For example, the introduction of comput-

ers and software as a way of reducing the impact of human error has brought with it a

whole new set of potential accident scenarios [Leveson, 1995]. The risk assessment

should facilitate analysis of mitigation strategies and alternative designs and their impact

on the system and its risk.

Chapter 4 will discuss the concept of adaptation in systems and how systems tend to

migrate to the boundaries of safety. Safety tends to degrade in the absence of conscious

effort [Rasmussen, 1997]. The risk assessment must allow for this dynamic behaviour in

two ways. First, it must be structured in a way that allows convenient updating of the

assessment as the system or its environment change (13). The results and method of the

assessment must be open to examination and updating. Second, the assessment should

indicate where and how adaptation may occur, so that risk managers can become aware

when the boundaries of safe behaviour are being approached (14). The assessment should

provide for the explicit representation of this migration, in order that it can be made obvi-

ous to decision makers before the boundaries are passed.
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Employees can be a good source of information about an organization and the risks it

faces. While expert risk assessors (should) have a good understanding of the risk assess-

ment methodology and system safety, employees may have insights that are not formally

documented. Maintaining or improving safety requires active participation from workers

[Backström, 1997]. The results of the communication should be comprehensible and cred-

ible not only to management, but also to workers, at least as it pertains to their spheres of

influence. Comprehensibility and credibility can be obtained by involving workers in the

entire risk assessment process, from the structuring of objectives to the decision-making

process. Alternatively, workers should be able to visualise the process and results of the

assessment in an understandable way. By including employees in the risk assessment pro-

cess (15), their insights can be used to obtain a more complete and accurate view of the

risk. Furthermore, employees who are included in the risk assessment process will have a

better understanding of how employees’ behaviour affects risk. Including employees can

encourage them to monitor risk in their part of the system and can empower them to speak

up when problems arise.

Finally, the risk assessment must facilitate learning so that risk in the current and possible

future systems can be better managed (16). The organization can avoid future mistakes by

learning which risk management strategies work and which do not. For example, if a risk

assessment reveals that a particular system design introduces unnecessary risks, such a

design should be avoided in the future. Instead of relying on institutional memory, the risk

assessment should provide mechanisms to retain this knowledge.

Dynamic Requirements.  By viewing risk assessment as part of an iterative risk manage-

ment process, the importance of taking a dynamic view of risk becomes apparent. This

view gives rise to additional risk assessment criteria that are not traditionally considered.

The dynamic requirements can be summarised as follows:

10. Aid in the development and assessment of coping strategies.

11. Aid in the development and analysis of mitigation strategies.

12. Be convenient to update to reflect changing risks.
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13. Aid in identifying when the boundaries of safe behaviour are being
approached.

14. Encourage and enable worker involvement.

15. Facilitate learning.

The next section reviews existing approaches to risk assessment of engineering systems

and shows that, for modern socio-technical systems, these approaches do not satisfy the

criteria for a good risk assessment methodology.

2.2  Qualitative Risk Representation

Risk analysis methods can be roughly classified as being quantitative or qualitative. In

practice, specific instances fall somewhere on the continuum between being purely quali-

tative and being fully quantitative. Risks are usually classified according to their likeli-

hood and/or consequences. High-consequence, high-likelihood risks are deemed the most

critical, while low-consequence, low-likelihood risks are deemed less important. Although

psychological and social dimensions of risk have been identified (see above), these are

rarely used in practice, because they are difficult to assess, quantify or communicate.

Critical Item Lists (CILs) are used to maintain a record of those items whose failure could

result in an accident. As such they can be useful in ensuring that attention is paid to these

items. NASA classifies items whose failure could lead to a loss of the shuttle and crew as

Criticality 1 (C1) and Criticality 1R (C1R), when there are redundant critical components.

But this classification is easily changed and may even lead to problems. On the Space

Shuttle Challenger the primary and secondary O-rings were mistakenly classified as C1R,

under the erroneous belief that they provided redundant protection. The cold temperatures

on the day of the launch affected both O-rings in the same way, an instance of a common-

mode failure.

Risk matrices, or, likelihood-consequence grids, as shown in Figure 2.1, are commonly

used to document the perceptions (inside or outside the organization) of the most critical

risks in a system. They are usually used to prioritise hazards. Engineers may use their ‘gut
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feel’ to estimate the risk of a system failure. Or the matrix may be used to represent per-

ceptions of risks by different sectors of the public. Risk matrices may also provide a con-

venient summary of the results of another risk assessment.

Strictly speaking risk matrices are not a risk analysis technique, but rather a way of elicit-

ing or summarising perceptions of risks. They are included here however because they are

often used instead of other risk assessment techniques.

Risk matrices have three major limitations. When they are constructed at the component

or subsystem level, it is difficult to combine the information to estimate the risks for the

entire system. When they are constructed at the system level they are of limited use in

identifying leverage points for reducing risk (12, 13). Finally, they cannot be used for soft-

ware design errors for which probability of failure is meaningless or unknowable.

2.3  Quantitative Risk Assessment

Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) also classifies risks according to their likelihood or

consequence, but attempts to quantify these dimensions. Because the problem of deter-

mining the consequences of risks is difficult, fraught with ambiguity, and highly domain-

Figure 2.1   Risk Matrix
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specific (see Chapter 1), the focus is primarily on quantifying the likelihood of risks. Spe-

cialised techniques for estimating consequences are sometimes added to the standard

QRA techniques to gain a more complete picture.

2.3.1  FMEAs and FMECAs

FMEAs and FMECAs attempt to identify a system’s weak points or components (critical

items) whose failures could lead to accidents. By identifying weak points, FMEAs can be

useful in identifying which parts of the system should be changed to reduce risks. While

FMECAs are usually performed for parts with known failure rates, risk matrices can also

be used to classify the estimated severity and frequency of each failure, as discussed

above. The analysis considers each failure individually without regard to other failures in

the system. Therefore FMECAs are not suitable for systems with a fair degree of redun-

dancy or for those where common mode failures are a significant problem [Rausand and

Hoyland, 2004]. More important, most accidents are caused by multiple interacting fail-

ures, a possibility that is ignored by these techniques. FMEAs and FMECAs examine and

document all component failures, including those that do not have significant conse-

quences. The resulting documentation burden is often unnecessarily large [Rausand and

Hoyland, 2004]. Like other component failure based models, they are of no use in predict-

ing accidents that are not caused by component failure (4). FMEAs and FMECAs are reli-

ability engineering tools and have their uses in that area. But like other bottom-up

approaches, they are of limited value in examining and ensuring the safety of complex

socio-technical systems.

FMEAs and FMECAs have their place in system development and operation. They should

not be mistaken for system level risk assessment tools however.

2.3.2  Actuarial Approaches

The two most common approaches to QRA are the actuarial approach and Probabilistic

Risk Assessment (PRA) [Rasmussen, 1991]. The actuarial approach uses past accident
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data to estimate the future probabilities of accidents. This method is useful when there is a

substantial record of past experience on which to base the estimate of accident frequency.

When applying this estimate to future accidents, care must be taken to account for changes

in the system or its environment that may affect the accident rate. For example, changes in

technology may affect the accident rate. When Airbus introduced the A320, the first air-

craft with substantial automation, the accident rate increased above the average for com-

mercial jet airliners until unforeseen problems with the automation were resolved.

Because it relies on past accident data, the actuarial approach is not applicable to new sys-

tems that do not yet have an operating history, systems that have changed significantly, or

to systems where the accident rate is very low. An alternative approach that uses the sys-

tem‘s design and operating environment to estimate risk is needed.

2.3.3  Probabilistic Risk Assessment

PRA was developed in the nuclear industry in the 1960s to estimate the probability of

accidents in both existing and new nuclear plants in the absence of historical accident

rates. The probability may be either an accident frequency or the probability of failure on

demand, for example, the probability that a car will fail to start when the ignition switch is

turned [Rasmussen, 1991]. PRA works by breaking a system down into subsystems and

components, until a level is reached where reliability data for the subsystem or component

can be estimated. For example, even though very few actual core melt accidents have

occurred, significant data on the reliability of the pumps and valves in a nuclear plant may

be available. The data are then re-aggregated, using some form of system models, such as

event and fault trees, to estimate the overall probability of accidents for the entire system.

The technique is therefore dependent on the concept of component failure as the driver for

accidents. Component reliability data are estimated on the basis of test and experimental

data, extrapolations of historical data, surrogate or generic data, and/or expert judgment.

Obviously the accuracy of the results depend firstly on the accuracy of the model (e.g. are

crucial failure modes included?), and secondly on the accuracy of the component reliabili-
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ties. Apart from the problem of estimating component reliabilities, there are insurmounta-

ble problems resulting from the bottom-up modelling approach.

A PRA of a system begins by defining a set of undesirable consequences, or end states

(accidents). PRA assumes that each end state can be traced back to an initiating event (IE)

through a sequence of discrete events. These IEs are identified as disturbances to normal

operation, such as hardware failures, human errors, or natural phenomena. It is assumed

that the likelihood of IEs can be estimated using physical models (e.g. structural analysis

of a damwall), models of human performance1 (e.g. human error rates), historical data

(e.g. component failure rates), expert opinion, and so forth. The postulated sequence of

events between the IEs and undesirable end states is identified using logic diagrams such

as event and fault trees.

1. The only existing models of human performance are for extremely simple skills. Individual differences 
make it difficult to use even these physical skill estimates.

Figure 2.2   Fault Tree
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Fault Trees.  A fault tree is a directed graph that uses Boolean logic to represent how

binary-valued primary conditions combine to result in the top event. A fault tree analysis

begins with an undesirable end state and then works backwards (deductively) to find

which combinations of component failures can result in the end state. For example, for a

nuclear plant the top event may be ‘loss of electric power’ [Rasmussen, 1991], as shown

in Figure 2.2. In the nuclear plant both AC and DC power sources are required to power

the safety systems. In other words, if the AC or DC power or both fail, the safety systems

lose power, as indicated by the “OR” gate in the diagram. AC power is supplied from both

an off-site grid and from an on-site generator. Either is sufficient, as indicated by the

“AND” gate in the diagram. Using Boolean logic, an expression for the top event can be

derived:

(2.1)

The analysis continues downwards in this manner until it reaches components for which

reliability data are known. A detailed expression for the top event can then be derived, and

the probability of the top event can be obtained by filling in the probabilities for the indi-

vidual components. In practice it is computationally difficult to propagate the probabili-

ties, and a Monte Carlo analysis is often used to estimate the top event probability.

Event Trees.  Event trees are almost the reverse of fault trees in that they work forward

(inductively) from an initiating event and develop a time-sequence of events to determine

which, if any, undesirable end states can be reached from the initiating event [Rasmussen,

1975]. The outcomes of each intermediate event are usually assumed to be binary (yes/no)

but may also include multiple outcomes (yes, partly, no).

Fault and event trees can be combined in ‘bowties’ where the top event in each fault tree is

propagated forward using an event tree, as shown in Figure 2.4. The fault tree is used to

PowerLoss AllDC ACCoffsite ACgenerator∩( )∪=
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identify how the initiating event could occur and with what probability, while the event

tree is used to model the possible end states and their severity.

Figure 2.3   Event Tree

Figure 2.4   Fault Tree and Event Tree combined in a ‘Bowtie‘
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Thus, using fault and event trees, sets of accident scenarios are developed for each unde-

sirable end state. When used in a quantitative analysis, probabilities for the individual

events are combined to obtain probabilities for the end states. Theoretically, common-

cause and other dependent failures can be accounted for using probability techniques. In

practice coverage is limited both by the difficulty of identifying dependencies and by the

computational costs of accounting for these dependencies.

Fault and event trees for complex systems rapidly become very complex themselves. For

example, a fault tree for the International Space Station (ISS) was constructed with 28

undesirable end states. It has 65 event trees, 450 fault trees, and 1500 basic events (com-

ponent failures) [Futron, 2000]. This fault tree omits all human and software errors.

PRA is widely used in the nuclear industry, where it is seen as a cost-effective approach to

risk reduction [Garrick, 1987]. In other industries it is less widely used (2). For example,

its use in the U.S. space program remains contentious [cf. NASA, 1995; and Pate-Cornell

and Dillon, 2001]. The first PRA on the shuttle as a whole, in 1988, gave a then shock-

ingly high probability of  for the loss of the shuttle [Buchbinder, 1989]. Subsequent

studies have steadily improved the odds, from  (1993) [SAIC, 1993], to between

 and  (1995) [SAIC, 1995], to  (1998)1. In each case the assumptions

behind the assessment changed, as well as the definition of the failure space (e.g. which

mission phases were included in the assessment). Whether this improvement in the esti-

mated odds is a clearer reflection of the true probability of failure is not clear. Currently

the historical frequency of failure for the Space Shuttle System is 2 failures out of 113 (or

about ) total flights by the shuttle fleet. To illustrate the difficulty in determining the

correct measure of reliability, note that one could instead look at the historical failure rate

for each individual shuttle, as shown in Table 2.1

1. Unpublished analysis. See, for example, [Vesely, 2003]

1 78⁄

1 90⁄

1 76⁄ 1 230⁄ 1 245⁄

1 52⁄
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Another PRA study, started before the Columbia accident, is in process. Current results

indicate a median failure rate of  excluding the threat of micrometeorite orbital

damage (MMOD), and  including MMOD [Vesely, 2003].

2.3.4  Evaluating Probabilistic Risk Assessment

This section uses the risk analysis criteria to demonstrate the limitations of PRA when

applied to complex socio-technical systems. For convenience, numbers in parentheses are

used to indicate when a particular criterion is being referenced. It may also be useful to

consult the summary table at the end of the chapter when reading these two sections.

Note that there are other approaches to risk assessment, some have been mentioned earlier

in this chapter. This evaluation focusses on PRA because it is a popular technique in the

nuclear and chemical industries and is gaining increasing acceptance in other areas, such

as the space industry.

Problems with Component Reliability Estimates.  The system-level failure probability

estimates are dependent on the component reliability estimates. It is difficult for PRAs to

deal with the absence of data. Estimates of system-level failure probabilities require that

all the component failure probabilities be ‘filled in’. The quality of the reliability data for

components or subsystems is often questionable, even though numbers may be stated to

TABLE 2.1   Space Shuttle Historical Failure Rates

First Flight # Flights Historical Failure Rate

Columbia 1981 28

Challenger 1982 10

Discovery 1983 30

Atlantis 1985 26

Endeavour 1991 19

Enterprisea

Total 113 2/113

a. Test vehicle not used for space flight

1 28⁄

1 10⁄

0 30⁄

0 26⁄

0 19⁄

1 165⁄

1 123⁄
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several decimal places [e.g. Crawford, 2001]. Tests and experiments used to obtain com-

ponent reliability data do not always reflect the operating conditions of the component.

For example, a component may be operating in a different temperature range to that in

which it was tested. Similarly, extrapolations of historical data may not take changes in the

operating conditions or component manufacturing processes, which may affect the com-

ponent reliability, into account. Surrogate or generic data, where a component‘s reliability

is estimated on the basis of a similar component’s reliability, can easily be wrong. Expert

judgement can be prone to irrational biases such as organizational pressures and profes-

sional ideologies [Dietz and Rycroft, 1987]. Expert judgments do not always agree. If

more than one expert judgment is obtained, whose opinion is ‘best’ and how should the

data be combined? Software presents an even greater (and perhaps insurmountable) chal-

lenge. Software ‘reliability’ is not well-defined and most incorrect outputs have no rela-

tionship to particular hazards. How does one determine the probability of just one or two

particular erroneous outputs or behaviours?

The varying levels of confidence in data are not always explicitly made visible1 (8). Spe-

cifically, when Bayesian updating is used, the subjectivity associated with determining

prior distributions is often not made apparent [Bier, 1999]. Worse, where data is unknown,

the tendency is therefore to use guesstimates or expert judgements. Poor data at the com-

ponent level will compromise the system-level results. PRAs thus do not necessarily pro-

vide a true reflection of the available evidence (6). Even apparently small changes in

component probabilities can have dramatic impacts on the top level probability. For exam-

ple, probability assignments that are assumed to be negligible sometimes have a signifi-

cant effect on the final results [Bier, 1999].

Limitations of Fault and Event Trees.  Fault and event tree analysis was developed by

reliability theorists for relatively simple and primarily electro-mechanical systems, which

1.  Simply putting a probability distribution on component failure rates does not adequately address this 
problem. Probability distributions are usually selected based on their convenience, or some feeling about 
how the data ‘ought’ to be distributed.
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could often be represented completely and directly by trees. For example, assuming that

the component level failure rates were accurate, a fault tree of a system could be used to

determine the top level failure probability. As a result fault and event trees were and often

still are seen as being objective. But when these techniques are used on more complex sys-

tems the construction of the trees becomes subjective. Because these systems involve so

much uncertainty, judgement is required to decide what to include in the trees and crucial

elements may be omitted because of ignorance, error, or lack of imagination.

Fault trees are limiting because a complete set of system failures cannot be defined for

even moderately complex systems [NASA, 1995]. For all but the most simple systems,

there will always be another way that something could go wrong, whether it is an addi-

tional branch on a fault tree, or an additional failure that had not been thought of before. It

is often difficult to incorporate additional scenarios or components into a completed fault

tree, and top level probabilities must be recalculated each time. The British nuclear sub-

marine ‘Tireless’ was forced to abandon exercises in the Mediterranean in 2000 when a

cooling-system pipe cracked. The possibility of this pipe cracking had not been considered

in the probabilistic risk analysis and (perhaps consequently) the pipe was never checked

during maintenance [Redmill, 2002]. Precision is not the same thing as accuracy and does

not imply it.

Similarly, for event trees it is difficult to define a complete set of initiating events that pro-

duce all the important accident sequences. In complex systems, there is no way of guaran-

teeing that all the event sequences that can lead to a particular accident have been

identified. It is also difficult or impossible to determine the order of functions across the

top of the event tree. When these functions interact with each other, as is the case in com-

plex or tightly coupled systems, there is no correct order of events, because any particular

ordering will exclude some interactions. Both event and fault trees can only model linear,

direct relationships between events, specifically, they cannot represent feedback or adapta-

tion [Rasmussen, 1997].
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Fault and event trees do not handle common-cause or dependent failures well, and fall

apart if multiple common-cause failures must be considered (5, 6). PRAs tend to consider

only a small subset of common-cause failures. One unfortunate side-effect is that the

impact of redundancy on increasing system reliability can therefore be overestimated.

High levels of redundancy increase system complexity and can therefore even lead to

accidents [Perrow, 1999a]. Risk mitigation strategies based on increasing redundancy may

perversely decrease system safety (12).

Due to its bottom-up reassembly nature, PRA rapidly becomes intractable (1) for large

systems, both in the sense of performing the PRA and in the sense of communicating and

understanding the results. PRAs have been performed for large systems such as the Inter-

national Space Station, but the fault and event tree models are so large that it is difficult to

conceive of them being free from error. Results of the PRA tend to be communicated at a

very high level, or focus on components or subsystems that the analysis indicates contrib-

ute significantly to the system-level failure probability. It is difficult for the decision mak-

ers to understand where and what the risks really are (7), and hence to make decisions

about dealing with these risks. Similarly it is difficult to include workers (e.g. operators,

supervisors) in the process (15). Developing coping and mitigation strategies and conceiv-

ing of alternative designs is therefore difficult (10, 11, 12). The complexity of the models

makes evaluation of the risk assessment by outsiders (to the risk assessment) difficult (9).

It is not practical to review exhaustively each individual component‘s reliability data, nor

can the fault and event tree models easily be evaluated without redoing the assessment.

Questionable Rigour.  PRA breaks a problem down into smaller problems until a point is

reached where the problems can be solved. The approach is familiar to engineers and sci-

entists, who are trained to solve problems in this manner. As a result, PRA is seen as being

objective and rigorous when in fact it relies on subjective judgement. For complex sys-

tems, the PRA approach offers no guarantee of objectivity or rigour (6). In multiple

assessments of the same system, different assessors come up with different evaluations

[Pate-Cornell and Dillon, 2001]. Two reasons immediately come to mind. First, the quality
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of the reliability data for components or subsystems is often questionable. Second, like

any risk assessment technique, PRA does not evaluate the risks of the system itself, but the

risks of a model of the system. A system model is never more than an approximation of

the system and is therefore subjective. System modelers decide, for example, where to

draw the boundaries of the system and to what level of detail different system aspects are

modelled. PRA models are not excluded from this limitation. Modelers must decide what

types of failures (what goes wrong) to look at, and which failure scenarios (how it goes

wrong) to consider. The construction of fault and event trees is part art, especially in the

case of complex systems. It is thus highly likely that different modelers will not consider

the same set of failures or failure scenarios, and will construct different fault and event

trees, resulting in different assessments of risk. Any other risk assessment methodology

will run into the same problem, but in the case of PRA it can be very difficult to determine

how and why one model differs from another because the models are so large and

involved (8, 9).

Hidden Assumptions.  PRA analyses generally do not make their assumptions explicit,

often because the analysts may not even be aware they are making these assumptions (8).

Of course any risk assessment is based on assumptions, but when these assumptions are

not made explicit the limitations of the analysis are not apparent. If the system or its envi-

ronment change and these assumptions become inappropriate, it may not be obvious that

the risk assessment must be adjusted. The focus on random component failures means that

there is an implicit assumption that the system design is correct, that the realised system

matches the design, and that the system is operated as intended. In reality, the design may

be flawed, the realised system almost never matches the design, and systems are never

operated in quite the way the designers intended. The PRA for nuclear power plants like

Chernobyl certainly never included the assumption that the operators would disable the

safety protections because they were under pressure to get a test done that would other-

wise have to wait six months. Under those circumstances, the probability was actually

quite high, certainly higher than in the calculations, which assumed the protections would

be operational (or would only fail due to random events). But if one considers the produc-
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tion and other pressures on the operators, their behaviour appears less bizarre and even

‘reasonable’ (or at least understandable). Such pressures can be predicted, but they are

usually ignored because considering them makes PRA impractical or infeasible.

Omission of System Accidents.  When it comes to modern, complex, socio-technical

systems, PRA is becoming even less applicable. Because it is based on the concept of

component failures and event chains, it does not cover system accidents where no compo-

nents fail (4). It has an inherent bias toward random, mechanical-type errors. In fact, it is

difficult to find examples of accidents that are caused by genuinely random component

failures [Crawford, 2001]. Because it depends on component failure, PRA cannot assess

the contribution of software to system-accidents. Software (4) is often simply ignored, for

example by modelling it as a component with zero probability of failing (5). While it is

true that software does not fail in the sense of physically breaking like hardware does,

software has been blamed for many accidents. For example, the Ariane 5 rocket exploded

shortly after launch due to a bug in its software. Attempts have been made to include soft-

ware in PRA, but these methods all revert to the component failure concept at some level

and do not adequately account for the origin of software-related failures. See, for example,

[Garret and Apostolakis, 1999]. PRA therefore excludes an entire group of accident sce-

narios.

Poor Treatment of Human Factors.  Incorporating the effects of cognitively complex

human interaction and organizational and societal influences in PRA is difficult (4).

Attempts to include these factors have focussed on extending the “component failure”

concept. When human interaction is modelled in a PRA, it is usually limited to models of

human error on the level of the individual. That is, the human is viewed as just another

system component that can fail. The best known technique for estimating human reliabil-

ity is the Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction (THERP) developed by Swain et al.,

see for example [Swain, 1990]. This technique includes only physical mistakes and not

mental errors. It handles the things that are most easily automated and therefore usually

are automated. Human error rate estimation techniques tend to have significant shortcom-
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ings, especially when combined with each other and with machine component reliabilities

[Wickens and Hollands, 2000, pp.500-502]:

• Lack of Database: Empirical data for performance on simple acts and non-
stressed conditions exists. But data on the frequency of cognitive errors
related to diagnosis and problem-solving, and the effects of stress are much
more limited and tend to rely heavily on expert opinion, which may be
wrong.

Although most accidents continue to be blamed on human error, there is
growing recognition that human error is in general not random and often
occurs because the design of the system makes it difficult or impossible to
avoid erring [Leveson, 1995]. 

• Error Monitoring: Humans monitor their own performance and often cor-
rect errors before they can affect system performance. The probability of
human error cannot be directly associated with the probability that the error
will result in a system failure.

• Non-independence of Human Errors: The assumption that human errors
are independent is untenable. The dependence may work in two directions.
Committing one error may result in an increase in frustration and stress and
so increase the probability of committing another error. Alternatively, com-
mitting one error may result in an increase in care and vigilance and so
decrease the probability of committing another error. In either case, one can-
not make the assumption that the probability of committing an error is inde-
pendent of whether an error was made at an earlier time. Similarly, the error
probabilities of two or more people cannot be assumed to be independent.

• Integrating Human and Machine Reliabilities: Human and machine reli-
abilities cannot be assumed to be independent. When a machine component
fails, it is likely to affect the probability of human failure. For example, the
operator may become more cautious and vigilant if a component has failed.

One result of the human error viewpoint is that safety improvement programs have tended

to direct their efforts at reducing human error. But it is now recognised that human error is

often the result of the interaction between the human operators and the rest of the system

and its environment. In particular, people are unlikely to undertake actions that do not

seem reasonable to them at the time, so that the majority of errors of commission (doing

the wrong thing) result from short-cuts, trying to satisfy competing goals and incentives

(e.g. production pressure), or misdiagnoses [Julius et al., 1995]. Similarly, errors of omis-

sion (neglecting to do the right thing) may also be driven at least in part by characteristics
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of the system. Efforts to reduce human error by increasing punitive measures, for exam-

ple, may therefore only have limited effect (11, 12). For example, in an aircraft, both the

pilot and co-pilot may make the same mistakes if the aircraft interface is poorly designed.

It has also been argued that some level of error must be tolerated in order to reduce the risk

of catastrophic accidents [Amalberti, 1996].

Poor Treatment of Organizational and Societal Factors.  Likewise, organizational and

societal factors have a significant impact on human performance and safety. Research into

incorporating these factors into PRA has again attempted to extend the component failure

and event chain concepts by quantifying the impact of these factors on component or sub-

system failure probabilities, see, for example SHERPA [Embrey, 1992], SAM [Murphy

and Paté-Cornell, 1996], and WPAM [Davoudian et al., 1994a]. In these approaches1,

organizations are seen as influencing the likelihood of human errors, for example using

influence diagrams [Oliver and Smith, 1990]. While these approaches do provide insights

into organizational behaviours that can influence safety, the insights are so general that

they are not useful for improving the safety of a specific system (4, 11, 12) [Abramovici,

1998]. More important, they still rely on the component failure concept and so retain all

the associated limitations discussed above [cf. Hollnagel, 1998]. For example, they do not

take feedback into account (15).

Negative Impact on Risk Management.  As illustrated by the examples of component

redundancy and human error reduction, the type of risk assessment influences the risk

management strategies that an organization uses. The result of the PRA focus on compo-

nent failure (and human error) is that most risk reduction or safety improvement programs

tend to focus on reducing the effects of component failures and reducing human error.

Because PRAs tend to model the physical system in great detail while omitting qualitative

effects such as organizational factors, they can lead to a false sense of accuracy [Murphy,

1994] and to ineffective mitigation measures (12). The focus on managing component

1. See also [Abramovici, 1998] for an overview of these and other techniques.
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failures means that many safety management programs are in fact reliability improvement

programs: quality control and various forms of redundancy are used to reduce the likeli-

hood of individual component failures and their impacts, respectively. While redundancy

can improve system reliability, it is only useful to a point. It does not provide any protec-

tion against common-mode failures. It increases system complexity, making it even harder

to understand the system. As long as the risk assessment techniques focus on component

failure and human error, risk mitigation strategies too will focus on component failure and

human error (12). PRA does not provide a way for understanding the complexities of

modern systems, and cannot aid us in learning how to deal with these systems (16).

PRA does not convincingly meet any of the risk assessment criteria. Because it provides

only a limited view of risk, risk management efforts based on the results of a PRA can

have only limited effectiveness, and may even decrease safety. An alternative approach

that complies with these criteria is needed.

The results of this section are summarised in Table 2.2 at the end of this chapter together

with requirements for an alternative risk analysis methodology that would better satisfy

the criteria.

2.4  Summary

This chapter has described the role of risk assessment in the risk management process and

developed a set of risk assessment criteria based on this view. Current risk analysis tech-

niques and their extensions do not address the requirements for risk assessment of com-

plex socio-technical systems. An alternative approach to risk analysis that addresses some

of these limitations is presented in Chapter 5.
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TABLE 2.2   Summary of PRA with respect to Risk Assessment Criteria

Risk 
Criterion

PRA
Requirements for a New

 Approach
1 Practical PRAs usually have to be performed 

by experts. The models cannot be 
understood by those unfamiliar with 
PRA techniques such as fault and 
event trees and Bayesian updating.

Throughout the development of an 
alternative approach, emphasis must 
be laid on making the approach 
user-friendly and practical.

2 Compatible 
with institu-
tions

3 Take psycho-
logical and 
social attributes 
of risk into 
account.

Psychological and social attributes 
of risk are not considered.

Incorporating risk attributes other 
than likelihood and consequence is 
difficult. Psychological and social 
attributes of risk contribute to our 
perception of risk, and contribute to 
how people define what is accept-
able and what is not. A new 
approach must find ways of 
acknowledging and dealing with 
these factors. This problem is easier 
stated than solved, however.

4 Comprehensive Does not include system accidents, 
where components/subsystems work 
as they are supposed to.
The contribution of software to sys-
tem accidents is often simply 
ignored.
Adequately accounting for the 
effects of cognitively complex 
human interaction and organiza-
tional and societal influences is dif-
ficult.

Stop using component failures as the 
building blocks for the risk assess-
ment. Component failure is not a 
good model for software or human 
behaviour. Techniques based on 
component failure cannot incorpo-
rate system accidents. An alternative 
might be to use “constraints” as the 
building blocks, as discussed in 
Chapter 1.

5 Logically 
sound

Does not include system accidents, 
where components/subsystems work 
as they are supposed to.

An approach that is not based on 
component failure may be able to 
incorporate system accidents.

6 Adherent to 
evidence

Tendency to use guesstimates where 
data is unavailable.

Move away from component fail-
ures and the associated models (fault 
trees, event trees, etc.) to open the 
way up for models that can accom-
modate gaps in information.

7 Represent 
results in a way 
that facilitates 
understanding

Single number descriptions of risk 
and a focus on components does not 
adequately describe complex risks.

Clearly state assumptions and rea-
soning on which results are based.
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8 Explicitly doc-
ument assump-
tions and 
premises

The focus on component failure car-
ries with it an underlying assump-
tion that accidents where all the 
components work as they are sup-
posed to, do not happen, or at least 
are vanishingly rare. This assump-
tion is rarely made visible.
Varying levels of confidence in 
underlying data are not always made 
visible.

The approach must help in identify-
ing and laying bare underlying 
assumptions. It is never possible to 
operate without assumptions, what 
is important is that decision makers 
are aware of them as far as possible.

9 Open process 
and results to 
evaluation

The complexity of the models 
makes evaluation of the risk assess-
ment by outsiders (to the risk assess-
ment) difficult.

Assumptions and reasoning must be 
clearly documented.

10 Aid in the 
development 
and assess-
ment of “cop-
ing” strategies

Inadequate identification and under-
standing of risks makes it difficult to 
devise coping strategies.

An approach that contributes to a 
system-level understanding of 
behaviour and risk will also aid in 
the development of ways of dealing 
with risk. A system-level under-
standing will help in escaping the 
problem of unwittingly replacing 
one risk with another.

What is needed are fundamental 
solutions to risk-based problems, 
not symptomatic solutions like 
redundancy.

11 Aid in the 
development 
and analysis of 
mitigation 
strategies

Risk mitigation strategies and alter-
native designs that are proposed in 
response to PRA results tend to 
focus on eliminating unreliable 
components and increasing redun-
dancy (i.e. reliability engineering 
techniques). These strategies do not 
necessarily improve safety and may 
perversely even decrease it.

12 Be convenient 
to update to 
reflect chang-
ing risks

Updating component failure rates is 
simple, but adding additional com-
ponents necessitates re-analyzing 
fault and event trees.

Assume that change will occur and 
provide mechanisms to incorporate 
change over the system lifetime.

13 Aid in identify-
ing when the 
boundaries of 
safe behaviour 
are being 
approached

Because current PRA techniques do 
not account well for organizational 
and psychological factors, they can-
not identify when the boundaries of 
safe behaviour are being approached

Incorporate both technical and non-
technical factors. Do not rely solely 
on component failure. Provide ways 
of easily incorporating updated 
information and identifying new or 
changed risks.

14 Encourage and 
enable worker 
involvement

It is difficult to involve workers and 
to communicate the results.

The approach must be open to and 
understandable by people other than 
the risk assessors. It should encour-
age a system-level understanding of 
behaviour and risk.

TABLE 2.2   Summary of PRA with respect to Risk Assessment Criteria
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15 Facilitate learn-
ing

PRA does not provide a way for 
understanding the complexities of 
modern systems, and will not aid us 
in learning how to deal with these 
systems.

The approach must be open to and 
understandable by people other than 
the risk assessors. It should encour-
age a system-level understanding of 
behaviour and risk.

To avoid overwhelming users with 
detail, the technique should provide 
for some form of “selective detail”. 
Users should be able to select the 
detail with which they view differ-
ent aspects of the system. The aim is 
to promote understanding, not 
spread confusion.

TABLE 2.2   Summary of PRA with respect to Risk Assessment Criteria



Chapter 3
ORGANIZATIONAL RISK THEORIES
“When the facts change, I change my mind. What do you do, sir?”

John Maynard Keynes1

The importance of organizational factors in accidents has gained increasing acceptance.

Numerous authors have written on the topic. In particular, sociologists have developed

several theories to explain why accidents occur and how they can be prevented. This chap-

ter reviews three of the most popular sociological and organizational approaches to safety:

normal accidents theory, high reliability organizations, and normalization of deviance.

3.1  Normal Accidents Theory

Charles Perrow’s initial formulation of Normal Accident Theory2 (NAT) was developed in

the aftermath of the accident at the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant in 1979 [Per-

row, 1982]. He introduced the idea that in some technological systems, accidents are inev-

itable or ‘normal’, and defined two related dimensions—interactive complexity and loose/

tight coupling—which he claimed together determine a system’s susceptibility to acci-

dents [Perrow, 1999a].

1. See http://www.economist.com/research/Economics/alphabetic.cfm?TERM=KEY-
NES%2C%20JOHN%20MAYNARD

2. The sections on Normal Accident Theory and High Reliability Organizations are based on [Marais et al., 
2004].
69
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Interactive complexity refers to the presence of unfamiliar or unplanned and unexpected

sequences of events in a system that are either not visible or not immediately comprehen-

sible. A tightly coupled system is one that is highly interdependent: Each part of the sys-

tem is tightly linked to many other parts and therefore a change in one part can rapidly

affect the status of other parts. Tightly coupled systems respond quickly to perturbations,

but this response may be disastrous. Loosely coupled or decoupled systems have fewer or

less tight links between parts and therefore are able to absorb failures or unplanned behav-

ior without destabilization. Figure 3.1 provides examples of industries as classified by

Perrow according to coupling and interactive complexity1.

According to the theory, systems with interactive complexity and tight coupling will expe-

rience accidents that cannot be foreseen or prevented. Perrow called these system acci-

dents. When the system is interactively complex, independent failure events can interact

in ways that cannot be predicted by the designers and operators of the system. If the sys-

tem is also tightly coupled, cascading events can quickly spiral out of control before oper-

ators are able to understand the situation and perform appropriate corrective actions. In

such systems, apparently trivial incidents can cascade in unpredictable ways and with pos-

sibly severe consequences.

Perrow made an important contribution in identifying these two risk-increasing system

characteristics. His conclusion that accidents are inevitable in these systems is however

overly pessimistic. The argument advanced is essentially that efforts to improve safety in

interactively complex, tightly coupled systems all involve increasing complexity and

therefore only make accidents more likely.

The flaw in this argument is that the only engineering solution he considers is redundancy.

He correctly argues that redundancy introduces additional complexity and encourages risk

1. Note that Perrow’s diagram classifies industries, not particular implementations. This level of classifica-
tion ignores the possibility of alternative design approaches to particular functional requirements. For 
example, pebble bed nuclear reactors are designed to be less complex and less coupled than traditional 
boiling water nuclear reactors.
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taking. He provides many examples of how redundant safety devices or human procedures

can not only be ineffective in preventing accidents, but can even be the direct cause of

accidents. A near meltdown at the Fermi demonstration reactor in Michigan in 1966, for

example, occurred when a piece of zirconium installed inside the reactor as an additional

safety feature broke off and stopped the flow of coolant to the reactor core (see, e.g.,

[Nuclearfiles, 2004]). The core was partially melted and the reactor was permanently dis-

abled.

Figure 3.1   Interaction/Coupling Charta

a. Adapted from [Perrow, 1999a, Figure 3.1]
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While Perrow’s basic argument about redundancy is compelling, the use of redundancy is

not the only way to increase safety and many of the alternatives do not involve increasing

complexity. Redundancy and the use of protection systems are among the least effective

and the most costly approaches to designing for safety [Leveson, 1995]. The most effec-

tive approaches involve eliminating hazards or reducing their likelihood by means other

than redundancy, for example, substituting non-hazardous materials for hazardous ones,

reducing unnecessary complexity, decoupling, designing for controllability, monitoring,

and interlocks of various kinds. Operations can also be made safer by eliminating and

reducing the potential for human error. A simple example is the use of colour coding and

male/female adapters to reduce wiring errors.

While it is usually not possible to predict all accident scenarios in complex systems, thor-

ough engineering analyses of system hazards can be used to prevent whole classes of

potential accidents. The consequences of accidents can be effectively mitigated without

completely identifying all potential causes. For example, life boats can be used to evacu-

ate passengers and crews from a sinking ship, regardless of the cause of the sinking.

Safer systems can be designed by limiting the interactive complexity and tight coupling in

designs. Interactively complex and tightly coupled designs are created because they often

allow greater functionality and efficiency to be achieved, but in some cases simpler,

decoupled designs may be able to achieve similar goals. Where systems cannot be decou-

pled or made simpler, an awareness of the risk posed by such system can aid in developing

positive safety cultures. Interactive complexity is by definition subjective and can there-

fore be reduced through training and experience. The better people know and understand a

system the less likely they are to encounter interactions that they do not expect or under-

stand.

3.2  High Reliability Organizations

High Reliability Organizations (HROs) are defined as the subset of hazardous organiza-

tions that enjoy a record of high safety over long periods of time1:
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One can identify this subset by answering the question, “How many times could this orga-
nization have failed resulting in catastrophic consequences that it did not?” If the answer
is on the order of tens of thousands of times, the organization is ‘high’ reliability’” [Rob-
erts, 1990a, p.160].

By this definition, it is difficult to think of any low reliability organizations: Any organiza-

tion that did not have at least this type of safety record would be shut down immediately

except in cultures or countries where frequent catastrophic consequences and death is

acceptable. Such ‘failure’ can be hypothesized to be possible every second of the day for

most high-hazard activities and therefore an HRO might experience daily accidents and

deaths, certainly something that would not be tolerated in our society. The only way to

define safety or to compare organizations in terms of safety is to calculate accident rates

based on a particular activity over a common operational time period.

Definitional problems aside, HRO researchers seem to counter Perrow‘s hypothesis by

suggesting that some interactively complex and tightly coupled systems operate with very

few accidents. These conclusions are based on studies of two aircraft carriers, U.S. air

traffic control, utility grid management, and fire fighting teams [La Porte and Consolini,

1991].

The critical flaw in the HRO argument is that the systems they studied are not interactively

complex nor tightly coupled according to Perrow‘s definitions. Air traffic control (ATC),

for example, is as safe as it is precisely because the system design is deliberately decou-

pled in order to increase safety. The ATC system is carefully divided into non-interacting

sectors and flight phases (en route, arrival, and takeoff and landing) with the interfaces

between the sectors and phases (for example, hand-off of an aircraft between two air traf-

fic control sectors) carefully limited and controlled. Loose coupling is also ensured by

maintaining ample separation between aircraft so that mistakes by controllers can be rem-

edied before they impact safety. Different parts of the airspace are reserved for different

types of aircraft or aircraft operation (e.g., visual flight rules vs. instrument flight rules).

1. The researchers most often associated with HROs are Todd La Porte, Gene Rochlin, Karlene Roberts, 
Karl Weick, and Paula Consolini.
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Additional warning devices, such as the traffic collision avoidance system (TCAS), are

used to further reduce the likelihood of accidents.

The functions of aircraft carrier landing and take-off systems are similar to ATC (although

much simpler) except that carriers operate in more extreme environmental conditions.

Like ATC, the structure of aircraft carrier operations and systems reduce system coupling

and the availability of many different options to delay or divert aircraft, particularly during

peacetime operation (which was when the HRO studies were done) introduces essential

slack into the system. These systems are relatively simple and loosely coupled and safe,

thus seeming to support Perrow‘s arguments rather than contradict them (see also the

afterword to [Perrow, 1999a]).

The HRO researchers emphasize the low level of complexity in the systems they studied:

HROs struggle with decisions in a context of nearly full knowledge of the technical
aspects of operations in the face of recognized great hazard... The people in these organi-
zations know almost everything technical about what they are doing—and fear being
lulled into supposing they have prepared for every contingency... This drive for technical
predictability has resulted in relatively stable technical processes that have become quite
well understood within each HRO [La Porte and Consolini, 1991, pp.29-30] (emphasis
added).

Systems that allow perfect knowledge are by definition not interactively complex. If tech-

nical knowledge is complete, as required for HROs, it is relatively easy to lower risk

through standard system safety and industrial safety approaches. Unfortunately, most

complex systems, particularly high-tech systems, do not fall into this category.

The important factor here is uncertainty: technical, organizational, and social. It is uncer-

tainty that makes engineering difficult and challenging and occasionally unsuccessful. The

Space Shuttle is an example of a system at the other extreme from those studied by the

HRO researchers. Technical uncertainty is inherent in any system as complex as the Shut-

tle. For example, although foam shedding from the external tank during liftoff has been

identified as a problem for two decades, it is still not fully understood. All attempts to fix

the problem have been unsuccessful. In complex systems, particularly those operating at

the edge of technical innovation, there are always many technical uncertainties that cannot
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be resolved as required for HROs. At any time, the Shuttle has over 3000 waivers (allow-

ing flight even though potential problems have not been completely resolved) out of a

total of over 4000 Criticality 1 and 1R components1. Deciding which outstanding prob-

lems should be given priority is a difficult problem in itself. In addition, because many

high-tech systems use new technology, understanding of the physical phenomena that may

cause problems is often limited. NASA (and other organizations) cannot wait for complete

understanding before launching technically complex systems. While the Shuttle is admit-

tedly an extreme example, most high-tech systems have unresolved technical uncertainty.

If it were necessary to resolve all uncertainty before use or operation, as required for

HROs, most high-tech systems would never come into operation.

Organizational and social uncertainties further exacerbate the problem. The Shuttle, for

example, exists in a highly uncertain political and budgetary environment. Budgets can

change dramatically from year to year and organizational goals, which may be dictated by

politics, can change abruptly.

An important distinguishing characteristic in high-risk systems is the source of the risk. In

aircraft carriers, the risk stems not from technical uncertainty or even organizational struc-

ture or social factors, but primarily from the difficulty of the task being controlled. Land-

ing a plane on an aircraft carrier is the most difficult task required of a naval aviator and

accidents do occur, despite the claims of some HRO proponents that there are no or few

accidents. For the Shuttle, the task itself is not only high risk, but the technical, organiza-

tional, and social structures used to perform the task also involve significant uncertainty.

The risk on aircraft carrier stems from uncertainty about individual operator behavior. The

equivalent for the Shuttle is uncertainty about the behaviour of those employees manufac-

turing the components, preparing the Shuttles for launch, and operating in Mission Con-

trol. Much of the risk in high-tech systems like the Shuttle (and the source of both the

Challenger and Columbia accidents) is uncertainty in the engineering and engineering

1. Criticality 1 means the failure of the component could lead to the loss of the Shuttle. The category 1R

indicates there is a redundant function that can potentially mitigate the failure.
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decision-making environment, which does not exist in the systems that the HRO research-

ers studied.

Some HRO researchers claim that their example systems operate in an environment that is

constantly changing [La Porte and Consolini, 1991; Roberts, 1990b], but there is little evi-

dence of this and the quote above contradicts this assumption of constant change. Air traf-

fic control has essentially remained the same for the past thirty years. On an aircraft

carrier, the environment is actually quite stable, at least insofar as the types of changes in

the problem environment are very limited. Over the nearly seventy-five years of aircraft

carrier existence, only a few major changes have occurred; the greatest changes resulted

from the invention of jet aircraft. The introduction of improvements in carrier aviation,

such as the angled flight deck, the steam catapult, and the introduction of mirror landing

systems, have occurred slowly and over long time periods.

But even if the HRO argument is flawed with respect to claims that the systems studied

are tightly coupled and interactively complex, the suggestions they make for improving

safety may still be useful and should be considered. Unfortunately, these suggestions are

not very helpful for complex socio-technical systems. 

The HRO researchers have identified four primary organizational characteristics that they

claim substantially limit accidents and ‘failures’ and simultaneously result in high levels

of performance: (1) prioritization of both safety and performance and consensus about the

goals across the organization [La Porte and Consolini, 1991]; (2) promotion of a “culture

of reliability” in simultaneously decentralized and centralized operations [Weick, 1987];

(3) use of organizational learning that maximizes learning from accidents, incidents, and

near misses [La Porte and Consolini, 1991]; and (4) extensive use of redundancy [Rochlin

et al., 1987]. The next four sections consider the practicality and usefulness of each of

these for organizations trying to operate high-risk systems.
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3.2.1  Goal Prioritization and Consensus

In HROs, leaders prioritize both performance and safety as organizational goals, and con-

sensus about these goals is unequivocal [La Porte and Consolini, 1991]. While this state of

affairs is clearly desirable, it is almost never possible. Safety goals usually do not coincide

with performance goals (unless the sole or primary purpose of the system is to maintain

safety). In addition, while organizations often verbalize consensus about safety goals (e.g.,

“safety is our number one priority”), performance and decision making often departs from

these public pronouncements. For most of the organizations studied by HRO researchers,

safety is either the only or primary goal of the existence of the organization so prioritizing

it is easy. For example, in peacetime aircraft carrier operations, military exercises are per-

formed to provide training and ensure readiness. There are no goal conflicts with safety:

The primary goal is to get aircraft landed and launched safely or, if that goal is not suc-

cessful, to safely eject and recover the pilots. If conditions are risky, for example, during

bad weather, flight operations can be delayed or canceled without major consequences.

In wartime, the carrier‘s goals are subordinated to the larger goals of the military opera-

tion. The peacetime primary goal of safely getting aircraft on and off the carrier must now

be combined with additional goals from strategic planners, including speed of operations.

Human safety, aircraft safety, and even carrier safety may no longer be the highest priority.

Further complicating the situation is the stress of being in combat. The grounding of the

USS Enterprise and the accidental shoot-down of an Iranian commercial aircraft by the

USS Vincennes indicate that combat conditions have a strong effect on high reliability per-

formance [Rochlin, 1991].

Safety is not the primary goal of most organizations. Usually, the mission of the organiza-

tion is something other than safety, such as producing and selling products or the pursuit

of scientific knowledge. In addition, it is often the case that the non-safety goals are best

achieved in ways that are not consistent with designing or operating for lowest risk. In that

case, each employee reliably performing their job is not enough to ensure safety—the

employees may behave in a highly reliable manner to satisfy the non-safety goals while
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compromising safety in the process. Management statements that safety is the primary

goal are often belied by pressures on employees to bend safety rules in order to increase

production or to meet tight deadlines. An example was the issuance of “countdown to

Node 2 launch” screensavers to all NASA Shuttle employees before the Columbia acci-

dent [Gehman, 2003, p. 133]. This action reinforced the message that meeting the ISS

construction milestones was more important than other goals, despite management claims

to the contrary.

When safety goals conflict with other goals, the resolution of conflicts will not always

result in putting the safety goals first by everyone in the organization unless there are safe-

guards to require this. The internal and external pressures to focus on the mission goals

rather than safety goals may be extreme. The accelerated Shuttle launch pressures, for

example, arose as NASA was being pushed by agencies such as the Office of Management

and budget to justify its existence:

This need to justify the expenditure [on the Shuttle] and prove the value of manned space
flight has been a major and consistent tension between NASA and other governmental
entities. The more missions the shuttle could fly, the better able the program was to gener-
ate funding. Unfortunately, the accelerated launch schedule also meant that there was less
time to perform required maintenance or do ongoing testing. The results of these tensions
appears to be that budgetary and program survival fears gradually eroded a number of
vital procedures as well as supplanted dedicated NASA staff with contractors who had
dual loyalties [Barrett, 2004].

Consensus on prioritization of conflicting goals may waver when a company is forced to

choose between operational safety goals (i.e., performing activities that lower risk) and

their organization’s continued existence. The goal of NASA’s manned space flight organi-

zation is to explore outer space and accrue scientific knowledge. Recognition that these

activities involve risk is widely accepted. The problem is not only the simple one of prior-

itizing the safety goals—this would result in never launching any spacecraft—but making

difficult trade-offs and decisions about how much risk is acceptable and even how to mea-

sure the risk. Suggesting that NASA or any large organization should prioritize safety

goals and operate reliably overly simplifies the difficulty in accomplishing these goals and

is not very helpful in resolving the necessary trade-offs and improving the complex deci-
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sion-making involved. The flaw in the HRO argument is that safety is not black or white,

but a matter of trying to determine how much risk exists in particular activities and deci-

sions and how much risk is acceptable.

In a peacetime period, the Navy can afford to slow down carrier operations or keep a

nuclear submarine in port for an extended time when safety goals are not met. But NASA

and most other organizations are subject to financial, political and social pressures from

within and without that limit their responses to goal conflicts. For example, the internal

fight for primacy and survival by individual NASA centers, combined with external Con-

gressional pressures to allocate functions and therefore jobs to centers in their own states,

limits flexibility in designing programs (see Section 4.3.3).

A further complication is that individual employee goals may conflict with one or more of

the organization‘s goals. Beliefs about the requirements for career advancement, for

example, may lead employees to behave in ways that run counter to the organization‘s

interests or to safety goals.

Organizations that contract out part of their functions have additional goal conflicts

because the pressure to maintain supplier relationships is substantial. NASA has a large

number of contractors working with and alongside civil servants. It is more difficult to

come forward with negative information when you are employed by a firm that could lose

its relationship with a prime customer; you also lose the place you have made within that

customer organization. This is a situation full of mixed loyalties in which internal as well

as external pressures come into play to affect actions. Analysis of these often intense pres-

sures can provide insights into why gaps occurred in important functions such as informa-

tion sharing and systems safety [Barrett, 2004].

Organizations can improve conflict resolution and implement safeguards to counteract

pressures to undervalue safety, but some of the HRO arguments do not take into account

the extreme difficulty of achieving this goal in practice.
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3.2.2  Simultaneously Decentralized and Centralized Operations

The second characteristic of HROs is that organization members are socialized and trained

to provide uniform and appropriate responses to crisis situations [Weick, 1987]. This field-

level response to crises is the “decentralized response” that forms such a large part of

HRO philosophy. The other side, “simultaneous centralization”, refers to the maintenance

of clear chains of command in crisis situations. For example, while the operation of air-

craft carriers is subject to the Navy‘s chain of command, even the lowest-level seaman can

abort landings [La Porte and Consolini, 1991]. Clearly, this local authority is necessary in

the case of aborted landings because decisions must be made too quickly to go up a chain

of command. Overtraining of emergency responses is a standard practice in the training of

operational personnel working in potentially dangerous, time-critical conditions. Note

also that low-level personnel on aircraft carriers may only make decisions in one direction,

that is, they may only abort landings. The actions governed by these decisions and the

conditions for making them are relatively simple.

More interesting cases arise when decision-making is not time-critical. La Porte and Con-

solini state that all personnel, regardless of rank, are trained to own a problem when they

see it until it is solved or until someone who can solve the problem takes responsibility for

it. This approach works only because the systems they studied were loosely coupled. In

systems that are interactively complex and tightly coupled, taking individual action and

acting alone may lead to accidents when local decisions are uncoordinated with other local

or global decisions. The type of bottom-up decentralized decision-making advocated for

HROs can lead to major accidents in complex socio-technical systems.

3.2.3  Organizational Learning

A third characteristic of HROs claimed by some proponents of this theory is that they use

sophisticated forms of organizational learning. The argument is made that limiting learn-

ing to trial and error is not practical in these organizations. Instead, HROs use “imagina-

tion, vicarious experiences, stories, simulations, and other symbolic representations of
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technology and its effects” as substitutes for and supplements to trial-and-error learning

[Weick, 1987]. This process sounds exactly like what engineers do in hazard analysis,

although the approaches engineers use are more rigorous than simply using “stories and

vicarious experiences”.

HROs also try to maximize learning from accidents, incidents, and near misses [La Porte

and Consolini, 1991]. While it is difficult to argue against learning from mistakes, the

costs of implementing effective organizational learning are high and the problem of com-

petition for resources arises again. In addition, the difficulty of implementing effective

organizational learning should not be underestimated.

The organizations studied by HRO researchers are characterized by unchanging or very

slowly changing designs and technology, which increases the effectiveness of learning

from accidents and incidents. Organizations like NASA and the military that operate at the

edges of technological innovation do not always have past experience from which to learn.

Lessons learned on old technologies are also often inapplicable to newer ones. For exam-

ple, digital systems are changing the nature of accidents and the types of errors made by

operators [Sarter and Woods, 1995]. Experience with older, electro-mechanical systems

does not apply to these new system designs and technology.

Organizational learning is important, but the difficulty of achieving effective learning

should not be underestimated. Improved methods of risk and hazard analysis, system

safety engineering, and understanding of the organizational and social factors that allow

accidents to happen can be used to reduce the need to learn from accidents and ad-hoc sce-

nario generation.

3.2.4  Extensive Use of Redundancy

A fourth characteristic often cited about HROs is the extensive use of redundancy. HROs

are “characterized especially by flexibility and redundancy in pursuit of safety and perfor-

mance,” [La Porte, 1996] where redundancy is defined as “the ability to provide for the
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execution of a task if the primary unit fails or falters” [La Porte and Consolini, 1991].

According to Roberts, HROs use technical redundancy, where parts are duplicated (e.g.,

backup computers) and personnel redundancy, where personnel functions are duplicated

(e.g., more than one person is assigned to perform a given safety check) [Roberts, 1990b].

On aircraft carriers, for example, control for setting the arresting gear ultimately rests in

the hands of at least three people, with oversight from the carrier’s airboss.

The role of redundancy in increasing the safety of socio-technical systems is a major point

of disagreement between Normal Accident Theory (NAT) and HRO. The problem seems

to be that the proponents of each are arguing about completely different types of systems.

Interactive complexity, tight coupling, and working in environments of uncertainty and

imperfect knowledge limit the effectiveness of redundancy. Under these circumstances

redundancy can actually increase the risk of an accident, as Perrow so persuasively

argued.

The systems studied by HRO researchers are interactively not complex, not tightly cou-

pled, and, according to their own accounts, are characterized by low levels of uncertainty.

In these relatively simple, decoupled systems, redundancy can be effective in preventing a

single component failure (or sometimes multiple component failures) from leading to an

accident. Even in these cases, however, there are limitations. For example, common-mode

failures, where supposedly independent redundant components fail due to the same cause,

limit the effectiveness of redundancy in protecting against component failure. An Eastern

Airlines Lockheed L-1011 descending into Nassau in 1983 lost oil pressure in all three

engines simultaneously because both mechanics did not put O-rings on three newly

installed engine oil plugs [NTSB, 1983]. Inadequate preventive maintenance is one type

of common error that affects all components, including backups components. Redundancy

depends on an assumption of random and independent component failure to be effective.

But many causes of accidents in interactively complex and tightly coupled systems do not

involve random or independent component failure.
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The use of redundancy can lead to dangerous decision making when it encourages com-

placency and the need for additional safety measures is discounted. As Sagan notes,

“when redundancy makes the system appear more safe, operators often take advantage of

such improvements to move to higher and more dangerous production levels” [Sagan,

1993, p. 40]. The decision to launch the Challenger Space Shuttle on its fatal flight was

partly based on overreliance on redundant O-rings. The failure of the primary O-ring led

to the failure of the secondary O-ring [Rogers, 1986]. Redundancy does not provide pro-

tection against underlying design errors, only random failures. Worse, the overconfidence

provided by the redundancy convinced the decision makers that the Shuttle would survive

a cold-weather launch even if the primary O-ring failed.

Redundancy is not useful in protecting against software commands that can lead to acci-

dents. Most software-related accidents can be traced back to errors in the software require-

ments, that is, a misunderstanding about what the software was supposed to do under

some circumstances. In these accidents, the software did exactly what the programmers

intended it to do—it did not ‘fail’. Software redundancy management systems are so com-

plex that they often introduce errors and can lead to system failures themselves [Leveson,

1995].

Redundancy is only one limited way to increase reliability (but not necessarily safety) in

some special cases; under other circumstances it can be the cause of or contributor to acci-

dents. Increasing reliability and safety in complex, socio-technical systems requires more

sophisticated approaches that take the non-random, technical, and organizational factors

involved in accidents into account.

***

Both NAT and HRO research oversimplify the cause of accidents. HRO underestimates

the problems of uncertainty, while NAT recognizes the difficulty of dealing with uncer-

tainty but underestimates and oversimplifies the potential ways to cope with uncertainty.

The contribution of Perrow to understanding accidents in complex systems by identifying
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interactive complexity and tight coupling as critical factors should not be discounted. But

the theory is incomplete and leads to more pessimism than required with respect to design-

ing and operating complex high-risk systems. While the HRO researchers do offer more

suggestions, most of them are inapplicable to complex systems or oversimplify the prob-

lems involved.

3.3  Normalization of Deviance

Diane Vaughan developed the theory of normalization of deviance to explain the Chal-

lenger accident, and subsequently applied it to the Columbia accident as well [Vaughan,

1996; Gehman, 2003, Chapter 8]. The theory claims that risk is “normalized” over time,

so that an organization ends up accepting higher levels of risk than initially intended.

While the theory has received great attention from other sociologists, it does not quite

reflect the way that real engineers think about risk when designing high-risk systems. The

Challenger accident occurred not because an escalated level of risk was knowingly

accepted, but because some aspects of system behaviour had come to be seen as accept-

able and, further, that this conclusion had been reached without adequate supporting data

[Leveson, 2004b].

This section develops a critique of the theory, which is illustrated by a review of one of the

occasions of ‘normalization of deviance’. According to the theory, normalization of devi-

ance occurred when members of NASA and its contractors repeatedly accepted incremen-

tal increases in risk as the following sequence of events repeated:

1. Signals of potential danger

2. Official act acknowledging escalated risk

3. Review of the evidence

4. Official act indicating the normalization of deviance: accepting risk

5. Shuttle launch

Consider the proposed process of normalization by reviewing some of the events sur-

rounding the performance of the solid rocket booster (SRB) joints on the Space Shuttle.
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The Space Shuttle Challenger was lost in 1986 when O-rings on one of the joints failed to

seal, allowing an explosive mixture of hydrogen and oxygen propellants to escape. The

explosion destroyed the External Tank and exposed the Shuttle to severe aerodynamic

loads that caused complete structural breakup [Rogers, 1986, Chapter 3].

The O-rings in the SRB joints were not expected to show any erosion, but starting with the

second Space Shuttle flight in 1981, erosion of  was observed on the primary O-

ring of the right SRB’s aft field joint1. According to Vaughan, this was a “signal of poten-

tial danger” (Step One). Despite the erosion, the primary O-ring sealed the gap, indicating

that under similar conditions it could provide sealing in the presence of erosion of at least

.

Systems are designed with nominal performance in mind. In complex systems it is impos-

sible to predict performance precisely based solely on design parameters. It is therefore

expected that the actual performance will deviate from the nominal performance. That is

why performance requirements are usually not phrased in absolute terms, but rather in

terms of upper and lower bounds of acceptable performance. Remedial action is necessary

only when the actual performance falls outside the specified performance limits. System

developers then have three options: they can redesign the relevant parts of the system to

bring performance closer to the desired performance; they can renegotiate the perfor-

mance requirements; or they can do a combination of redesign and requirements adjust-

ment. Acknowledging a deviation from nominal performance is not the same thing as

acknowledging an “escalation of risk”.

Engineers at NASA and Thiokol did not expect to see erosion because none had ever been

observed in tests on Titan rockets, on which the SRBs were based. But erosion was not an

unknown phenomenon in the aerospace industry and it was therefore not seen as conclu-

sive evidence that the sealing ability of the O-rings was compromised. Subsequent investi-

1. The erosion on STS-2 proved to be the worst observed on a primary O-ring in a field joint in any recov-
ered solid rocket booster [Rogers, 1986, Chapter. 6]. 
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gation (Step 3) of the erosion indicated that it was caused by a localized deficiency in the

zinc chromate putty that lined the space between the booster segments. Engineers at Mor-

ton-Thiokol believed that the reason for the erosion had been determined and they began

testing the method of putty lay-up and the effect of the assembly of the rocket stages on

the integrity of the putty [Rogers, 1986, Chapter. 6]. Contrary to Vaughan’s assertion, the

erosion was not seen as a “signal of potential danger”. Rather, it was an unexpected but

not unprecedented deviation in performance that nevertheless still fell within the perfor-

mance requirements of the O-rings. It is easy to identify events such as deviations from

expected performance as “signals of potential danger” in hindsight by tracing backwards

from an accident. But complex systems will experience countless such deviations. Deter-

mining which ones, if any, could lead to accidents is difficult and often impossible. When

actual performance falls within the limits of acceptable performance, it is even more diffi-

cult to identify this deviation as a potential contributor to an accident.

Continuing the case of erosion on STS-2, note that the risk that the O-rings would not seal

did not change because erosion was observed. There was no “escalation of risk”

(Step Two). The O-rings did not suddenly become less likely to seal, and the conse-

quences of not sealing did not suddenly increase. What changed was the evidence relating

to this risk. Vaughan’s use of the terms “construction of risk” and “negotiation of risk” is

unfortunate. Risk is not constructed or negotiated, it is an inherent feature of a system.

How well the assessed risk compares to the actual risk depends on the type of system, how

well the technology is understood, the risk analysis methods, and so forth. An improved

assessment of risk does not mean that the level of risk has changed, it simply means that

the assessed risk is now closer to the actual risk. How well the perceived risk compares to

the actual risk depends on who is doing the perceiving, what their relationship is to the risk

analysts and to the system, how the risk is presented to them, and so forth1. What is nego-

tiated is the level of acceptable risk, although the huge uncertainty associated with systems

like the shuttle make it impossible to set a firm boundary or determine with certainty

1. There is a vast literature on risk perception. See [Slovic, 2000] for an extensive discussion.
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whether a given risk is above or below this boundary. In the case of the O-ring erosion on

STS-2, the perceived risk did not increase, because engineers believed that the worst-case

erosion would not compromise sealing of the joint. There was no perception of “escalated

risk”. While the deviation from nominal performance was accepted (as is standard), there

was no acceptance of increased risk (“Step 4”) because neither the actual nor the per-

ceived risk increased.

There was one official acknowledgement that risk was higher than previously believed. In

December 1982, the O-rings were reclassified from Criticality 1R to Criticality 1. The ear-

lier classification indicated that failure of the O-rings could lead to loss of the Shuttle, but

that there was a redundant O-ring. The reclassification was made on the basis of analyses

of joint rotation, which indicated that under certain conditions the primary O-ring would

not be able to provide sealing [Rogers, 1986, Chapter 6]. Despite the reclassification,

many engineers continued to believe that the O-rings did provide redundant sealing. This

belief was partially responsible for the decision to launch Challenger. But the engineers’

continuing belief was not a case of “normalization of deviance” either, it was simply a

case of overreliance on redundancy.

Normalization of deviance argues that by accepting incremental increases in risk, organi-

zations eventually end up accepting higher levels of risk than they would have at the

beginning of system development. The Challenger story does not support this theory how-

ever. In most cases, deviations in performance were examined and found to be within the

limits of acceptable performance. The problem was that these analyses were incomplete

and were improperly communicated to a management audience that had preconceived

notions that the O-rings did not pose a flight risk. The engineers tasked to investigate the

problem encountered administrative resistance and had difficulty convincing management

of the seriousness of the problem [Winsor, 1988]. By the eve of the Challenger launch they

were still unable to prove unambiguously that the O-rings would not seal. But these prob-

lems had no relation to “escalation of risk” or “normalization of deviance”.
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The proposed process of normalization of deviance is an oversimplified and inaccurate

representation of system development. Real systems are developed in an atmosphere of

uncertainty. Properly understanding the risks posed by deviations from expected perfor-

mance often requires extensive technical analyses. Such analyses require management

support and may require extensive resources and time. Engineers and technicians may

therefore find themselves in a difficult situation where they are unable to obtain the neces-

sary managerial support because they can only obtain the necessary supporting data indi-

cating the seriousness of the problem by doing the analysis. Neither the Challenger nor the

Columbia accidents resulted from a knowing acceptance of increased risk. In both cases,

the underlying technical phenomena (O-ring erosion and foam impacts) were poorly

understood and decision makers unknowingly accepted high risks.

3.4  Summary

This chapter has reviewed three popular sociological theories of organizational risk,

namely normal accidents theory, high reliability organizations, and normalization of devi-

ance. HRO and normalization of deviance underestimate the challenges posed by uncer-

tainty, while NAT recognizes the difficulty of dealing with uncertainty but underestimates

and oversimplifies the potential ways to cope with uncertainty. NAT and normalization of

deviance do not offer practical suggestions for dealing with uncertainty and developing

safer systems. While the HRO theorists do offer more suggestions, most of them are inap-

plicable to complex systems or oversimplify the problems involved. The next chapter

examines the problem of risk in complex socio-technical systems from both an engineer-

ing and an organizational perspective. Chapter 5 proposes a new approach to analyzing

and managing risk in these systems.



Chapter 4 
ORGANIZATIONAL RISK DYNAMICS
The machine does not isolate man from the great problems of nature but plunges him more
deeply into them.

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry1

People know what they do; they frequently know why they do what they do; but what they
don't know is what what they do does.

Michel Foucault2

One of the worst industrial accidents in history occurred in December 1984 at the Union

Carbide chemical plant in Bhopal, India. The accidental release of methyl isocyanate

(MIC) resulted in at least 2000 fatalities, 10 000 permanent disabilities (including blind-

ness), and 200 000 injuries [Shrivastava, 1992]. The Indian government blamed the acci-

dent on human error in the form of improperly performed maintenance activities.

Numerous additional factors involved in the accident can be identified. But further analy-

sis shows that the plant had been drifting over a period of many years toward a state of

high-risk where almost any change in usual behaviour could lead to an accident [Leveson,

1995]. A better understanding of risk therefore requires understanding how systems

migrate towards states of increasing risk.

This chapter examines the dynamics of risk in organizations. First, a framework is devel-

oped to analyse the strategic trade-off between short and long term goals and understand

1. [Saint-Exupéry, 1992]

2. [Foucault, 1970]
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why organizations tend to migrate to states of increasing risk. Next, a set of archetypes of

organizational safety are developed. These archetypes describe specific mechanisms by

which organizations unintentionally or unknowingly increase or fail to decrease risk,

despite their best intentions.

4.1  Organizational Dynamics and Complex Goal 
Environments

Organizations that operate complex systems have to make trade-offs between multiple,

interacting, sometimes conflicting, and often changing goals at both the individual and

organizational levels. Resolving the conflict between goals is difficult because the poten-

tial outcomes (e.g., revenues, costs, and risks) of different courses of action are often

poorly understood, uncertain, or ambiguous. Resource pressures (e.g., time, money) limit

the ability to clarify the situation or reduce uncertainty, further complicating the trade-off

process. In some cases, goals may directly oppose one another. For example, operators

may be required to work faster to increase throughput. However, they may also be

required to perform delicate tasks that require high precision, which is enhanced by work-

ing more slowly. If the organization is tightly coupled and interactively complex [Perrow,

1999a], the situation is further complicated because it is difficult to predict the conse-

quences of actions and it is difficult to determine which information is relevant to the situ-

ation. When an organization is in a crisis mode, appropriately resolving conflicting goals

becomes even more difficult because organizational and individual resources are stretched

ever more tightly. This makes it more likely that inappropriate decisions will be made thus

further escalating the crisis situation [Woods and Cook, 1999]. Which goals were most

important and what was the most appropriate way to meet these goals is often visible only

in hindsight.

Maintaining an acceptable level of risk in complex goal environments is difficult for a

number of reasons, one of which is that safety goals are often poorly articulated (i.e., what

is an acceptable level of risk and how should it be achieved) and the long-term effects of
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performance-related decisions on safety are often not obvious. Understanding how goal

conflicts arise and how they can be resolved is the first step towards formulating a robust

strategy to successfully resolve the apparent conflict between performance and safety.

This section discusses some of the inherent tensions between short and long term organi-

zational goals, how this tension can result in inappropriate resolution of performance and

safety goals, and how organizations can develop a strategy that maintains performance

and safety over the long term.

4.1.1  Organizational Efficiency and Thoroughness

The individual approach to coping with complex goal environments can be seen as a

trade-off between efficiency and thoroughness: “On the one hand people genuinely try to

do what they are supposed to do—or at least what they intend to do—and to be as thor-

ough as they believe is necessary. On the other hand they try to do this as efficiently as

possible, which means that they try to do it without spending unnecessary efforts or wast-

ing time” [Hollnagel, 1993]. For example, by omitting apparently unnecessary steps in a

procedure, throughput and thus efficiency can be increased. Because short-term perfor-

mance pressures dominate, people and organizations tend to be more efficient and less

thorough. Rasmussen noted that organizations move toward the boundaries of safety

under pressures to maintain economic performance and reduce workload [Rasmussen,

1997]. This adaptation results in migration to a system state where any small deviation in

behaviour can lead to an accident. While Hollnagel's discussion refers primarily to indi-

vidual activities, it can be applied at the organizational level by replacing individual effi-

ciency and thoroughness with organizational analogues.

Organizational efficiency refers to those aspects of organizational behaviour that promote

meeting performance goals (at least in the short term) such as productivity, defect-elimina-

tion, on-time delivery, quality, cost and rapid product development. Organizations can

improve their efficiency by changing aspects of their organizational design such as organi-

zational structure (e.g., how functions are allocated to departments), processes (e.g., man-
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ufacturing and accounting procedures), and composition (e.g., types of skills). Similarly,

they can change the design of the systems they operate to obtain better performance (e.g.,

faster, more fuel-efficient aircraft). Available resources and market size limit efficiency

because some activities are more efficient when performed in larger volumes (economies

of scale).

Organizational thoroughness refers to those aspects of organizational behaviour that pro-

mote meeting long-term goals like safety or sustained growth. In the safety context, orga-

nizational thoroughness therefore refers to performing activities that promote the safety of

the systems the organization manufactures or operates. These activities can take place at

any stage of the system lifecycle. For example, hazard analysis identifies and classifies

hazards during system development. During operation, root cause analysis can promote

learning from accidents and help organizations improve their safety. Some activities, such

as hazard analysis and root cause analysis, are appropriate for all systems. Appropriate

additional safety activities depend on the stage of the lifecycle, the type of organization,

and the type of systems that the organization operates. Additional activities should be

Figure 4.1   Levels of Thoroughness
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defined depending on the characteristics of the system (e.g., code inspection in software

companies).

An organization with a high degree of thoroughness is one that performs many relevant

types of safety activities, and performs these activities frequently, as shown in the top right

hand corner of Figure 4.1. Conversely, an organization with a low degree of thoroughness

is one that performs few types of safety activities, and does not perform these activities

frequently, as shown in the bottom left hand corner of the figure. Organizations that per-

form few types of activities frequently, or many types of activities sparingly, are character-

ised as having a medium degree of thoroughness.

Not all organizations need to exhibit a high degree of thoroughness to achieve a given

level of safety. The degree of thoroughness required in order to achieve the required level

of safety is system dependent, as shown in Figure 4.2. For example, fuel lines on a motor

vehicle need not be checked every day—if the vehicle loses power the occupants will gen-

erally not be harmed. On the other hand, if the engines of an aircraft do not receive fuel,

disaster will likely result. Aircraft fuel lines must be checked frequently. Note though that

continuing to apply one type of safety activity more intensively does not necessarily result

in increased safety, and may even paradoxically result in decreased safety, as discussed in

Section  [Amalberti, 1996]. Once a given safety activity has been applied to its maximum

Figure 4.2 The relationship between thoroughness and safety is system dependent
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extent, additional different activities may be necessary to further improve safety. For

example, preventative maintenance on its own cannot guarantee safety, no matter how

well it is performed. Additional activities such as personnel training and root cause analy-

sis are also required.

The Thoroughness-Efficiency Space for Organizational Design

In the short term efficiency and thoroughness do not complement each other: they are

orthogonal, as shown in Figure 4.3. In the short term, activities that promote performance

and activities that promote safety tend to work against each other. The diagram illustrates

two aspects of the tension between efficiency and thoroughness. First, it classifies organi-

zations according to the degrees of efficiency and thoroughness that they exhibit. The sus-

tainable organization balances performance and safety goals, as shown in the upper right

hand quadrant of the graph, labelled “low risk, good performance”. Such an organization

is realistic about the performance it can achieve given its resources, design, and the neces-

sary level of safety1. The worst type of organization is neither efficient nor thorough and is

Figure 4.3   The Thoroughness-Efficiency Space
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therefore exposed to high risk and performs poorly, as shown in the lower left quadrant,

labelled “high risk, poor performance”. Organizations that focus on short-term perfor-

mance while skimping on thoroughness fall in the lower right hand quadrant, labelled

“high risk, high performance”. These organizations perform well in the short-term, but

because they are insufficiently thorough they are exposed to high risk and may eventually

experience a disastrous accident. Conversely, organizations that exhibit a high degree of

thoroughness and low efficiency fall in the upper left quadrant, labelled “low risk, poor

performance”. These organizations have a low risk exposure to the detriment of poor per-

formance. Organizations may temporarily operate in this quadrant while they determine

how to increase performance without compromising safety. For example, following the

Challenger and Columbia accidents, shuttle flights were suspended while changes were

made to the organizational and system designs to improve safety.

Organizational Dynamics in the Thoroughness-Efficiency Space

Figure 4.3 also illustrates the pressures that cause organizations to move from one quad-

rant to another. Resource and performance pressures push organizations away from thor-

oughness (e.g., reducing training programs) and towards efficiency (e.g., increased

productivity demands). Resource pressures occur at the organizational level when

resources are limited and the organization does not or cannot scale its goals down com-

mensurately. Organizations are almost always subject to resource pressures. Government

agencies such as NASA have their budgets set by Congress, usually below the amount

requested. Performance pressures include pressure to improve productivity, decrease

development times, and develop better products. Faced with intense public criticism of the

International Space Station, NASA pressured employees to meet ISS deadlines with a

“Countdown to Node 2 Launch” screensaver [Gehman, 2003, p. 133]. The screensaver

reinforced the message that meeting the schedule requirements was paramount. Perfor-

1. Acceptable performance and risk levels must be set by the organization. In the case of regulated indus-
tries, the regulatory agencies determine acceptable risk levels. Note that while performance is usually 
unambiguous and easily measured and quantified, risk levels are not so easily measured or quantifiable.
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mance pressures may come from within the organization or from outside. For example,

public companies must maintain a healthy financial scorecard in order to keep satisfying

their shareholders and Wall Street. Organizations must carefully choose how to translate,

propagate, or dampen, external pressures into internal pressures. For example, they may

push back on the external source by requesting additional resources or by limiting what

they had committed to delivering.

Consider now how resource and performance pressure push organizations away from thor-

oughness. Begin with a sustainable organization in the upper right hand quadrant. This

organization is performing well and is sufficiently thorough to maintain risk at an accept-

able level. It is difficult for organizations to move into or remain in this quadrant. Perfor-

mance and resource pressures tend to push organizations away from or out of this

quadrant, towards short-term profitability and high risk, in the lower right hand quadrant.

Next consider an organization in the lower right hand quadrant. This organization is per-

forming well but is exposed to high risk. Organizations operate in this quadrant because

short-term performance goals such as on-time delivery tend to dominate, thus driving the

organization to emphasise performance at the detriment of safety. Resource pressures

(e.g., financial, personnel, time) are experienced most sharply in the present. Because the

value of safety practices or measures is not always clearly visible and is not easily mea-

sured, safety usually has a lower priority compared to other goals such as performance or

efficiency. Benefits from investments in safety tend to emerge only in the long run, and

may only be indirectly observable, as non-accidents or the avoidance of modifications or

retrofits to improve safety [Leveson, 1998]. However, the costs (time, financial, perfor-

mance, etc.) of safety practices or measures can usually be measured. Faced with intangi-

ble long-term benefits but visible short-term costs, it is understandably tempting for

project managers to knowingly or tacitly compromise on safety. Emphasising performance

goals works in the short term because it is usually possible to simplify procedures and

omit safety activities without immediately increasing risk to the point where an accident is

imminent. If the probability of accidents is low then organizations can be both efficient

and safe in the short term. Over time, however, the drive towards greater efficiency
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increases risk, pushing the system closer to the border of safe behaviour [Rasmussen,

1997].

Pressures resulting from accidents and from industry regulators push organizations

towards thoroughness and away from efficiency. Not all pressures result in improved

safety however. Accident investigation recommendations may be inadequate, incomplete,

or even inappropriate. For example, a common finding is that procedures were not fol-

lowed, leading to a recommendation to enforce procedures more strictly. But this type of

finding ignores the systemic factors that led to procedures being violated in the first place.

Recommendations and requirements from regulators may also be inappropriate. Even

when pressures, recommendations and requirements are appropriate they may be short-

lived. In the aftermath of accidents, organizations do try to improve their safety. But this

goal is usually replaced by other goals, such as productivity, when the memory of the acci-

dent fades. Pressures from regulators may also fade away between inspection cycles. If

inspections occur infrequently, there may be substantial periods when the organization is

not subject to any regulatory pressure.

Because short-term pressures dominate, organizations generally move into the top left

hand corner of Figure 4.3 (low risk, poor performance) only under duress. For example,

following a serious accident they may make an effort to improve their safety. Or regula-

tors, as is the case with nuclear energy, may impose safety requirements on the organiza-

tion as a condition of operation. In the long term, investment in safety is economically

justifiable. But it is difficult for organizations to operate in a long-term manner, because of

the immediacy of performance goals and resource pressures.

4.1.2  The Performance–Safety Barrier

An organization’s design, the design of the systems it operates, and its available resources

determine how much emphasis it can place on performance while maintaining the neces-

sary level of safety. A conceptual performance-safety barrier is defined, as shown in

Figure 4.4. The shape of the curve is defined by noting that increasing emphasis on safety
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detracts from short-term performance. Note that there is a maximum possible performance

given a level of available resources. Decreasing emphasis on safety further does not

increase performance, because risk is increased to the point where accidents occur often

enough to detract from short-term performance. The performance–safety barrier can be

moved outward towards greater efficiency by increasing the level of resources or by

changing the system design (e.g., more efficient and safe motor vehicles).

4.1.3  Balancing Safety and Performance

Emphasising performance goals to the detriment of safety goals may work in the short

term. But in the long term, continuing this emphasis can result in potentially disastrous

accidents, as illustrated by the Bhopal accident. Organizations that wish to survive in the

long term should operate in the upper right hand quadrant of the thoroughness–efficiency

space where both performance and safety goals are met. The performance–safety barrier

limits the maximum efficiency obtainable for the required level of safety and therefore the

Figure 4.4   The Performance-Safety Barrier
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necessary degree of thoroughness, thus creating a sustainable operating space, as shown in

Figure 4.5.

The desired, or ideal, operating point, as shown in Figure 4.6, is the point where an organi-

zation maximises performance while maintaining the required level of safety1. If an orga-

nization’s performance and safety goals place it outside the performance-safety barrier,

either the barrier must be moved outwards (by increasing the level of resources or chang-

ing the system design), or the performance and/or safety goals must be revised. Con-

versely, if the organization is operating inside the performance-safety barrier, higher

performance is possible without decreasing thoroughness. Note that while the desired

operating point optimises performance and safety, an organization should operate slightly

inside the barrier because of uncertainty in determining the desired and actual operating

Figure 4.5 The sustainable operating space for an organization operating System A as
shown in Figure 4.2.

1. Note that it may be difficult to measure the level of safety. The operating point is a theoretical construct 
that illustrates the trade-off between efficiency and thoroughness.
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points and to provide resilience in the face of short-term variations in the operating point

and performance-safety barrier.

In practice, the trade-off between performance and safety goals, resources, and system

design is usually not made explicitly. Organizations are often not conscious of performing

trade-offs [Woods and Cook, 1999], or of the criteria upon which these trade-offs are

made. When the desired performance is not attained, safety goals are often tacitly or

explicitly traded for higher performance. The possibility of obtaining the desired perfor-

mance by increasing the level of resources, or changing the system design, may be

ignored, or discounted because of cost and other considerations. The criteria by which

trade-offs are made are not always visible either. They may be explicit, implicit, or emer-

gent properties at various levels of the organization. They may be susceptible to influence

and change over time, or they may be firmly fixed and inflexible in the face of changing

conditions. By becoming aware that they are making trade-offs, organizations can be pro-

active about identifying trade-offs, formulating strategies to make these trade-offs, and

determining where they want to lie in the efficiency–thoroughness space.

Figure 4.6   Balancing Safety and Performance
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4.1.4  Migration to Boundaries

Migration toward states of increased risk, as discussed earlier, occurs when performance

and resource pressures cause the organization to emphasise efficiency at the detriment of

thoroughness, thus moving it to the edge of safety. Continuous effort is needed to ensure

that performance and resource pressures do not result in a decrease in thoroughness that

moves the organization away from safety. Changes that occur over time in the system

move the performance-safety barrier and may result in the organization operating below

the minimum thoroughness threshold, as shown in Figure 4.7. The organization is there-

fore faced with two tasks: monitoring where it lies with respect to the barrier, and ensuring

that it remains inside (for safety), and preferably on (for maximum performance), the bar-

rier.

Determining where an organization lies with respect to the barrier and the thoroughness

threshold requires a combination of risk management and performance monitoring. A

description of performance monitoring is beyond the scope of this thesis, but the literature

Figure 4.7   Migration from the Desired Operating Point
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provides numerous references. Chapter 5 describes one approach to assessing and moni-

toring the level of risk.

Ensuring that an organization remains inside the barrier requires a positive safety culture,

as described in Appendix B. A positive safety culture can be seen as “pulling the slippery

slope” up, as shown in Figure 4.8, making it easier for the organization to withstand per-

formance and resource pressures and to resist changes in the system that make it less safe.

This discussion has shown how tension arises between safety and performance because

performance is measured in the short term, while safety, or the lack thereof, is only

observed over the long term. When viewed in the short term, safety and performance goals

tend to promote opposing actions. By taking a long-term view the tension can be resolved.

An awareness of the often implicit trade-offs between safety and performance can

empower organizations to avoid decisions that gradually push the system towards the

boundary of safe behaviour.

Figure 4.8   A positive safety culture prevents sliding away from safety
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4.2  Organizational Safety Archetypes

While individual accidents usually have unique features at the surface, further probing

often reveals common underlying systemic patterns. By identifying these patterns, or

archetypes, organizations can better understand past accidents, monitor risk, and decrease

the likelihood of future accidents.

This section introduces the concept of safety archetypes. General system behavioural

archetypes have been described by various authors in fields such as system dynamics

[Braun, 2002; Wolstenholme, 2003] and organizational behaviour [Masuch, 1985; Miller

and Friesen, 1980]. While the general archetypes apply to all behaviour, the safety arche-

types developed here address specific behaviour related to flaws in an organization's

safety processes and culture.

In risk analysis the archetypes can be used to understand how and why the level of risk

changes over time, as discussed in Chapter 5. They explain how undesired side-effects

arise from apparently good decisions, why organizations become complacent, and why it

is difficult for organizations to successfully implement safety improvement programs. An

awareness of these pitfalls can help organizations avoid them or at least decrease their

negative impact.

In accident analysis, the archetypes can be used to develop dynamic models that describe

the systemic and organizational factors contributing to the accident. The archetypes help

clarify why safety-related decisions do not always result in the desired behaviour, and how

independent decisions in different parts of the organization can combine to impact safety.

The archetypes are explained using elements of the system dynamics modelling language.

A brief review is provided below.
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4.2.1  Brief Overview of System Dynamics

System dynamics is an approach to identifying, explaining, and eliminating problem

behaviours in socio-economic systems, primarily by identifying feedback loops in the sys-

tem. It provides a framework for dealing with dynamic complexity. Whereas the control-

lers used in engineered feedback control systems typically employ negative feedback,

socio-economic and natural systems may exhibit both negative and positive feedback

loops. System dynamics is grounded in the theory of nonlinear dynamics and feedback

control, but also draws on cognitive and social psychology, organization theory, econom-

ics, and other social sciences [Sterman, 2002a].

With its explicit recognition of the time dimension, system dynamics is designed to

address the problem of dynamic complexity. This type of complexity refers to our inability

to predict the often counterintuitive behaviour of complex systems over time.

The archetypes are constructed from three basic building blocks: the reinforcing loop, the

balancing loop, and the delay.

Reinforcing Loop.

A Reinforcing Loop is a structure that feeds on itself to produce growth or decline. It cor-

responds to a positive feedback loop in control theory. An increase in State 1 causes an

Figure 4.9   Reinforcing Loop
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increase in State 2, as indicated by the ‘+’ sign, which in turn causes an increase in State 1,

and so on. In the absence of external influences, both State 1 and State 2 will grow or

decline increasingly rapidly. Because initial growth/decline is often slow, it may be unno-

ticed until it becomes rapid, at which point it may be too late to control the growth/decline.

Reinforcing loops “generate growth, amplify deviations, and reinforce change” [Sterman,

2000].

Balancing Loop

A Balancing Loop is a structure that attempts to move a current state to a desired or refer-

ence state through some action. It corresponds to a negative feedback loop in control the-

ory. The difference between the current state and the desired state is perceived as an error.

An action proportional to the error is taken to decrease the error, so that, over time, the

current state approaches the desired state. While the reinforcing loop tends to display

growth or decline, the balancing loop tends to settle down to the desired state. Because the

size of the remedial action is proportional to the size of the error, the current state initially

rapidly approaches the desired state. As the error decreases, the rate with which the cur-

rent state approaches the desired state decreases.

Figure 4.10   Balancing Loop
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Delay

Delays are used to model the time that elapses between cause and effect, and are indicated

by a double line, as shown on a balancing loop in Figure 4.11.

Delays make it difficult to link cause and effect (dynamic complexity) and may result in

unstable system behaviour. Consider, for example, the problem of navigating a ship down

a narrow channel. Suppose that the ship is veering to one side of the channel, and the

helmsman wishes to correct the course. Due to the ship’s inertia, adjusting the rudder will

not result in an immediate course change. There is a delay between a change in the rudder

position and the resulting course change. In stressful situations, even experienced helms-

men may interpret a delayed response as a complete lack of response, and accordingly

make a larger change in the rudder position. When the ship’s inertia is eventually over-

come, the helmsman finds himself sailing towards the opposite side of the channel. If the

helmsman continues to over-correct in this way, the ship may veer wildly from one side of

the channel to the other, and may run aground.

***

Figure 4.11   Balancing Loop with Delay
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The next sections introduce the following sets of archetypes:

1. Cycles of Error

2. Challenges of Maintaining Safety:

• Stagnant Safety Practices in the Face of Technological Advances

• Decreasing Safety Consciousness

• Eroding Safety Goals

• Complacency

3. Side-Effects and Symptomatic Responses:

• Unintended Side Effects of Safety Fixes

• Fixing Symptoms Rather Than Root Causes

• The Vicious Cycle of Bureaucracy

4. Challenges of Successfully Addressing Root Causes:

• The Short-Term Performance Trap

• Employee Commitment

4.2.2  Cycles of Error

This archetype demonstrates why organizations may oscillate between periods of few

accidents and incidents and periods of many or serious accidents.

Decisions about whether to take an action or not can be wrong in two ways: action is taken

when it should not be taken, or action is not taken when it should be taken. By analogy to

hypothesis testing, taking an inappropriate action is a Type I error, while not taking an

appropriate action is a Type II error [Bendor, 1985]. Figure 4.12 illustrates the concept in

the case of deciding whether to launch the Space Shuttle.

Avoiding the possibility of Type I errors necessarily requires accepting some Type II

errors and vice versa. A Type I error such as an unsafe launch decision can have obvious

and tragic consequences. But Type II errors are wasted opportunities and can be costly in

terms of lost revenue, wasted resources, and the impact on other projects. In the frame-

work of the discussion in Section 4.1, Type I errors occur when efficiency is pursued to
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the detriment of thoroughness, while Type II errors occur when thoroughness is pursued to

the detriment of efficiency. In the case of the Shuttle, repeated launch scrubs delay con-

struction of the International Space Station as well as numerous scientific experiments.

Some scientific opportunities may even be lost. When NASA missed the launch date for

the ASTRO mission, the opportunity to study Halley’s comet was lost for at least seventy-

six years. The inability to avoid both Type I and II errors simultaneously is one manifesta-

tion of the tension between performance and safety discussed in Section 4.1.

In complex systems, it is not possible to eliminate the possibility of either Type I or II

errors because there is never complete certainty that an accident will or will not occur.

Organizations tend to cycle between Type I and II errors [Heimann, 1997], as demon-

strated by the Cycles of Error archetype (Figure 4.13).

Consider an organization that begins with a concern to avoid Type I errors. This focus on

avoiding accidents results in an increasing number of missed opportunities over time. As

more and more opportunities are missed, performance and cost-effectiveness pressures

eventually cause the focus to change from avoiding Type I errors to avoiding Type II

errors, thereby increasing the probability of accidents. When an accident does occur, the

focus shifts back to avoiding Type I errors, and the cycle begins again (Rcycles of failure).

Figure 4.12   Type I and II errorsa

a. Adapted from [Heimann, 1993]
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At NASA this behaviour is exemplified by the change from the culture of “prove it’s safe”

during the Apollo program and in the early days of the Shuttle program to the culture of

“prove it’s not safe” that prevailed before both the Challenger and Columbia accidents.

Both accidents were preceded by an atmosphere in which maintaining launch schedules

had become increasingly important. For example, before the Columbia accidents, employ-

ees were issued with a “Countdown to Node 2” screensaver that reinforced the message

that meeting the ISS construction milestones was more important than other goals, despite

management claims to the contrary. NASA reacted to both accidents by cancelling all

launches while the accidents were investigated, recommendations made, and efforts made

to decrease the likelihood of future accidents. But the increased emphasis on safety fol-

lowing the Challenger accident rapidly faded away and set the stage for the Columbia

accident seventeen years later. Cycles of Error indicates that history is likely to repeat

itself again.

Figure 4.13   Cycles of Error
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Type I errors can be tragic and have far-reaching effects. Cycles of Error can be used to

increase awareness of risk and fight against the complacency (see Complacency) that

arises from repeated success.

4.2.3  Challenges of Maintaining Safety

The next four archetypes illustrate the challenges of maintaining safety over long periods

of time.

Stagnant Safety Practices in the Face of Technological Advances

When technological advances are not accompanied by concomitant understanding of the

associated risks, safety may be compromised, as shown in Figure 4.14. This structure con-

sists of a reinforcing loop (Rgrowing  performance) and two balancing loops (Bdecreasing safety

and Blagging understanding).

The constraint on safety is the understanding of the risk associated with the new technol-

ogy and the resulting risk associated with the systems in which it is embedded. Technolog-

ical advances result in a focus on performance and a corresponding increase in

performance, which in turn motivates more advances (Rgrowing performance). At the same

time, the focus on performance detracts attention from safety (Bdecreasing safety). As the

Figure 4.14   Stagnant Safety Practices in the Face of Technological Advances
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speed of change accelerates, understanding of the safety implications lags further behind

(Blagging understanding).

One particular area of concern is software. Software is becoming an increasingly signifi-

cant part of most systems. Unfortunately, the field of software engineering has not kept

pace with the uses to which software is put. Numerous aerospace accidents have involved

software which behaves in a way that could have been foreseen but was not because the

software, system, and safety engineering functions did not detect the problems [Leveson,

2004b]. For example, the Mars Polar Lander is believed to have crashed when the soft-

ware on the Mars Polar Lander erroneously interpreted a spurious signal from the space-

craft legs as indicating that the spacecraft had landed and shut the engines down

prematurely, causing the spacecraft to crash into the Martian surface [Albee, 2000]. 

The problem of stagnant safety practices can be ameliorated by applying new technologies

only when their risks are understood, investing more resources in the understanding of

new technologies, and by developing tools for understanding complex systems.

Decreasing Safety Consciousness

The success of a safety program may be limited by the characteristics of the system to

which the program is applied, or by the nature of the program itself. This archetype illus-

trates how a strategy, policy, or process that initially promotes improved safety may even-

tually reach a point where its continued application cause a decline in safety (Figure 4.15).

Incident reduction measures may initially improve system safety (Rreduce incidents). But the

absence of incidents (near-misses, unscheduled downtimes, etc.) renders the system mute,

and situational awareness of the system is decreased. The result is a decrease in system

safety (Bawareness limits safety).

Consider the case of ultra-safe systems such as commercial air travel. Common sense tells

us that in order to increase safety, errors, incidents and breakdowns must be reduced or

eliminated. This is true for systems where the rate of incidents and accidents is high. In the

case of ultra-safe systems, continued elimination of errors, incidents, and breakdowns may
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paradoxically decrease safety [Amalberti, 1996]. Amalberti argues that the combination of

a system with a given set of safety measures bears within itself a maximum safety poten-

tial, which cannot be exceeded by continued optimization of those safety measures. Con-

tinued optimization of a particular safety measure mutes some system aspects, thereby

decreasing system awareness and adversely affecting safety. To obtain further increases in

safety beyond this limit, additional, new safety measures are necessary. Therefore, to

maintain safety, safety measures must be aggregated, but no single safety measure should

be overly optimised.

Over-optimization numbs the adaptive capabilities of human and technical systems, while

covering up minor system failures. In the case of error reduction, for example, it has been

found that error plays an ecological role in the control of performance, and that detected

errors are necessary to maintain situational awareness. Similarly, programs to reduce the

number of incidents and breakdowns may also perversely decrease safety. As the per-

ceived level of safety increases, the temptation is strong to redirect investments away from

safety measures and towards improving system performance. Over-stretched system per-

formance leads to new risks, which may materialise in the form of disastrous accidents

[Rasmussen, 1997]. Beyond a certain incident reduction quota, the absence of incidents,

Figure 4.15   Decreasing Safety Consciousness
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as opposed to the presence of a minimum number of incidents, does not prevent accidents

from occurring. Information that can only be gained from incidents is lost when all inci-

dents are eliminated. Responding to incidents provides organizations with the motivation

to adapt and increases organizational resilience [Sitkin, 1992]. It may therefore be neces-

sary to tolerate a certain level of errors, incidents, breakdowns, and even accidents to pro-

tect the system against disastrous accidents and prepare the organization for responding to

accidents if they do occur.

Another response to the problem is to gradually lower the incident detection threshold as

the number of incidents is reduced, thus maintaining a certain minimum number of inci-

dents. Investigations into incidents have several uses and benefits [cf. Carroll, 1998b].

First, they can uncover the causes of the particular incident. Second, they can uncover root

causes that may lead to other incidents and even accidents. Third, they encourage mem-

bers of the organization to think about how their role in the organization affects safety.

Fourth, they maintain the organization’s ability to investigate incidents. By setting the

incident detection threshold sufficiently low so that incident investigations do not cease

entirely, organizations can continue reaping the benefits of incident investigations.

Consider the strong emphasis on redundancy as a safety and reliability measure in many

systems. Some degree of redundancy is useful in increasing reliability, and possibly safety.

But more redundancy is not necessarily better, and may be worse [e.g., Sagan, 2004].

While redundancy may increase reliability, it does not necessarily increase, and may even

decrease, safety. First, a reliance on redundancy may lead to decreased emphasis on other

safety engineering techniques. If system designers believe that redundancy will limit the

effect of design errors they may be less motivated to find and eliminate these errors. In

practice, redundancy may ‘cover up‘, or mute, design errors and prevent them from

becoming visible until something catastrophic occurs. Second, increasing redundancy

increases system complexity. More complex systems are less amenable to testing and

maintenance, and their properties and behaviour are difficult to predict accurately [Gra-

ham, 1971].
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The use of redundancy can lead to dangerous decision making when it encourages com-

placency and the need for additional safety measures is discounted [Marais et al., 2004].

The decision to launch the Challenger Space Shuttle on its fatal flight was partly based on

overreliance on redundant O-rings. The failure of the primary O-ring led to the failure of

the secondary O-ring [Rogers, 1986]. The overconfidence inspired by the redundancy

convinced decision makers that the Shuttle would survive a cold-weather launch even if

the primary O-ring failed. Redundancy led to decreased safety consciousness at the exact

time when concern for safety was most needed because redundancy on its own was not

enough to improve system safety.

Eroding Safety Goals

This archetype illustrates how safety goals may erode or become subverted over time.

Eroding Safety Goals behaviour often precedes accidents, but is generally only observed

in hindsight. Eroding Safety Goals is difficult to observe while it is occurring because

change tends to happen gradually. At short time scales, changes may be imperceptible. It

is only after an accident has occurred that the extent of change is noticed, if at all.

Figure 4.16 illustrates the basic structure. A safety gap between the safety goal and actual

safety inspires safety improvement efforts, which improve actual safety, but usually not

Figure 4.16   Eroding Safety
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immediately (Bsafety). The safety gap can also be decreased by adjusting the safety goal

downwards. The greater the gap, the greater the pressure to adjust goals (Bdrifting goals).

Because Bdrifting goals makes the safety gap smaller, Bsafety becomes less effective at main-

taining safety at the required level.

Disappointing Safety Programs.  Eroding Safety Goals illustrates one reason why safety

programs do not always live up to expectations (Figure 4.17). Safety improvement pro-

grams can be expensive and often do not show immediate results (Blagging safety). While the

eventual costs of not improving safety can be high, the immediate cost of a safety program

is subject to external pressures (e.g., budget and performance pressure). The combination

of seeming ineffectiveness and external pressures makes it tempting to place less emphasis

on safety and adjust the goals of the safety program (Bsafety emphasis and Beroding goals). This

adjustment is not necessarily seen as a failure, and may even be viewed as an improve-

ment. These balancing loops interact to repeatedly lower the safety goal. Repeated lower-

ing of safety goals results in a reinforcing dynamic (Rlax goal setting) that encourages lax

Figure 4.17   Disappointing Safety Programs
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goal setting in the future. The problem can be addressed by setting absolute safety goals,

perhaps based on some external standard. Such external safety goals will only be effective

however if organizations adhere to these standards, either of their own accord, or because

regular inspections, audits, and/or punitive measures force them to do so.

For example, a common response to failed programs is to restructure parts of, or the entire

organization in question. After the Challenger accident NASA responded by reorganising

the safety and quality programs at NASA Headquarters and the field centers. A new office

of Safety, Reliability, Maintainability and Quality Assurance (SRM&QA) was established

and overall management of the safety function was elevated to the level of associate

administrator, in an attempt to increase awareness of significant safety and quality issues

at the highest levels of NASA management. This reorganization was presented as one of

the most significant improvements following the Challenger accident [NASA, 1988]. This

reorganization failed to achieve its goal over the long term, and many of the same “silent

safety program” characteristics were made evident by the Columbia accident. While

restructuring and reorganization is sometimes necessary, it does not always address the

underlying problem.

Another, more subtle form of downward goal adjustment is the eternally receding dead-

line. In this case, the goals remain the same, but the deadline for meeting the goals is con-

tinually shifted back, effectively lowering the goals.

Pressure for increased performance (e.g., shorter delivery times, increased profit) can

make it difficult to remain focussed on safety goals. Eroding Safety illustrates how these

pressures can contribute to safety improvement goals not being met. The challenge is to

resist external pressures that work against safety improvement programs, whether overtly

or in a less obvious manner. Anchoring the safety goals to externally generated and

enforced standards or deadlines can make adjustments in goals more visible or more diffi-

cult to make. For example, government regulators impose certain minimum safety stan-

dards on some industries, such as the nuclear power industry.
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To be successful a safety program must provide a clear plan and a realistic time frame for

improving safety. It must provide concrete steps towards achieving the safety goal, as well

as interim measures of progress. If a safety program is seen as working against perfor-

mance (e.g. preventing on-time delivery of goods) there will be a reciprocal tendency to

work against the program, thereby decreasing its effectiveness. Managers who pay lip ser-

vice to safety programs but simultaneously demand increased performance encourage a

lax attitude to safety at lower organizational levels. Only when there is buy-in at all levels

of the organization can a safety program succeed.

Complacency

A history of operations without incidents often leads to growing complacency as shown in

Figure 4.18. Consider a system that initially operates with a high accident rate. In order to

bring the accident rate down, the system is closely monitored, possibly both internally

(company rules and procedures) and externally (government regulation). Close oversight

Figure 4.18   Complacency
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may eventually contribute to a decreased accident rate, and may bring it to the point

where people do not believe that accidents can or will occur. In the apparent absence of a

threat to safety, extensive oversight may seem draconian and unnecessarily costly. Cou-

pled with budgetary pressures, this anti-regulation sentiment creates pressure to decrease

oversight (Boversight). Decreased oversight is manifested on the one hand by less training

and fewer or less strict certification requirements, and on the other hand by decreased

inspection and monitoring. A decrease in these activities eventually leads to an increase in

the risk of accidents, and so the accident rate increases (Baccidents). Safety fixes imple-

mented in response to accidents increase perceived safety and thus encourage the relax-

ation of oversight (Rsafety fixed). One way to avoid the complacency trap is to continuously

monitor risk (thus maintaining awareness that risk is not negligible) and set the level of

oversight accordingly (Bmonitor risk).

Following the Apollo launch pad fire in 1967, NASA established one of the best system

safety programs of the time [CETS, 1993]. But nearly two decades later the Rogers Com-

mission report on the Challenger accident referred to a “Silent Safety Program” that had

lost some of its effectiveness since Apollo. In particular, the report cited growing compla-

cency at the agency, as the perception grew that Shuttle operations were routine [Rogers,

1986]:

Following successful completion of the orbital flight test phase of the Shuttle program, the
system was declared to be operational. Subsequently, several safety, reliability and quality
assurance organizations found themselves with reduced and/or reorganized functional
capability… The apparent reason for such actions was a perception that less safety, reli-
ability and quality assurance activity would be required during ‘routine‘' Shuttle opera-
tions. This reasoning was faulty. The machinery is highly complex, and the requirements
are exacting… As the system matures and the experience changes, careful tracking will be
required to prevent premature failures… Complacency and failures in supervision and
reporting seriously aggravate these risks.

Improved safety consciousness at NASA in response to the Challenger accident rapidly

deteriorated as a series of successful missions helped the memory of the accident fade.

Many engineers were highly conscious of the risks and even tried warning NASA and the

government. But neither NASA management nor the government appear to have taken

these concerns seriously. When Columbia was launched in January 2003, managers were
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much more concerned about maintaining the launch schedule than about safety. Although

a team was assembled to investigate the foam strike that occurred during the launch, they

received little support from management, who appeared to have already decided that the

foam strike did not pose a flight risk.

The problem with complacency is twofold. First, it is difficult not to become complacent

when success follows upon success. Second, it is difficult for an organization to realise

that it is becoming complacent, and often a serious accident is required to shake the com-

placency.

Complacency arises because the accident rate usually does not immediately increase fol-

lowing a decrease in oversight. Inertia in the system temporarily keeps the accident risk at

a low level, creating the impression that oversight is set at the appropriate level. All the

while, the system is migrating toward the boundary of safe behaviour [Rasmussen, 1997].

When accidents start occurring, the link to decreased oversight is not immediately obvi-

ous. When making the connection between risk and the level of oversight, the long-term

trend in the risk level must be considered, rather than short-term fluctuations.

4.2.4  Side-Effects and Symptomatic Responses

The next set of archetypes addresses the problem of poorly designed (safety) improvement

efforts. The first archetype illustrates how the unforeseen side-effects of safety improve-

ment efforts may worsen the problems these efforts are intended to address. The second

archetypes shows how addressing symptoms and not root causes not only does not solve

the underlying problem, but may actually make it worse. The third archetype illustrates

how inappropriate responses to organizational challenges can lead to stifling rules and

apathy.
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Unintended Side Effects of Safety Fixes

The unintended consequences of poorly designed responses to safety problems, whether

they are symptomatic treatments or supposed fundamental solutions, can worsen the prob-

lem.

This structure consists of a balancing loop (Bfix) and a reinforcing loop (Rside-effects). The

loops interact so that the desired result initially produced by the safety fix in the balancing

loop is, after some delay, offset by the undesired side effects in the reinforcing loop. Ini-

tially, the safety fix ameliorates the safety problem (Bfix). After a delay, the unintended sys-

tem reaction becomes visible, worsening the problem and accordingly the safety fix is

applied more strongly (Rside-effects). The safety fix ironically contributes to the worsening

of the problem.

Well-intentioned, commonplace solutions to safety problems often fail to help, have unin-

tended side effects, or exacerbate problems. The example below illustrates how disciplin-

ing workers and writing more detailed procedures may fail to reduce the number of

equipment breakdowns.

Figure 4.19   Unintended side-effects of safety fixes
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Consider a plant that is experiencing increasing equipment breakdowns, which are attrib-

uted to poor maintenance (Figure 4.20) [cf. Carroll et al., 1998]. A typical ‘fix’ for mainte-

nance-related problems is to write more detailed maintenance procedures and to monitor

compliance with these procedures more closely (Bdiscipline fix and Bprocedure fix). But these

fixes often result in reinforcing loops (Rdistrust and Rcomplexity) that eventually make the

problems worse. More detailed procedures can translate to fewer errors in a particular

Figure 4.20   Unsuccessful Problem Resolutiona

a. Adapted from [Carroll, 1998b]
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task. Workers tend to view more detailed procedures and closer supervision as mistrust

and regimentation, causing them to lose motivation, or comply blindly or maliciously with

procedures that may be incomplete or incorrect. Skilled workers may find the new regime

intrusive and look for more interesting work elsewhere. Excessive restrictions on behav-

iour discourages problem-solving and encourages blind adherence to procedures, even

when such compliance is not optimal in terms of safety or productivity. Blaming or disci-

plining individual workers, designed to create an atmosphere of accountability, encour-

ages all workers to hide problems. For example, when the Federal Aviation

Administration provided immunity from prosecution to pilots who reported near-colli-

sions, the number of reports tripled; when immunity was later retracted, the number of

reports decreased six-fold [Tamuz, 1994]. When incidents are deliberately concealed, the

underlying problems do not become visible, often worsen, and may lead to more prob-

lems.

Unintended Side Effects behaviour occurs when the fundamental problem is not under-

stood, or when the solutions to the fundamental problem are not appropriate or are

improperly implemented. This behaviour can be avoided by correctly identifying the fun-

damental problem and designing appropriate solution strategies. Identifying the funda-

mental problem is often difficult, and designing and implementing solution strategies can

be challenging. An awareness of the long-term negative implications that fixes often have

can provide the impetus to search for fundamental solutions instead.

Fixing Symptoms Rather Than Root Causes

This archetype is a special case of Unintended Side Effects that shows how symptomatic

solutions, or fixes, can undermine the ability to determine and address root causes

(Figure 4.21). A fix is implemented in response to a problem (Bfix), temporarily decreasing

the problem symptoms. The fix may also make it more difficult to identify the fundamen-

tal problem and/or implement a fundamental solution: If the fundamental solution is

known, side effects of the fix may either decrease the desire to implement the fundamental

solution, or act to decrease the effectiveness of the fundamental solution (Rside effects). If
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the fundamental problem or solution is not known, the symptomatic solutions may

decrease the ability to find the fundamental solution, for example by masking the problem

symptoms.

Instead of applying reactive fixes when problems arise, organizations should perform root

cause analysis and use the resulting insights to formulate fundamental solutions that

address the underlying systemic causal factors (Broot causes).

Fixing Symptoms illustrates the tension between the appeal of short-term, symptomatic

solutions, and the long-term impact of fundamental solutions. Symptomatic solutions are

usually easier, faster, and cheaper to implement than long-term fundamental solutions. Ini-

tially, positive results to symptomatic solutions are seen immediately, as the visible symp-

toms are eliminated. Once a symptomatic solution has been successfully applied, the

pressure to find and implement a fundamental solution tends to decrease. Over time, the

symptomatic solutions may become less effective, or different symptoms of the underly-

ing problem may arise—in response new symptomatic solutions are devised. The underly-

ing problem remains. If the fundamental problem is not dealt with, symptoms can be

Figure 4.21   Fixing symptoms rather than root causes
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expected to continue surfacing in various forms. Long-term, fundamental solutions, on the

other hand, may be more difficult to devise, more difficult to implement, take longer to

show results, and are often initially more costly. At the same time, external pressures often

demand a ‘quick-fix’ to the problem.

The reactive focus of many safety programs results in placing primary emphasis on inves-

tigating previous incidents and accidents in an attempt to prevent future accidents. These

efforts are not always fruitful. Excessive focus is placed on preventing recurrence of

exactly the same accident, without taking sufficient account of the underlying systemic

factors that allowed safety to deteriorate [Leveson, 2004a]. Attempts to identify the deeper

factors or conditions that allowed the accident to occur (i.e., root cause analysis) are often

insufficient.

For example, Carroll has identified instances of inadequate root cause analysis at nuclear

plants [Carroll, 1998b]. In the nuclear and chemical industries, problem investigation

teams are assigned to examine serious incidents and troubling trends. These investigations

are part of corrective action programs to improve safety and performance. Although con-

siderable resources are devoted to these programs, the investigations do not always result

in effective learning. The authors found that the investigations tended to focus on only a

few proximal causes. These causes were typically technical or involved human error, and

their solutions were obvious, easily implemented, and acceptable to powerful stakehold-

ers. Little effort was made to uncover root causes or devise fundamental solutions.

Symptomatic solutions to accidents often only decrease the likelihood of that particular

accident recurring. They do not eliminate the deeper structural deficiencies that led to the

accident in the first place and may lead to other accidents in the future. Once a symptom-

atic solution has been successfully applied, the perceived need to solve the underlying

structural problem may disappear, reducing the pressure to find a fundamental solution. To

improve safety in the long term the fundamental problem or structural deficiency that is

causing the symptoms must be identified.
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For example, if an aircraft rudder failure is shown to be the result of insufficient or poor

maintenance, the recommended action may be to improve the rudder maintenance proce-

dures. But deeper problems, such as subtle management pressure to increase maintenance

throughput, may have caused the maintenance to be poorly performed in the first place.

Identifying the root causes of incidents and accidents is not always easy to do. Symptom-

atic solutions may be suppressing the symptoms, creating the illusion that no problem

exists. These solutions may be consciously or unconsciously formulated and applied.

Unconsciously applied solutions (e.g. unconsciously correcting for misaligned steering on

a motor vehicle) may so successfully mask the underlying problem that operators are not

aware of the problem symptoms, let alone the fundamental problem. Because any individ-

ual only has a limited view of the system, obtaining different viewpoints of the symptoms,

the problem, and the system can help in identifying the fundamental problem.

Eliminating root causes is likely to be more difficult, time-consuming, and costly to imple-

ment than implementing symptomatic solutions. It is essential to obtain commitment from

all parties involved with the implementation of the proposed solution. Without such com-

mitment, the solution is unlikely to be successfully applied. Side effects of the solution

must be identified as far as possible. Of course it may not be possible to foresee all the side

effects. Awareness of the potential for side effects makes it easier to identify and deal with

them if they do occur. Where side effects of symptomatic solutions may undermine the

fundamental solution, it is necessary to stop applying these solutions before applying the

fundamental solution.

Consider now two examples illustrating symptomatic responses. The first example illus-

trates the application of the Fixing Symptoms structure in the healthcare industry. The sec-

ond example illustrates how incident reporting schemes may decrease safety by

encouraging workers to hide incidents.
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Not Learning from Failure.  In a study of hospital nursing staff, Tucker et al. investi-

gated why hospitals often do not learn from failures [Tucker et al., 2002; Tucker and

Edmondson, 2003]. They found that the organizational structure encouraged ‘first-order’

problem-solving (fixing symptoms), which addresses only the particular problem, to the

detriment of ‘second-order’ problem-solving, which addresses the underlying (or root)

causes of the problem. As a result the hospitals repeatedly had to deal with the same types

of problems, despite, and to some extent because of, their best intentions. They developed

a causal loop model to explain this behaviour, as shown in Figure 4.22.

This failure to learn and its systemic causes are not unique to the health care industry.

Graphical manipulation of the model reveals the underlying Fixing Symptoms structure, as

shown in Figure 4.23.

Systemic (or fundamental) problems become visible as problem symptoms (e.g. accidents,

incidents, and other barriers to task completion such as unavailability of equipment),

which trigger first-order (or symptomatic) problem-solving efforts. These efforts may be

quite effective at reducing problem symptoms. But first-order problem-solving decreases

the chances that the underlying systemic problems will be addressed. First, effective first-

order problem-solving results in immediate gratification and reduces the need to do sec-

ond-order problem-solving. Second, because first-order problem-solving does not resolve

the underlying causes, problems tend to recur. The result is that employees have to keep

on ‘fighting fires’, which leads to employee burnout. Frustrated, stressed, and tired

employees are both less willing and less able to identify and solve underlying problems

and more prone to make decisions leading to accidents.

Organizations that engage only in first-order problem-solving do not address the underly-

ing systemic issues. At best, such organizations can maintain the status quo of safety, but

they are more likely to experience deteriorating safety as problems continue to arise and

employees continue to be overworked. Clearly no organization wishes to contribute to its
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own deterioration. Why, then, would an organization engage in this behaviour? The

dynamics described above explain why, once begun, this behaviour tends to persist.

Figure 4.22   First- and Second-Order problem-solving in Hospitalsa

a. Adapted from [Tucker and Edmondson, 2003]
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Now consider the factors that encourage first-order problem-solving in the first place. The

hospital study identified several psychological factors and organizational features, some

of which are positive, that encourage nurses to address problems on their own and as

quickly as possible. Nurses’ low status relative to doctors and constant time pressure

encouraged them to address problems on their own and as quickly as possible. Nurses

were often aware that a problem was recurring and serious and might require more senior

intervention. But they generally preferred not to inform more senior personnel or suggest

remedial action, both because of problems associated with the status gap between doctors

and nurses and because doing so would require time that they did not have. The psycho-

logical gratification that nurses derived from dealing with problems on their own encour-

aged future first-order problem solving. Ironically, some positive human resource

attributes encourage first-order problem-solving and so discourage learning [Tucker and

Edmondson, 2003]: First, norms of individual vigilance encourage individuals to be inde-

pendent and solve problems independently without considering the impact on the system.

The Safety Fixes archetype shows how such behaviour not only does not solve the under-

lying problem, but can even give rise to new problems. Second, concerns about unit or

subdivision efficiency mean that workers do not have time or incentives to consider fac-

Figure 4.23   Not Learning from Failure
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tors beyond their subdivision. Third, individual empowerment is intended to help organi-

zations address problems such as quality and productivity. But a focus on empowerment

often leads to the removal of managers and other non-direct support from day-to-day

activities. Workers have to deal on their own with problems that may stem from other

parts of the organization. Managers, who have the status and ability to implement second-

order solutions, are left unaware of problem symptoms and so cannot gain the broad per-

spective necessary to properly identify and solve systemic problems.

Organizations can avoid the nearly inevitable deterioration associated with first-order

problem solving by working to actively encourage second-order problem-solving. Chapter

4 discusses how organizations can provide management support, create a climate of psy-

chological safety, and become responsive to second-order problem identification and solv-

ing.

Reporting Schemes.  Reporting Schemes is a special case of Fixing Symptoms that illus-

trates how improperly designed incident reporting schemes and other regulatory require-

ments can work against safety. Consider what often happens when incident reporting

schemes are implemented (Figure 4.24). The primary purpose of these schemes is to

encourage workers to be more careful on a day-to-day basis, thus reducing the number of

incidents. As an incentive to reduce the number of incidents, workers with the best safety

records (as measured by fewest reported incidents) are rewarded (Binappropriate incentives).

Rewarding workers who report the fewest number of incidents is an incentive to withhold

information about small accidents and near misses. Underreporting of incidents creates the

illusion that the system is becoming safer, when, in fact, it has merely been muted. Man-

agement becomes less aware of the behaviour of the system, and safety may therefore

decrease (Bsafety). At the worker level, the original goal of increasing safety is subverted

into one of reporting the fewest incidents. Ironically, the introduction of an incident

reporting scheme can decrease safety, as found in a study of the California construction

industry [Levitt and Parker, 1976].
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The Reporting Schemes archetype illustrates how the goal of improving safety can be dis-

placed by goals that subvert safety improvement. Regulatory requirements can have a sim-

ilar negative effect on safety when they are more focussed on bureaucratic requirements

than on improving safety. The investigation into the Three Mile Island accident criticised

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for displacing the objective of operational safety

with a demand that the nuclear industry comply with ineffective rules:

“The existence of a vast body of regulations by NRC tends to focus industry attention nar-
rowly on the meeting of regulations rather than on a systematic concern for safety. Fur-
thermore, the nature of some of the regulations, in combination with the way rate bases are
established for utilities, may in some instances have served as a deterrent for utilities or
their suppliers to take the initiative in proposing measures for improved safety” [Kemeny,
1979, pp. 52-53].

In implementing safety programs it is essential to consider carefully what incentives or

rewards will be used to ensure compliance. One way of avoiding this type of behaviour is

to encourage employees to report safety incidents, rather than rewarding employees with

the best safety records (Rappropriate incentives). If symptomatic behaviour is rewarded (e.g.

fewest reported incidents), it is likely that workers will find other ways to generate the

same symptoms (e.g., underreporting incidents) (see also [Repenning and Sterman,

Figure 4.24   Incident Reporting Schemes
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2001]). If incentives are inappropriately formulated, compliance with the intent of the pro-

gram may be lower than if no incentives were offered. This behaviour can also be

observed in organizations that operate according to process certification standards. In this

case the purported rewards are often not visible and employees view the requirements as

impeding their normal working processes. Employees therefore obey the letter of the pro-

cess and documentation standards, but do not comply with the underlying intentions.

In order to maximize the likelihood that safety programs will be successful, the intent of

these programs should be communicated at all levels of the organization and employees

must be provided with the necessary resources to perform their part in the programs. They

must be empowered to make safety-based choices in cases where such decisions might

adversely affect productivity (e.g., see the discussion of worker initiated procedure

changes at the North Anna nuclear plant in Section 5.3.2). If employees understand the

intent of the program, and are therefore committed to it, they are more likely to comply

with its intent than with the letter of the law.

Organizations can further increase the likelihood of success of improvement programs by

including employees in the development of these programs. When employees are included

they not only understand the intent and mechanisms of the program better, but are likely to

be more committed to it.

The Vicious Cycle of Bureaucracy

This archetype demonstrates another aspect of inappropriate responses to problems. It

explains the tendency of organizations to become caught up in bureaucratic rules and apa-

thy1 [e.g., Merton, 1968]. The vicious cycle arises as follows. Pressure on the system, due

to poor performance (in this case, lack of safety), creates a desire for change. When man-

agement tries to bring this change about through increasing formalization and bureaucracy

(e.g. rule making and closer supervision), employees may react dysfunctionally, becoming

1. Bureaucracy is not necessarily bad. See []Adler and Borys, 1996] for a discussion of ‘good’, or enabling, 
bureaucracies, and ‘bad’, or coercive, bureaucracies.
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apathetic, alienated or even subversive. The quality of feedback about system behaviour

may therefore decrease. Despite management’s best efforts, safety does not improve.

Management, unaware of the real problem, institute further formalization, thus completing

the vicious circle (Rbureaucracy). Eventually, management exhausts the supply of control

devices (Rcontrol devices), but by this point the organization is so caught up in bureaucracy

and apathy that implementing even well-considered changes is difficult.

One way of counteracting apathy and other dysfunctional reactions in organizations is to

apply human relations treatments, such as employee recognition programs and social

events [Argyris and Schön, 1978]. While such devices can lower apathy to some degree,

they are not as effective as lowering the level of bureaucracy (Bmake them feel better).

Figure 4.25   Vicious Cycle of Bureaucracy
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Bureaucracy can have a detrimental effect on safety when it decreases the ability to sur-

face and resolve issues. Formal methods of operation and strict hierarchies limit commu-

nication, as discussed in Appendix A. When information is passed up hierarchies it is

often distorted, depending on the interests of managers and the way they interpret the

information. Information (e.g., concerns about safety) may even be completely silenced as

it passes up the chain of command. Employees may not feel comfortable going around a

superior who does not listen to their concerns. Managers may find it difficult to build trust

with their subordinates. Employees or organizational units may also promote bureaucratic

barriers to communication [Adler and Borys, 1996; Carroll et al., 2002] for a variety of

reasons such as to decrease information overload or to assert their independence (see also

Section 4.3.3).

Bureaucratic requirements may limit the time available for ‘real’ technical work, frustrat-

ing efforts to make progress or improve understanding of the system. When Morton

Thiokol set up a team to investigate the problem of O-ring erosion before the Challenger

disaster, the team’s progress was impeded by bureaucratic obstacles in the form of admin-

istrative delays and lack of cooperation from managers at Thiokol [Winsor, 1988]. See

also Section 4.3.1 for a discussion of bureaucracy at NASA.

4.2.5  Challenges of Successfully Addressing Root Causes

The next two archetypes illustrate the problems associated with improving safety even

when the appropriate solutions have been identified.

The Short-Term Performance Trap

Section 4.1 discussed how taking a short-term view leads to an apparent trade-off between

performance and safety. The short-term performance trap shows how this short-term ori-

entation can result in a situation where both safety and performance decline (Figure 4.26).

It is based on a model developed by Repenning and Sterman to explain why organizations

are often unable to reap the benefits of process improvement programs [Repenning and

Sterman, 2001]. They suggested that this inability had little to do with the specific
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improvement tools, but was rather a systemic problem arising from the interaction

between the organization‘s structure, management and employees, and the process

improvement programs.

The trap works as follows: The safety of an organization and the systems it operates

decreases as infrastructure wears down, designs and processes become obsolete, or skilled

employees leave the organization. Safety can be increased by investing in infrastructure

upgrades, process improvement, employee training, and so forth.

The actual performance of the organization can be increased in two ways: by focussing on

short-term solutions such as cutting corners and fixing symptoms, or by focussing on

Figure 4.26   The Short-Term Performance Trapa

a. Adapted from [Repenning and Sterman, 2001]
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long-term solutions, such as improving safety1. Safety improvements improve perfor-

mance in the long run because they make accidents less likely. Catastrophic accidents

often result in a suspension or cancellation of operations. Both Shuttle accidents resulted

in immediate suspension of all launches pending investigation of the accident and reme-

dial steps. In the case of Challenger this suspension lasted two years; the suspension fol-

lowing Columbia had not been lifted at the time of writing.

Consider first the option of focussing on short-term performance. Performance pressure

arises as a result of a performance gap between actual and desired performance. The

greater the gap, the greater the pressure. As a result of this pressure, reliance on short-term

solutions increases, leading to an improvement in short-term actual performance (Bshort-

term).

Now consider the option of focussing on long-term performance and improving safety. In

this case the performance gap creates pressure to improve safety. This pressure results in

increased time spent on safety improvement, which eventually results in increased safety

and hence improved long-term actual performance (Bwork smarter).

Short-term solutions and improving (or even maintaining) safety compete for employees’

time and company resources. By placing an emphasis on short-term performance and by

tacitly accepting short cuts, managers send an implicit message that safety is less impor-

tant, making it difficult for employees to focus on safety. The reinvestment loop (Rreinvest-

ment) is a reinforcing loop that amplifies whichever loop (Bshort-term or Bsafety) is dominant,

further strengthening its dominance. For example, if more emphasis is placed on short-

term solutions, less effort is expended on safety improvement, increasing the likelihood of

accidents and incidents. A common response is to place even more emphasis on short-

term solutions in order to narrow the performance gap quickly. Conversely, if more

emphasis is placed on safety improvement, accidents and incidents are less likely. Fewer

1. Of course safety improvement is not the only way to that long-term performance can, or should, be 
improved. Other techniques, such as process improvement, should also be used where appropriate.
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accidents and incidents means fewer interruptions to normal work and therefore frees up

more time to work on safety improvement. For example, by making an effort to identify

and solve the root causes of a problem, the need for symptomatic fixes is eliminated.

The reinvestment loop typically works to reinforce the short-term loop and not the safety

improvement loop because focussing on short-term solutions and decreasing emphasis on

safety usually yield increased performance in the short term. Spending less time on safety

means more time is available to work. Short cuts like avoiding maintenance and cutting

training frees up time to do work, thus increasing performance. Symptomatic fixes mask

underlying problems and allow continued operation of the system despite underlying

problems. Short cuts and fixes are tempting because they show immediate improvements

in productivity but their negative effect on safety usually only becomes apparent after

some time. Because short-term solutions yield immediate benefits, managers may be

blinded to alternative considerations. The shortcuts loop (Bshortcuts) is a balancing loop that

allows increased performance at the cost of cutting corners.

It is difficult for organizations to avoid falling into the short-term performance trap for two

main reasons. First, short-term solutions usually show immediate results and activate the

reinvestment loop in the negative sense, making investments in improving safety less

likely. Second, it is far easier to take short cuts and fix symptoms than it is to understand

the root causes of problems.

Employee Commitment

Unintended Side Effects and Fixing Symptoms have shown that identifying root causes and

devising and implementing appropriate solutions is difficult. One of the problems with

implementing safety improvement programs is obtaining and maintaining employee com-

mitment. The Employee Commitment archetype1 illustrates the potential pitfalls associated

with obtaining and maintaining employee commitment (Figure 4.27).

1. This archetype is based on concepts in [Keating et al., 1999].
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There are two sources of employee commitment to improvement programs, managerial

push and employee pull [Shiba et al., 1993]. Managerial push refers to efforts to promote

improvement efforts or force employee participation. Examples of managerial push

include inspirational speeches and literature, mandatory participation in training and

workshops, financial incentives, and performance review criteria based on observed

improvement. Thus, increased Managerial Push drives increased Employee Perception of

Program Value.

Employee pull occurs when employees understand the benefits of improvement and com-

mit themselves to improvement efforts independent of, and occasionally in spite of, mana-

gerial attitudes [Keating et al., 1999]. Employee perception of program value increases in

response to visible improvement results. This perception sets off increased commitment to

improvement program, resulting in increased effort allocated to improvement program. If

the program is appropriately designed, the result is an eventual increase in improvement

results and in visible improvement results, leading once again to increased employee per-

ception of program value (Brise to the challenge). Employee pull can therefore create a valu-

Figure 4.27   Employee Commitment
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able reinforcing loop of increasing commitment and increasing improvement results

(Remployee pull). Note that removing managerial push leaves the employee pull loop intact,

while removing employee commitment destroys the loop. Managerial push can adjust

employee perception of program value, but a program cannot succeed without employee

commitment.

Safety improvement programs do not always have highly or immediately visible results

(see Eroding Safety). In particular, the organizational and technical complexity of a sys-

tem make it more difficult to devise, implement, and observe the results of improvement

programs. In cases where results have low visibility, are ambiguous, or take a long time to

become apparent, employees may be less committed than the program‘s ‘goodness’ war-

rants. Furthermore, many improvement programs show a ‘worse-before-better’ pattern,

whereby performance deteriorates before it improves. For example, safety measures such

as increased inspection or stricter design verification procedures directly impinge on

short-term productivity (see Short-term Performance Trap). In such cases, extra effort

should be put into educating employees about the benefits of the program, including

emphasising the long-term nature of the expected pay-offs.

4.2.6  Tailoring and Expanding the Archetypes

The safety archetypes represent the basic characteristics of some of the most common risk

dynamics. Organizations can obtain the most value from the archetypes by tailoring them

to their specific problems, as shown in the example applications (e.g. Disappointing Safety

Programs). Organizations can also construct additional archetypes to understand their spe-

cific problems.

The archetypes have emphasised the importance of identifying the fundamental solution

and obtaining employee commitment. One way to facilitate both finding and implement-

ing the solution is to involve employees in the generation of the dynamic models as much

as possible. Employees may have specific knowledge of the problem and insights into
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solutions. In addition, by involving employees in the process, they are more likely to be

committed to subsequent solutions.

The next section presents some examples of archetypal behaviour at NASA, illustrating

the process of tailoring and generating additional archetypes.

4.3  Organizational Risk Dynamics at NASA

This section illustrates the construction of archetypes to improve understanding of safety

problems at NASA, specifically in the Space Shuttle Program. The archetypes are exam-

ples of problem behaviours at NASA and focus on situations where feedback makes the

situation worse. They are not intended to be a complete explanation of problems at NASA.

The archetypes are based on a history of NASA [McCurdy, 1993] and on the Challenger

[Rogers, 1986] and Columbia accident reports [Gehman, 2003].

On a complex program such as the Space Shuttle problems are inevitable. For example, it

is impossible to foresee all the possible interactions between shuttle components, and

which of those will cause problems. The trick is to surface and resolve issues before they

turn into catastrophes. The following examples identify some mechanisms that decrease

NASA’s ability to surface and resolve issues.

The first example shows how Vicious Circles of Bureaucracy can be tailored to understand

the problems of bureaucracy at NASA. The next three examples illustrate specific prob-

lem behaviours on the shuttle program.

4.3.1  Growing Bureaucracy

Figure 4.28, based on Vicious Circles of Bureaucracy, illustrates how NASA’s bureau-

cracy grew and changed in a way that decreased the ability to surface and resolve issues

[McCurdy, 1993, pp. 111-118]. 
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The agency bureaucracy, as indicated by the relative number of administrative staff,

expanded significantly over the years since NASA was founded. In 1961, approximately

six per cent of NASA staff was classified as professional administrators. By 1991, this

percentage had grown to approximately eighteen per cent [McCurdy, 1993, p. 116, Fig. 7].

This increase in administrative staff was accompanied by a growing perception within

NASA that bureaucracy made it more difficult to accomplish technical tasks [McCurdy,

1993, p. 117].

There are three main sources of bureaucratic growth [McCurdy, 1993, pp. 111-118]. First,

organizations tend to become more bureaucratic over time because initially informal or ad

hoc methods of operation are formalised. Such formalization can be useful because it

Figure 4.28   Growing Bureaucracy
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decreases uncertainty about how to act and results in increased predictability. Second, as

programs become more complex, informal management and planning is no longer suffi-

cient. In NASA’s case, decreasing resources further increased the management and coor-

dination required for program success. Increasing reliance on contractors, parcelling of

projects and resources between centers, and diversification and overlap between centers

all worked to increase the management burden. Opportunities for poor interfacing

increased, decreasing the ability to surface and resolve issues. Third, as political oversight

increases, organizations are forced to deploy more administrative staff to handle the bur-

den. In NASA’s case, political oversight grew as government grew bigger and committee

structures became more democratic [McCurdy, 1993] and in response to the Apollo and

Shuttle accidents.

Increased public oversight and internal changes in response to accidents increases the

bureaucratic burden and may therefore perversely make accidents more likely (Bbureau-

cracy).

It is interesting to note that there are no negative arrows going into bureaucracy. As many

organizations, and especially governments, have found, growing bureaucracies is far eas-

ier than shrinking them.

4.3.2  Contracting the Culture Away

Ever increasing levels of contracting out had a profound negative effect on the technical

culture (see Appendix B) at NASA [McCurdy, 1993], as illustrated by Figure 4.29.

Increasing reliance on contractors meant that the in-house technical capability declined,

requiring further reliance on contractors (Rlosing the culture). The result is a continuing

decrease in in-house technical capability, which weakens the technical culture, and

decreases the ability to surface and resolve issues.

Any agency that attempts challenges like the moon landings and the Space Shuttle has to

rely on contractors to some extent [McCurdy, 1993]. It is possible to use contractors with-
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out compromising safety, but the nature and extent of the contracting relationships must be

carefully managed. NASA has used contractors since the days of Apollo but the relation-

ship between NASA and its contractors changed significantly over time. In the 1960s,

Figure 4.29   Contracting the Culture Away
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NASA took great pride in its in-house technical capability, from technicians to scientists

and engineers. They developed a tradition of contractor penetration, double-checking all

contractor work, and retaining control of functions like spacecraft control and mission

planning.

Following the moon landings NASA was forced to make severe retrenchments, which

focussed disproportionately on clerical and technical staff [McCurdy, 1993]. While NASA

retained its scientists and engineers, the retrenchments curtailed the agency’s ability to

perform in-house technical work. NASA came to rely more and more on contractors and

NASA engineers spent more of their time managing contractors and less time doing actual

engineering, such as testing.

When NASA first embarked on space exploration, industry space expertise was limited

[McCurdy, 1993]. NASA was therefore able to both exert authority over contractors, and

resist government pressure to use contractors. Over time, space industry expertise

increased, partially as a result of doing contract work for NASA and the DoD (Rindustry

experience). By the 1980s the space industry was big enough to exert strong political influ-

ence and preclude a return to in-house capability.

In 1984 the work of preparing and flying the space shuttle was assigned to a consortium of

aerospace companies organized under the United Space Alliance. The agency that had

insisted on knowing everything about its spacecraft during the Apollo days relinquished

control of the most complex spacecraft ever built to contractors. This step placed NASA

engineers and technicians one step further from the shuttle and further decreased their

ability to surface and resolve issues.

While contractors are of course concerned for the safety of the crew and shuttle, they are

ultimately driven by financial concerns. Many contractors rely on NASA for a large por-

tion of their business and must therefore maintain good relations with NASA. Causing fre-

quent launch delays creates friction and may place future contracts in jeopardy. NASA

emphasised the importance of avoiding delays by providing contractors with on-time
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launch incentives. Contractors therefore have less incentive to look for problems or be

aggressive about delaying launches when they are not absolutely sure that there is a prob-

lem.

The fatal launch decision on the eve of the Challenger disaster can be partly attributed to

Morton Thiokol‘s reluctance to cause further launch delays. There had already been sev-

eral launch delays when Marshall and Morton Thiokol teams met to decide whether to

launch. Thiokol engineers expressed concerns about launching in cold weather but when

Thiokol suggested delaying the launch, the Marshall manager famously asked, “My god,

Thiokol, when do you want me to launch, next April?” [Rogers, 1986]. Subsequently

Thiokol management reversed its position and recommended the launch at the urging of

NASA and contrary to the views of its engineers in order to accommodate a major cus-

tomer [Rogers, 1986]. Pressure to launch coupled with contractors’ concerns about future

contracts can have an adverse effect on safety.

4.3.3  Ineffective Leadership Structure

Lead centers were intended to be a way of decreasing the management load at NASA

headquarters while simultaneously retaining centralised control of programs. McCurdy

suggests that the prevailing conditions of increasing program complexity (shuttle and

space station development) and decreasing resources made this approach inappropriate. It

weakened program management and exacerbated rivalry and mistrust between centers

[McCurdy, 1993, p. 127], as shown in Figure 4.30.

As industry space expertise increased, there were more questions about whether all the

NASA centers were necessary. Centers had to look after their own survival. Some centers

diversified, moving into different parts of the space program or developing clients outside

NASA. The Marshall Center took charge of the development of Skylab while the Lewis

Center moved into non-space related research, developing expertise in diverse areas like

air quality monitoring and power generation. In some cases centers developed overlapping

areas of expertise, resulting in direct competition. For example, Marshall and Goddard
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competed to develop the Hubble Space Telescope. Competition can be good but it must be

carefully managed so that it encourages rather than suppresses progress. For example,

when more than one center works on the same project, lines of responsibility must be

clearly drawn. In the case of Hubble, in May 1972 both centers were granted an equal

share of responsibility, which created permanent management problems. Work on the

space station Freedom was parcelled among four centers, with Johnson taking overall

responsibility for managing itself and the three other centers. Lines of responsibility were

unclear leading to bitter conflict between centers and the collapse of the scheme after only

two years [McCurdy, 1993]. James C. Welch, who became NASA’s Hubble program man-

ager in 1983 noted that, “No one really felt like they had the authority to go in and direct

all other parts of the program to conform” [Capers and Lipton, 1993]. Parcelling of

resources and responsibilities between the centers meant they were effectively competing

against each other and therefore had little reason to be supportive or cooperative.

Figure 4.30   Ineffective Leadership Structure
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Greater program complexity and parcelling of programs and resources means that greater

coordination is required between centers for programs to succeed. But parcelling and

overlap places centers in competition with each other (to maximize its likelihood of sur-

vival each center needs to obtain as much of each project as it can handle), which

increases mistrust between centers and so decreases communication and coordination.

As trust between centers declines, technical criteria become less important than bureau-

cratic and political criteria, centers hold problems back, and the lead center is unable to

exert its authority. The result is a decreased ability to surface and resolve issues, increas-

ing the likelihood of accidents and incidents. The finger pointing that invariably results

when something goes wrong decreases trust further, resulting in a vicious circle of grow-

ing mistrust and decreasing transparency and cooperation (Rgrowing mistrust). Expecting cen-

ters to follow the lead of a lead center that they do not trust is naive and places unfair

expectations on the lead center.

4.3.4  Going Operational

The decision to declare the shuttle “fully operational” after only four flights helped to set

the stage for the Challenger accident. Figure 4.31 illustrates why this decision was made

so early and what the effects on safety were.

As organizations age, they become less comfortable with uncertainty and start preferring

routine operations to risky ventures [McCurdy, 1993]. In the early 1980s NASA was fac-

ing a future of highly uncertain funding. By shifting from an emphasis on research and

development to an emphasis on space operations, NASA hoped to decrease this uncer-

tainty. The space station was one potential source of guaranteed, long-term, funding but its

construction (and approval) depended on a fully operational and reliable shuttle. At the

same time, launch competition had suddenly arrived in the form of the European Space

Agency’s Ariane rocket. NASA was in danger of losing its status as the primary means of

accessing space. By declaring the shuttle operational, NASA cleared the way for space

station approval and increased the predictability of its funding. Decreased appetite for
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uncertainty as the agency aged, coupled with the pressure of decreasing resources and

increasing competition, pushed NASA away from research and toward space operations

(Breduce uncertainty).

The shift towards space operations instigated a number of feedback loops that worked to

decrease safety. First, the emphasis on the continuous and routine nature of shuttle mis-

sions decreased public interest in the space program. Shuttle missions were not as exciting

as lunar landings. As public interest decreased, the political priority of the space program

decreased, leading to reduced funding and greater uncertainty. The strategy that was sup-

posed to secure funding ironically decreased politicians’ willingness to fund the agency

(Bdecreasing interest). Decreasing resources decreased the ability to surface and resolve issues

and therefore made accidents more likely.

Figure 4.31   Going operational
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Second, by shifting to space operations, NASA decreased the ability to see spaceflight as

inherently risky. The perception that the shuttle was safe and operational made it more dif-

ficult to obtain funding for safety and testing (Rsafe enough).

Third, the shift to operations made it difficult for many NASA and contractor employees

to continue seeing the shuttle as essentially an experimental vehicle. While it appears that

many lower level employees were well aware of the risks, the investigations of both the

Challenger and Columbia accidents suggest that management did not share this view (Bac-

cidents will happen).

4.3.5  Short-Term Cost Savings

The space shuttle is an example of how design and management choices made to save

money in the short term incurred severe cost and safety penalties in the long term, as

shown in Figure 4.32.

Figure 4.32   Short-Term Cost Savings
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Compromises on the shuttle design began almost as soon as the shuttle concept was put

forward. Initially, NASA proposed the shuttle as a fully reusable vehicle that would pro-

vide “routine and low cost manned access to space” [Gehman, 2003, p. 22]. But there was

little support from government, which had questions about the value of manned space

flight, especially given the high cost of shuttle development. NASA was therefore forced

to justify the shuttle on economic grounds. NASA argued that if the shuttle launched all

commercial and government payloads, and that if it were fully reusable, the total cost of

launching and maintaining satellites would be dramatically reduced. The proposed savings

would only be realised if the Shuttle made approximately fifty flights a year, including

launching all Department of Defense (DoD) satellites.

Attempting to satisfy the DoD and commercial customers simultaneously created complex

requirements. Commercial customers required low cost launches, while the DoD required

a large payload bay and the ability to perform large “cross-range” manoeuvres. Satisfying

these complex requirements, while keeping costs low, required “a revolution in space

technology” [Gehman, 2003, p. 22]. But revolutions do not come cheaply, and numerous

compromises were made to keep development costs low and decrease the resource gap

between required and available resources. Compromises tend to increase design complex-

ity (especially when they come later in development process), thus increasing the required

development resources. The result is that the compromises intended to decrease develop-

ment or operational costs may perversely contribute to the resource gap (Rcomplexity).

Some design compromises directly detract from safety, while the effect of other types of

compromises is more subtle. Compromises that affect safety can be grouped into three

types:

Compromises that directly decrease safety.  In some cases compromises were made

that directly decreased safety. NASA had to choose between solid and liquid rocket

engines and boosters for the shuttle. Liquid rocket engines are safer because unlike solid

rocket engines they can be shut down after ignition. Solid rocket engines, on the other
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hand, are cheaper to develop. Administrator James F. Fletcher openly acknowledged that

the choice of solid rocket engines was based on a “trade-off between future benefits and

earlier savings in the immediate years ahead: liquid boosters have lower development

costs” [Logsdon, 1986]. NASA therefore decided to design the shuttle with liquid rocket

engines and solid rocket boosters.

Conflicting requirements mean that it is not always possible to select the design that max-

imises safety. The silver lining in this type of compromise is that the effect on safety is

obvious and can be more easily assessed than the effect of less direct compromises. When

this type of compromise cannot be avoided, its impact on risk should be considered and

communicated to the relevant decision makers. In the above example, solid fuel was used

only on the boosters, which are jettisoned shortly after launch. By avoiding using solid

fuel on the shuttle engines, the risk of an accident involving solid rocket malfunctions was

reduced. The design of the boosters themselves, however, left much to be desired, as was

tragically revealed by the Challenger accident.

A decision was made to section the solid rocket boosters for easier transportation from the

solid rocket contractor‘s facilities in Utah. This decision was not one that necessitated a

decrease in safety, if the joints between sections were properly designed. Unfortunately

the design of the joints, coupled with incomplete characterization of O-ring performance1,

was such that a joint failure was almost inevitable, given low enough temperatures. Subse-

quent redesign of the joints showed that a safer design was indeed possible.

Compromises that increase coupling.   By making designs more tightly coupled (see

Chapter 4), designers can extract more performance for similar cost. Separating compo-

nents reduces the likelihood of accidents, but a performance penalty is extracted. As one

engineer noted:

“You‘re letting some opportunities for increasing your performance get away when you
[separate components]... The trend is to greater complexity in order to get more bang for

1. For example, there were no launch criteria that specified safe launch temperatures for O-rings.
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the buck... In a case like the shuttle, if you don‘t take advantage of some of the opportuni-
ties to improve performance, you‘ll never get off the ground.” [McCurdy, 1993, p. 152]

For example, a less coupled and safer design would consist of an orbiter and a separate

launch vehicle. But recovering and refurbishing the engines would be difficult. A decision

was therefore made to incorporate the engines into the shuttle and make the rocket boost-

ers reusable.

Compromises that increase complexity.  Some compromises do not directly involve

safety, but have a cumulative negative effect on safety because they increase the complex-

ity of the system. As systems become more complex, they become more expensive to

operate, more difficult to understand, and the potential for unforeseen dysfunctional inter-

actions increases. Increasing operational cost can have an insidious effect on safety.

Despite all protestations to the contrary, spending on safety is often seen as a luxury, espe-

cially when funding is restricted and there is a history of successful missions. For exam-

ple, the Kraft Report infamously characterised the shuttle as “mature” and dismissed

concerns from credible sources as being part of an unnecessary “safety shield conspiracy”

[Kraft, 1995]. Another side-effect of increasing complexity is that preparing shuttles for

launch becomes more difficult and it is more likely that problems will arise that delay

launches. Frequent launch delays increase the pressure to launch on any given occasion,

thereby decreasing the ability to surface and resolve issues.

NASA made one other big compromise, that rivals the design compromises for its impact

on safety. When they marketed the shuttle as “safe” and “routine”, they created a percep-

tion that the shuttle was safe. This perception was at odds with reality, creating a safety

perception gap that compromised NASA‘s ability to obtain safety funding (Bnot enough

safety). This perception has been so enduring that NASA has never obtained the necessary

funds to ensure shuttle safety. The CAIB notes:

“In the end, the greatest compromise NASA made was not so much with any particular
element of the technical design, but rather with the premise of the vehicle itself. NASA
promised it could develop a Shuttle that would be launched almost on demand and would
fly many missions each year. Throughout the history of the program, a gap has persisted
between the rhetoric NASA has used to market the Space Shuttle and operational reality,
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leading to an enduring image of the Shuttle as capable of safely and routinely carrying out
missions with little risk.” [Gehman, 2003, p. 23]

***

The preceding sections have presented examples of behavioural dynamics at NASA that

contributed to deteriorating safety. Similar dynamics can be developed for other indus-

tries.

4.4  Summary

Understanding risk requires an appreciation of how and why risk changes over time. This

chapter has discussed the dynamics of risk in organizations, with particular emphasis on

the impact of organizational factors.

The apparent conflict between performance and safety was shown to result from the dif-

ferent time horizons applying to performance and safety. Performance is measured in the

short term, while safety is indirectly observed over the long term. A short-term view cre-

ates the impression that safety and performance necessarily conflict. Expanding the time

horizon attenuates the tension. By increasing awareness of the often implicit trade-offs

between safety and performance, organizations can avoid decisions that increase risk.

Accidents in diverse industries, while unique in their technical aspects, often exhibit com-

mon patterns of organizational behaviour. This chapter identified several such patterns, or

archetypes, and demonstrated their application in diverse industries. In addition, NASA

specific archetypes were developed based on investigations into the Challenger and

Columbia accidents.



Chapter 5
A NEW APPROACH TO RISK 
ANALYSIS
I am a devoted admirer of theory, hypothesis, formula, and every other emanation of pure
intellect which keeps erring man straight among the stumbling blocks and quagmires of
matter-of-fact observations.

G. B. Airy, Director of the Royal Observatory, 1949

“The main benefit of estimating risk lies in the achievement of a detailed understanding of
the engineered system.”

Royal Society Report, 1992

This chapter introduces an approach to risk analysis that is applicable to modern, complex

socio-technical systems. The proposed approach goes beyond event-based models to

include risks that do not solely arise from component or subsystem failures and incorpo-

rates the impact of technical, human and organizational factors on risk. By taking an

explicit lifecycle view of systems, the approach (1) enables the early identification of risks

and risk mitigation strategies; (2) aids in the allocation of resources to best manage risk;

and (3) provides for the continuous monitoring of risk throughout the system lifecycle. In

addition, the approach emphasizes and enables the participation of members at all levels

of the organization as well as other stakeholders in order to best identify, assess, and man-

age risks.

5.1  Continuous Participative Risk Management

Risk management consists, on the one hand, of proving that an initial system design satis-

fies safety requirements, and, on the other hand, of best allocating limited resources to
153
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maintain risk at an acceptable level1 throughout the system’s lifecycle2. Managing risk

effectively over the entire lifecycle requires first that risks be properly identified and

assessed, and second that impacts of decisions in the present on the future behaviour of the

system be considered and understood. This section discusses one way of effectively

addressing risk management throughout a system’s lifecycle: Continuous Participative

Risk Management (CPRM). It is ‘continuous’ because the process of risk identification,

assessment, and mitigation should continue throughout the system lifecycle and not be a

one-time effort; and it is ‘participative’ because inputs from members at all levels of the

organization are needed for an appropriate and extensive risk management effort.

Figure 5.1 summarizes the motivation for CPRM.

5.1.1  The Importance of Continuous Risk Management

There are two aspects to continuous risk management. First, initiating risk management

when a new system is first considered allows the early identification and assessment of

risks. The earlier risks are understood the easier it is to develop effective and cost-effec-

tive strategies to eliminate or mitigate the risks. When risks are identified late in system

development, significant changes in the system design may no longer be feasible. ‘Band-

aid’ and after-the-fact fixes for risks tend to be less effective and more expensive. Risk

assessment tools like probabilistic risk assessment that require a near-complete system

design are not a good basis for continuous risk management of novel systems.

Second, continuing risk management throughout a system’s lifecycle until its retirement

allows operators to actively manage risk and maintain it at an acceptable level throughout

the system’s lifecycle. Risk is not constant: new risks may arise, and old risks may change.

1. The question of acceptability depends on various factors such as public opinion and regulatory standards. 
The acceptability of risk is context dependent: Risks that are deemed acceptable in one context may be 
unacceptable in another context. For example, society accepts much higher risks for military aviation 
than for civil aviation. The interested reader is referred to the extensive literature, for example [Fischhoff 
et al., 1983].

2. Here system lifecycle is considered in the widest sense and extends as far as the consequences of realized 
system risks may persist.
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In addition, because people tend to overemphasize near-term risks over long-term risks,

dysfunctionality often creeps into decision making (for example, saving money or time in

development while dramatically increasing maintenance costs). Continuous risk manage-

ment allows operators to not merely to minimize risk at a particular stage, but rather to

minimize the total risk across the entire system lifecycle. Hence the case for a continuous

participative risk management approach.

5.1.2  The Importance of Participative Risk Management

Consider now the importance of wide participation in risk management in general, and

risk analysis in particular. Figure 5.2 shows the different groups involved in system design

and risk analysis. Each person has a unique background, interacts with different aspects of

the system to different extents, and therefore develops a unique understanding, or mental

model, of the system. For example, electrical engineers and structural engineers will have

different perspectives on a system.

Figure 5.1   Continuous Participative Risk Management
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When risk is analyzed in an isolated process that does not involve members at all levels of

the organization, risk analysts are likely to be exposed only to limited viewpoints on what

the risks are and how important they are. They are therefore more likely to form an inaccu-

rate representation of risks. In addition, such an isolated process of risk analysis misses a

valuable opportunity for developing stakeholder commitment to the risk management

approach.

Different perspectives on a system are useful for risk analysis because they allow different

aspects of system behaviour to be identified. However, while different perspectives on a

system are useful, it is necessary to develop a shared understanding of the risk associated

with a system. Without such a shared understanding of risk it can be impossible to reach

consensus on risk-related decisions or to obtain commitment to risk management strate-

gies (e.g., use of safety procedures).

Figure 5.3 shows an alternative approach, which draws designers, decision-makers, and

other stakeholders (e.g., operators) into the process from the outset. Whereas the standard

approach (Figure 5.2) keeps stakeholders, risk analysts, system designers, and decision

Figure 5.2   Views on a System: The Standard Approach to Risk Analysis
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makers separate, this approach emphasizes the shared development of models of the sys-

tem by encouraging the different groups to work together. In this approach, information is

shared between all the groups, thus maximizing the shared knowledge of the system, facil-

itating the development of a shared understanding of risk and how it should be managed,

and encouraging commitment to the risk management strategy.

Figure 5.4 shows four conceptual phases in CPRM: pre-analysis, risk analysis, risk-

informed decision making, and post-analysis. The phases are separated here for conve-

nience; in practice they overlap and inform each other. The first (pre-analysis) and last

(post-analysis) phases are high-level and are to do with how the organization views, anal-

yses, and responds to risk. The pre-analysis phase includes the selection of risk analysis

methods, determination of system boundaries, and stakeholder analysis. The post-analysis

phase reviews the results of risk management and adjusts the approach where necessary.

The middle two phases look at particular systems, the risk associated with these systems,

and how the risk can be mitigated. The risk analysis phase identifies and assesses risks for

Figure 5.3   Participative risk management
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a particular system. The results of this phase are used to inform design and operating deci-

sions in the decision making phase. Note that the items in each phase may already be per-

formed as part of existing risk analysis techniques. They are presented here for

completeness and to illustrate the concept of continuous participative risk management.

This section developed and advocated the concept of continuous participative risk man-

agement (CPRM), which takes an explicit lifecycle view of systems and incorporates

information from all members of an organization. Risk analysis is one part of risk manage-

ment. Section 5.4 introduces an approach to risk analysis that enables and encourages con-

tinuous participative risk management. First, though, it is necessary to review the process

that underlies the proposes risk analysis approach, STAMP-Based Hazard Analysis [Leve-

son, 2003].

Figure 5.4   Phases in Continuous Participative Risk Management
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5.2  Review of STAMP-Based Hazard Analysis

This section provides a brief overview of STPA [Leveson, 2003; Dulac and Leveson,

2004; Daouk et al., 2004]. The purpose of hazard analysis is (1) to identify system hazards

and the related safety constraints required to maintain risk at an acceptable level; and (2)

to determine how these constraints could be violated and use this information to eliminate,

reduce, or control the hazards. The hazard analysis process is illustrated in Figure 5.5. An

example of a hazard analysis is presented in Section 5.11.

Figure 5.5   STAMP-Based Hazard Analysisa

a. Adapted from [Daouk et al., 2004]. See Chapter 1 for a description of STAMP.
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The four steps in the hazard analysis process (right-hand side of Figure 5.5) are briefly

discussed below.

Step 1: Identify and Characterize High-Level Hazards

The first step in hazard analysis is to identify and characterize the high-level system haz-

ards. Hazard identification is part art, part science. Analysts base identification of hazards

on personal past experience, hazard identification lists that codify past organizational or

industry experience, and technical expertise. Engaging employees at different levels of the

organization in the process of hazard identification can be useful because they are likely to

have different perspectives and may identify hazards that are not apparent to the risk ana-

lysts. The literature on hazard identification is extensive, see for example [Rasmussen and

Whetton, 1997] for an approach to hazard identification in socio-technical systems.

Step 2: Identify System-Level Safety Requirements and Constraints

The second step identifies a preliminary set of system-level safety requirements and con-

straints that addresses the high-level hazards identified in Step 1. Safety requirements and

constraints are identified by analyzing the ways that the hazard could occur. These

requirements and constraints must be augmented and refined as the engineering design

and hazard analysis processes proceed and more information becomes available. In the

next steps, the constraints identified here are used to identify possible inadequate control

actions and control flaws that could lead to the hazard and associated accident. Additional

safety constraints may be identified as the system design and risk analysis proceed.

Step 3: Identify Possible Inadequate Control Actions

The third step identifies how the safety requirements and constraints identified in step two

could be violated. In the STAMP model, safety requirements and constraints are violated

when the control actions intended to enforce them are inadequate. There are four general

ways in which a controller action may be inadequate [Leveson, 2003]:

1. A required control action is not provided;
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2. An incorrect or unsafe control action is provided;

3. A potentially correct or adequate control action is provided at the wrong
time (e.g., too late); or

4. A potentially correct or adequate control action is stopped too early or too
late.

Inadequate control actions can arise at all levels of the system and supporting organiza-

tional structure. In some cases inadequate control actions may already be addressed by

existing constraints. The next step identifies the control flaws that could lead to the inade-

quate control actions.

Step 4: Identify Possible Control Flaws and Design Options

The fourth step uses both the system control structure and process models developed in

the engineering process (left-hand side of Figure 5.5) to identify scenarios (control flaws)

in which the inadequate control actions could arise. Figure 5.6 shows a classification of

control flaws developed by [Leveson, 2004a]. Control flaws that could lead to inadequate

control actions can be identified using the hierarchical control structure and process con-

trol models together with inputs from the underlying engineering and social science disci-

plines. For example, a structural analysis may be used to identify parts of an aircraft that

are prone to metal fatigue. 

Figure 5.6   Classification of Control Flaws [Leveson, 2004a]
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- Inadequate sensor operation (incorrect or no information provided) 

1.2.3. Time lags and measurement inaccuracies not accounted for 
1.3. Inadequate coordination among controllers and decision makers 

2. Inadequate Execution of Control Action 
2.1. Communication flaw 
2.2. Inadequate actuator operation 
2.3. Time lag 
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The control flaws are used to generate new safety requirements and constraints, and also

to inform design decisions based on an assessment of the risk associated with each hazard

(see Step 1). Each identified control flaw is examined to identify whether (1) an existing

safety requirement or constraint already addresses the control flaw; (2) whether additional

safety requirements and constraints are required; and (3) to identify and inform design

options that could eliminate, mitigate, or control the associated hazard.

The hazard analysis approach discussed here is used in a new approach to risk analysis, as

described in the Section 5.4.

5.3  Quantitative and Qualitative Risk Assessments

Quantitative assessments of risks provide a convenient basis for decision making, pro-

vided they are accurate and are trusted by decision makers. Unfortunately, as discussed in

Chapter 2, obtaining accurate numerical estimates of probability is difficult and often

impossible. Even proponents of Probabilistic Risk Assessment note that PRA estimates

should not be used in an absolute sense but only to rank risks and identify the most impor-

tant contributors to these risks [Apostolakis, 2004].

In addition, research has shown that decision makers are often uncomfortable with numer-

ical probabilities. For example, studies of the chemical industry following the Bhopal

accident indicate that when organizations are really concerned about safety they discard

probability estimates and focus instead on worst-case consequences [Bowman and Kun-

reuther, 1988; Kunreuther and Bowman, 1997]. Prior to the Bhopal accident the organiza-

tions in the above-mentioned studies used standard risk assessment techniques such as

fault trees. At least one of the organizations used a strategy by which events with probabil-

ities below a certain threshold were assumed to effectively have zero probability of occur-

rence. After the accident the organizations turned to worst-case scenario analyses and

attempted to reduce the chances of such events as much as possible. Even when risk

assessments included probability estimates these were discarded. For example, one man-

ager noted [Kunreuther and Meszaros, 1997]:
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 “We can't deal with probabilities. We don't know what an acceptable probability is. If it's
one in 28,000 years but the next year is the year, you are in big trouble.”

This general insensitivity, and sometimes antipathy, to probability estimates may also be

partly due to the difficulties of making decisions in real contexts [March and Shapira,

1987]. Real decision-making situations are complex and ambiguous. Accurately estimat-

ing the probabilities of outcomes in the case of complex socio-technical systems is diffi-

cult and often impossible, and more importantly, many managers know this. It therefore

makes sense for them to place less faith in probability estimates and focus on outcomes

instead. One way of increasing decision makers’ confidence in quantitative estimates is to

document assumptions, methods, and data sources and present these together with numer-

ical estimates.

In some cases, it may be possible to calculate probabilities quantitatively based on techni-

cal analyses or historical data. For example, structural analyses may be used to estimate

the time to failure of mechanical structures.

In cases where it is not possible to unambiguously and accurately calculate probabilities, it

may be better to rely on coarse quantitative estimates, such as those used in risk matrices

(see Chapter 2). Quantitative estimates can be used both in an absolute sense, to indicate

an analyst’s sense of the probability of a particular hazard/accident, and in a relative sense,

to indicate which risks are considered more or less likely than others. Thus, for example,

hazards and risks might be characterized as very unlikely, somewhat likely, or very likely.

When there is no information about the probability of the hazard or risk, classifying them

as unknown avoids assigning arbitrary qualitative or quantitative estimates.

5.4  A New Approach to Risk Analysis

This section introduces a new approach to risk analysis that enables concurrent and inte-

grated development of safety constraints on the one hand, and system and organizational

design on the other hand. In this approach, consideration of hazards, together with other

project requirements (e.g., performance, cost, schedule), drives the development of the
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system design as well as the definition of the supporting organizational structure. The

approach allows the incorporation of risk considerations into decision making from the

beginning of system development, and is inherently integrative: technical, human, and

organizational factors affecting risk are included. The hazard and risk analyses occur in

parallel with the system engineering process (see Figure 5.7).

The risk analysis approach here presented builds on Leveson’s hazard analysis technique

[Leveson, 2003] and extends it to include the risk implications of different design options

and inform trade-off decisions. Figure 5.7 shows how the risk analysis adds to and com-

plements STPA.

The risk analysis consists of the following steps as briefly described below: initial risk

assessment, evaluation of design options, and residual risk assessment. The next three sec-

tions discuss each step in detail.

Step 1: Initial Estimate of High-Level Risks.  In this step, initial estimates of risks are

formed to facilitate ranking and to determine whether the risk level falls within acceptable

limits. As in traditional system safety engineering, hazards are characterized by their prob-

ability and the range of possible severity or damage associated with the hazard, as dis-

cussed in Chapter 1 (and shown in Figure 5.8). The probability of the associated accident

is a function of the probability of the hazard, the hazard duration or exposure, and the

probability of the hazard leading to an accident.

Step 2: Evaluate Design Options.  In this step, different design options are evaluated

with regards to their impact on risk, as discussed in detail Section 5.6. Different design

options may be available to implement the constraints and mitigate the control flaws asso-

ciated with a particular hazard. For the purpose of highlighting trade-offs and informing

decision making (see Step 3), the design options are characterized according to scope,

type, effectiveness, stability, and observability. These evaluations should be updated and

refined as the design is developed and more detailed information becomes available. Note

also that design options may give rise to new control flaws.
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Figure 5.7   Design, Hazard Analysis, and Risk Analysis Processes
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Step 3: Residual Risk Assessment.   In this step, the residual risks that remain once par-

ticular design options are selected are assessed, as discussed in detail in Section 5.7.

Design options modify the risk profile formed in Step 1, by eliminating or reducing the

probabilities of hazards and/or accidents, or by limiting the consequences of accidents.

The residual risk assessment can be used to (1) estimate the residual risks for individual

hazards given particular sets of design options; (2) estimate the overall risk of the system;

and (3) make the safety case by presenting the approaches taken/not taken to mitigate haz-

ards.

The initial risk analysis is complete when the detailed design of the all system components

is complete. The analysis must be updated whenever changes in the system are consid-

ered, or whenever changes in the operating environment occur. Changes in the system or

its environment may give rise to new hazards. Finally, the possibility that all hazards have

not been identified must be considered. Continued vigilance is necessary to ensure an

exhaustive identification of hazards.

This section has presented a high-level overview of the proposed risk analysis approach.

The next three sections discuss the steps in the risk analysis in detail. Section 5.5 discusses

the initial assessment of risks. Section 5.6 focusses on the evaluation of design options.

Section 5.7 discusses the assessment of residual risk in detail. Section 5.8 develops a more

elaborate example, based on the Space Shuttle Columbia accident.

5.5  Initial Risk Assessment (Step 1)

In Step 1 of the risk analysis, initial estimates of the risks are formed (1) to facilitate rank-

ing of these risks and (2) to determine whether the initial estimate of risk falls within an

acceptable range to continue system development.

This section first presents the parameters that will be used to represent risk. These param-

eters are common to most risk analysis methodologies and are presented here for com-

pleteness. Next, an example is used to illustrate the process of initial risk assessment.
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Hazards are characterized by the probability, , of their occurrence and by the range

of possible consequences, , of accidents associated with the hazard, as shown in

Figure 5.8 [Leveson, 1995]. The probability of an accident is a function of the probability

of the hazard, the hazard duration or exposure, and the probability of the hazard leading to

an accident, . The hazard duration or exposure may affect the probability of an

accident. In general, the longer a hazard persists, the more likely it is to lead to an acci-

dent.

Based on these definitions of hazard and risk, each risk is characterized here by three com-

ponents: (1) the probability, , of the hazard; (2) the conditional probability, ,

of an accident given the hazard (which is defined here to include the effect of hazard expo-

sure); and (3) the consequence vector . This characterization is captured in Eq. (5.1):

(5.1)

This characterization of risk can also be represented graphically using risk matrices, as

discussed in Chapter 2.

The initial estimate of the probability of a hazard  takes the form:

Figure 5.8   Components of Risk. Adapted from [Leveson, 1995]
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(5.2)

For a completely new system design, the probabilities of all hazards and accidents are ini-

tially classified as unknown, to indicate that nothing is yet known about the design or the

risks. As the design is developed and more information becomes available probabilities

can be estimated and updated based on the hazard analysis and the design options selected

to address the hazard, as discussed later.

The proposed process of risk analysis in general, and initial risk assessment in particular,

are best demonstrated by means of a simple example, as shown next. The hazard analysis

for this example is presented in Section 5.11 for reference. Section 5.8 presents a more

complex example.

Initial Risk Assessment: Gas Leak.  Consider the following hypothetical scenario. An

office building is being designed, and one concern is that gas leaks in offices could be set

off by ignition sources such as matches or electric sparks. For the sake of this example, it

is assumed that ignition sources are beyond the control of the building developers. In this

case, the hazard, risk, and accident are, respectively:

• H: Gas leak in the office.

• R: Probability and consequences of gas-leak induced fire in the office.

• A: Fire in the office and possibly the rest of the building.

The hazard has been narrowly defined to keep the example relatively simple. In a real risk

analysis, the hazard would be more broadly defined to include any areas where ignition

sources may occur, such as storage rooms and restrooms.

The probability of the hazard is the probability that a leak arises in the gas distribution sys-

tem. Note that this probability depends on various factors, such as the quality of materials

used to construct the gas distribution system, the quality of the installation, the frequency

of inspections, and so forth. The damage associated with the hazard is the damage caused

by the fire to the building, and the possible injuries and loss of life. The hazard exposure is

po H( ) Quantitative Estimate Qualitative Estimate, Unknown,{ }∈
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the time for which a gas leak coincides with an ignition source such as a flame from a

match. Because a spark need only coincide with a gas leak for an instant, the probability of

an accident given a gas leak is the same as the probability of a spark during a gas leak.

Finally, the immediate consequences of the accident are the damage to the building and

injury and/or loss of life. Other consequences include the impact of the damage to the

building on the organization that uses the building (e.g., productive time lost due to reloca-

tion efforts). Figure 5.9 shows how the gas leak hazard is related to the risk of a fire in the

office and building.

The risk of an accident associated with a gas leak fire can be summarized as:

(5.3)

where

Figure 5.9   Gas Leak Hazard and Fire Risk
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=
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(5.4)

In each case, quantitative or qualitative estimates are obtained by consulting the applicable

domain experts, performing tests and analyses, and so forth.

5.6  Evaluation of Design Options (Step 2)

Design options are used to reduce risk by controlling hazards. Design options to control

hazards may be developed in Step 1 of the hazard analysis. Additional design options to

address control flaws may also be developed in Step 4 of the hazard analysis. Several

design options may be available to address a hazard and/or the associated control flaws.

This section discusses the evaluation of these design options from a risk perspective

(Step 2 of the risk analysis). These evaluations are used to assess the residual risk for dif-

ferent design options, or sets of design options (Step 3 of the risk analysis). The residual

risk assessment can be used, together with other considerations such as the performance

and cost implications of the design options, to inform design decisions.

For the purpose of risk assessment, the design options are characterized according to the

following attributes: scope, type, effectiveness, stability, and observability. These

attributes are briefly discussed in the following subsections. Note that these characteriza-

tions are not necessarily a new way of looking at systems, but are presented here because

of their implications for risk.

5.6.1  Scope

The scope of a design option indicates the extent of the mitigation potentially achieved by

the design option. A design option can address the hazard, one or more inadequate control

actions, or one or more control flaws. Design options that address the hazard will in gen-

eral tend to have a greater risk reduction effect than those that address inadequate control

C gas leak fire( )
damage to property

injury and loss of life

etc.

=
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actions, which in turn have a greater risk reduction effect than those that address control

flaws. For example, a design option that eliminates a hazard has a greater risk reduction

effect than one that eliminates a control flaw that could lead to that hazard.

The design options suggested in the gas leak example all directly address the hazard

(listed below by decreasing impact on risk reduction):

• D1.1: Remove gas line from offices/do not install gas lines in offices—haz-
ard eliminated.

• D1.2: Use leak-resistant tubing and joints—probability of hazard reduced.

• D1.3: Periodically inspect gas lines and joints for damage and/or leaks—
probability of hazard reduced.

• D1.4: Use leak sensors and shut off gas in event of gas leaks—hazard con-
trolled.

• D1.5: Detect gas leaks and evacuate building—damage minimized.

• D1.6: Detect explosions/ fires and activate building sprinkler system—dam-
age minimized.

The scope parameter is used for convenience in the risk assessment, where it guides the

assessment of probabilities and/or consequences.

5.6.2  Type

The type of the design option indicates the type of mitigation potentially achieved by the

design option. There are four complementary approaches to mitigating hazards, the inade-

quate control actions (ICAs) that could lead to the hazards, or the underlying control flaws

(CFs), listed here in order of preference [Leveson, 1995, Ch. 16]:

1. Eliminate Hazard, Inadequate Control Action, or Control Flaw.  It may be possible

to eliminate the hazard, inadequate control actions or control flaws by making certain

design decisions. It will not always be practical to eliminate a hazard, inadequate control

action, or control flaw. For example, some elimination options may be judged to be infea-

sible because they are too expensive, too difficult to implement, conflict with essential

performance goals, or contribute to existing or additional hazards. For the gas leak exam-
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ple, D1.1 (remove gas line from offices/do not install gas lines in offices) eliminates the

hazard.

If a hazard is eliminated from the design, no further action in the risk analysis is necessary.

Monitoring the system as it evolves over time can reveal if the hazard arises again. If the

hazard cannot be eliminated (because no options are available or because the available

options are judged to be infeasible), the next three approaches can be used singly or in

combination to decrease the probability of the hazard, control the hazard, or minimize the

damage resulting from the hazard.

2. Reduce Probability.  It may be possible to reduce the likelihood of the hazard, inade-

quate control action, or control flaw. For the gas leak example, D1.2 (use leak-resistant

tubing and joints) and D1.3 (periodically inspect gas lines and joints for damage and/or

leaks) reduce the probability of the hazard.

3. Control Hazard.  It may be possible to control the hazard if it does occur. For the gas

leak example, D1.4 (use leak sensors and shut down gas in event of gas leaks) controls the

hazard.

4. Minimize Damage.  It may be possible to minimize the damage resulting from the haz-

ard. For the gas leak example, D1.5 (detect gas leaks and evacuate building) and D1.6

(detect explosions/ fires and activate building sprinkler system) minimize the damage

associated with the hazard.

Design options that eliminate hazards have the highest risk reduction potential (see also

Figure 5.14). In contrast, design options that reduce the probability of a control flaw or

minimize damage have lower risk reduction potential. The notion of design option, dis-

cussed next, further expands on the risk reduction potential of a design option.
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5.6.3  Effectiveness

The effectiveness parameter indicates how effective the design option is expected to be at

a particular scope and type of mitigation effort. The characterization of effectiveness

depends on the type of design option, as shown in italics in Figure 5.10. Thus, a design

option that eliminates a hazard, inadequate control action, or control flaw, is by definition

fully effective. The effectiveness of a design option that reduces the probability of a haz-

ard, inadequate control action, or control flaw is the reduction in probability obtained with

the design option. In the gas leak example, different types of gas lines may have different

probabilities of leaking. The effectiveness of a design option that controls a hazard is the

expected reduction in damage or the expected reduction in the probability of an accident,

given the hazard. For example, the reduction in accident probability obtained by shutting

gas leaks off depends on how quickly leaks are shut off. Finally, the effectiveness of a

design option that minimizes damage is the expected reduction in damage. For example,

the expected reduction in injuries resulting from a gas leak fire depends on how quickly

the evacuation alarm is sounded, and on how well the building occupants are trained in

evacuation procedures.

Figure 5.10   Effectiveness of Design Options
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in damage, p(A|H)

Expected reduction
in damage, p(A|H)
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The effectiveness of each design option can be estimated by risk analysts in concert with

domain experts. For example, traditional risk analysis techniques such as fault and event

trees may be used once the design is complete to help determine the ideal residual proba-

bilities (see Section 5.7) of hazards or accidents where the systems are simple and do not

involve software. When it is not possible to evaluate the effectiveness quantitatively, qual-

itative assessments can be used instead.

For the gas leak example introduced on page 168 (H: Gas leak in the office), the effective-

ness of the proposed design options can be evaluated as follows, using the inadequate con-

trol actions and control flaws identified in Steps 2 and 3 of the hazard analysis (see

Section 5.11) as a guide:

• D1.1: Remove gas line from offices/do not install gas lines in offices.

Scope: Hazard; Type: Eliminate

Effectiveness: Complete—Removing gas lines from offices eliminates the
hazard. Although several inadequate control actions were identified that
could limit the how well this option is implemented, they can be mitigated
quite easily by means of inspections.

• D1.2: Use leak-resistant tubing and joints;

Scope: Hazard; Type: Reduce probability

Effectiveness: Reduced probability of hazard—Reduction can be estimated
based on technical specifications of tubing and joints.

• D1.3: Periodically inspect gas lines and joints for damage and/or leaks;

Scope: Hazard; Type: Reduce probability

Effectiveness: Reduced probability of hazard—Reduction can be estimated
based of technical specifications of tubing and joints, maintenance schedule,
and human factors analyses.

• D1.4: Use leak sensors and shut off gas in event of gas leaks;

Scope: Hazard; Type: Control hazard

Effectiveness: Reduced damage—The reduction in damage depends on how
rapidly the gas is shut off.

• D1.5: Detect gas leaks and evacuate building;

Scope: Hazard; Type: Minimize damage
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Effectiveness: Reduced damage—The reduction in damage depends on how
rapidly the gas leak is detected and how effective the evacuation procedures
are.

• D1.6: Detect explosions/ fires and activate building sprinkler system.

Scope: Hazard; Type: Minimize damage

Effectiveness: Reduced damage—The reduction in damage depends on how
rapidly the gas leak is detected and how effective the building sprinkler sys-
tem is.

Subsequent iterations of the risk analysis may yield information that changes the design

option evaluation. For example, they may reveal that a design option creates additional

inadequate control actions that could contribute to the present or other hazards.

***

The first three design option parameters, scope, type, and effectiveness, are used to evalu-

ate the risk reduction potential of a design option. Design options may however be

improperly implemented, or decline in effectiveness over time, thus leading to an increase

in risk.

The next two design option parameters, stability and observability, are used to identify

potential reasons for a decline in effectiveness, and to assess how difficult it is to deter-

mine whether a design option is properly implemented and whether it continues to be

effective. Determining the ability of design options to enforce constraints over the lifetime

of the system (stability) can help decision makers to make decisions that address risk over

the lifetime of the system. In addition, un-noted declining constraints can result in

increased risk. Considering the ease with which declining constraints can be observed

(observability) further aids in informed decision making about risk over the system life-

time. These two parameters also provide a guide as to which aspects of the system should

be monitored for signs of increasing risk over time.
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5.6.4  Stability

The stability of the design option indicates, where applicable, how rapidly the design

option effectiveness may decline over the system’s lifetime. The stability of design

options indicates the degree of continued vigilance that is required to ensure the design

option remains effective. The stability parameter is used in the risk assessment to identify

potential areas of concern where risk may increase over time.

Design options that do not require any further attention such as inspections or preventative

maintenance and are not subject to physical decline over time have maximum stability.

Thus, a design option that eliminates a hazard, inadequate control action, or control flaw

has maximum stability.

For other design options, the stability is the expected time for which the design option is

expected to remain effective. Where the design option consists of physical elements, the

stability is captured by the overall mean-time-to-failure (MTTF) of these elements. For

example, brake pads with a higher MTTF have higher stability than those with lower

MTTF. Low MTTF brake pads will require more frequent inspections and replacements to

ensure that they continue functioning as desired. Design options that require continued

attention may become less effective over time if the quality of maintenance and inspection

declines.

The effectiveness of procedures in mitigating hazards is likely to decline over time unless

active efforts are made to ensure continued compliance. For example, safety procedures

often include steps that are intended to address potential problems. Under normal condi-

tions, it may be possible to omit these steps without serious consequences [Leveson,

1995]. Employees may become complacent when they note that ignoring steps or per-

forming them sloppily usually does not have immediately observable effects on safety.

In practice it will usually be impossible to determine a specific time at which procedure

compliance is expected to decline. Noting in the risk analysis documentation that proce-
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dure compliance may decline over time if active measures are not taken to counteract this

decline serves two purposes. First, it provides designers with another factor that affects the

continued risk-reduction potential of design options. Second, it indicates to risk managers

areas where a decline in effectiveness, and hence and increase in risk, is possible.

For the gas leak example, the stability of the design options is as follows:

• D1.1: Remove gas line from offices/do not install gas lines in offices.

Stability: Maximum—Hazard is eliminated. Gas lines will remain where
placed unless active effort is made to move them (e.g., building refurbish-
ment).

• D1.2: Use leak-resistant tubing and joints.

Stability: Subject to Organizational Factors—Gas lines and joints may be
replaced with lower quality items during periodic maintenance.

• D1.3: Periodically inspect gas lines and joints for damage and/or leaks.

• Stability: Subject to Organizational Factors—Inspections may become less
frequent/thorough over time.

• D1.4: Use leak sensors and shut down gas in event of gas leaks.

Stability: MTTF of leak sensors. Periodic inspection and maintenance neces-
sary to prevent deterioration of sensors.

• D1.5: Detect gas leaks and evacuate building.

Stability: MTTF of leak sensors. Periodic inspection and maintenance neces-
sary to prevent deterioration of sensors.

Evacuation procedure must be practised at periodic intervals to ensure it is
effective.

• D1.6: Detect explosions/ fires and activate building sprinkler system.

Stability: MTTF of fire sensors and sprinkler systems. Periodic inspection
and maintenance necessary to prevent deterioration of sensors and sprinkler
system.

5.6.5  Observability

The observability parameter indicates how easy it is to determine (1) whether a design

option is implemented properly and (2) how effective it is in practice at mitigating the haz-

ard. The observability parameter is used in the risk assessment to identify potential areas

of concern where it may be difficult to observe an increase in risk over time. When it is
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difficult to determine whether a design option is ineffective, the risk level may be higher

than initially assessed.

Monitoring design options generally consists of both technical and organizational aspects.

For example, special equipment may be needed to examine an aircraft for cracks in the

fuselage, but inspection procedures must be followed to ensure that inspection is carried

out properly and at the required time intervals. The observability parameter therefore

includes both the technical and organizational challenges of evaluating the actual effec-

tiveness of design options. Technical challenges depend on the technical features of the

design option and can be identified and evaluated by domain experts.

The ease with which procedures can be monitored and non-compliance detected, depends

on various factors. For example, more complicated procedures are in general more diffi-

cult to monitor than simple procedures because there are more ways for them to be vio-

lated, either intentionally or unintentionally. Also, procedures that require specialized

skills cannot be effectively monitored by personnel who do not have the same specialized

skills. Such procedures therefore have lower observability than procedures that require

less specialized skills.

For the gas leak example, the observability of the design options is as follows:

• D1.1: Remove gas line from offices/do not install gas lines in offices.

Observability: Simple inspections can determine placement of gas lines.

• D1.2: Use leak-resistant tubing and joints.

Observability: Simple inspections can ensure designs specify appropriate
equipment. However, continued vigilance necessary to ensure any replace-
ment meet requirements.

• D1.3: Periodically inspect gas lines and joints for damage and/or leaks.

Observability: May be difficult to determine whether inspectors perform
inspections properly.

• D1.4: Use leak sensors and shut down gas in event of gas leaks;

Observability: Inspection and analysis of the design can be used to deter-
mine whether it is correct. Testing of the installed leak sensors and shut
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down valves can determine whether this option is effective. Inspections
required to detect deterioration of gas sensors. May be difficult to determine
if inspectors perform inspections properly.

• D1.5: Detect gas leaks and evacuate building;

Observability: Inspections required to detect deterioration of gas sensors.
May be difficult to determine if inspectors perform inspections properly.
Evacuation procedures must be tested in dry-runs to determine whether they
are effective.

• D1.6: Detect explosions/ fires and activate building sprinkler system.

Observability: Inspections required to detect deterioration of sensors or
emergency response systems. May be difficult to determine if inspectors per-
form inspections properly.

5.7  Residual Risk Assessment (Step 3)

This section shows how the initial risk estimates made in Step 1b can be updated to reflect

the impact of design options. The purpose of this stage of the risk assessment is threefold:

1. To aid in the selection of design options;

2. To estimate the residual risk for the selected design; and

3. To show the extent to which hazards have been addressed in the design.

This section addresses these goals by developing an analytical framework to estimate the

probabilities of hazards and accidents in the presence of one or more design options.

Assumptions and caveats that govern the use of the equations are presented. Then, the

determination of the individual probabilities used in the equations is discussed. Next, a

method for incorporating the effects of organizational factors into the assessment is pre-

sented. Finally, the gas leak example is continued to illustrate the application of the con-

cepts presented here. Section 5.8 presents a more complex example, based on the Space

Shuttle.

5.7.1  An Analytical Framework for Residual Risk Assessment

This section develops an analytical framework for residual risk assessment that allows risk

analysts to form quantitative (when quantitative data are available) or qualitative (when
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quantitative data are not available) assessments of the probabilities of hazards and acci-

dents. These assessments can be used to select design options to address risks, and to

determine whether risks have been adequately addressed.

In the STAMP model of accidents, hazards occur when constraints are violated as a result

of a control flaw [Leveson, 2004a]. Accidents occur when the hazard persists, the appro-

priate environmental conditions exist, and the constraints intended to prevent hazards

from leading to accidents are not effective1. Figure 5.11 illustrates the concept.

The probability that a constraint is violated is a function of the probabilities that the asso-

ciated control flaws occur. The probabilities of hazards and accidents can therefore be

determined by first determining the probabilities that the relevant constraints are violated,

Figure 5.11   Preventing Hazards and Accidents

1. For convenience and readability, constraints, inadequate control actions, and control flaws are here 
referred to by subscripts and not the hierarchical numbering system used elsewhere in the risk analysis.
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and then determining the probabilities of hazards and accidents given the violation of con-

straints, as discussed next.

The remainder of this section is organized as follows. First, the probability that a con-

straint is violated as a result of control flaws is determined. Second, the impact of design

options on the probabilities of constraint violation is determined. Third, the probability

that a hazard occurs as a result of constraint violations is determined. Finally, the probabil-

ity that a hazard develops into an accident is determined. Figure 5.12 illustrates the devel-

opment of the framework.

1. Violation of Constraints

Constraints may be violated when one or more control flaws occur. For example, in air

traffic control, the constraint that two aircraft must maintain minimum separation (in order

to avoid mid-air collisions) may be violated as a result of several control flaws, such as

incorrect instructions to one or both of the aircraft from air traffic controllers [Leveson,

1995]. However, control flaws do not guarantee that constraints will be violated. In the

aircraft example, the pilots may notice that the air traffic control instructions are incorrect

and perform evasive manoeuvres. The probability that the aircraft violate minimum sepa-

ration can be determined by determining the probabilities of that the control flaws occur,

as well as the probabilities that these control flaws lead to constraint violations.

In general, the overall probability of a constraint violation is a function of (1) the probabil-

ities of the associated control flaws and (2) the probabilities that individual control flaws

will result in constraint violations. Consider now how the individual control flaw probabil-

ities can be combined to obtain the overall probability of constraint violation. Begin with

the simplest case where there is only one control flaw under the constraint.  is defined as

the event where the constraint is effective, and  is the event where the constraint is vio-

lated.

The probability of the constraint being violated,  is given by:

C

C

p C( )
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Figure 5.12   Guide to Development of Risk Assessment Framework
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(5.5)

where  is the conditional probability of constraint violation given a control flaw,

and  is the probability of the control flaw occurring.

When there are several control flaws, the probability of the constraint being violated is

determined by noting that the constraint will be satisfied if none of the control flaws

occurs:

(5.6)

where  is the number of control flaws associated with the constraint and it is assumed

that control flaws are independent. The development of techniques to address dependen-

cies between control flaws is left as a subject for future work.

The probabilities of individual control flaws in Eq. (5.6) can be estimated by domain

experts together with risk analysts. Quantitative estimates of control flaw probabilities

should be used where possible. Qualitative estimates can be used where quantitative esti-

mates are not possible. Some control flaws, such as those due to technical design flaws,

are guaranteed to occur, and therefore in such cases:

(5.7)

Similarly, determining the probability of constraint violation given a control flaw is also

domain specific. Some control flaws will guarantee that the constraint is violated, that is,

. For example, in the gas leak case, CF1.2.1.3 (the designers erroneously

select the wrong type of gas lines and joints) guarantees that the incorrect equipment will

be installed.

When the occurrence of any of the control flaws guarantees that the constraint is violated:

p C( ) p C CF( ) p CF( )⋅=

p C CF( )

p CF( )

p C( ) 1 1 p C CFi( )– p CFi( )⋅( )
i 1=

nCF

∏–=

nCF

p CFtechnical design flaw( ) 1=

p C CF( ) 1=
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(5.8)

In this case, Eq. (5.6) therefore simplifies to:

(5.9)

Other control flaws may not guarantee that the constraint is violated, but do make it more

likely that it is violated. For example, in the gas leak case, CF1.1.1.1 (The requirement

that gas lines not be placed in offices is not communicated to the designers and the place-

ment of gas lines is not monitored by safety personnel) does not guarantee that designers

will place gas lines in offices.

Eq. (5.6) shows how the probabilities of individual control flaws relate to the probability

that the associated constraint is violated. This expression can be used both to determine

the overall probability of constraint violation, and also to determine the relative impor-

tance of control flaws, as discussed below.

Relative Significance of Control Flaws.  The contributions of control flaws to Eq. (5.6)

defines their relative significance to the probability of constraint violation and therefore

indicates to designers which control flaws should be addressed to minimize the probability

of constraint violation. Control flaws that are highly probable and whose occurrence

makes it highly probable that the constraint will be violated have the largest effect on the

overall probability of constraint violation. Thus, where quantitative probabilities are avail-

able, the terms  can be used to rank the control flaws and determine

where to focus the risk mitigation effort in order to maximize the probability that a partic-

ular constraint is not violated.

Where only qualitative probabilities are available, a graphical approach such as that

shown in Figure 5.13 can be used. When the probability of a control flaw is low, and the

probability of a constraint violation given the control flaw is also low, the control flaw has

p C CFi( ) 1= i∀

p C( ) 1 1 p CFi( )–( )
i 1=

nCF

∏–=

p C CFi( ) p CFi( )⋅
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relatively low impact on the overall probability of constraint violation (e.g.,  in the

figure). Conversely, when the probability of a control flaw is high, and the probability of a

constraint violation given the control flaw is also high, the control flaw has relatively high

impact on the overall probability of constraint violation (e.g.,  in the figure). Identify-

ing the control flaws that have the largest impact on the probability of constraint violation

allows designers to focus their risk mitigation efforts on those flaws and therefore develop

the most effective risk mitigation strategies.

2. Impact of Design Options

Design options can be used to reduce (or eliminate) the probability that constraints will be

violated by reducing (or eliminating) the probability of control flaws or constraint viola-

tions. For example, the probability that air traffic controllers give incorrect instructions

that cause pilots to violate minimum separation might be reduced by setting appropriate

operator workloads so that operator fatigue is avoided. The impact on risk of design

options can be assessed by determining the effect of the design option on the control flaw

Figure 5.13   Relative Impact of Control Flaws
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probability. The updated control flaw probability is then used to update the probability of

constraint violation, as discussed below, and hence the probability of the hazard and acci-

dent, as discussed later. Design options may also directly address the hazard. In this case

the impact on risk is determined directly, as shown in the example at the end of this sec-

tion.

Consider now how the effect of design options on the probability of constraint violation

can be assessed. In the simple case where there is only one control flaw, , under the

constraint, and this control flaw is addressed by a single design option, , the probability

of constraint violation is obtained by modifying Eq. (5.5):

(5.10)

where  is the probability of the control flaw given the design option. When a

design option eliminates a control flaw, .

In the case where one control flaw is addressed by a single design option, while the proba-

bilities of the other control flaws are unchanged and no new control flaws are introduced,

the updated probability of the constraint being violated is obtained by similarly modifying

Eq (5.6):

(5.11)

In the general case where each control flaw is addressed by one or more design options,

the updated probability for the constraint being violated is:

(5.12)

CFk

Dk

p C Dk( ) p C CFk( ) p CFk Dk( )⋅=

p CFk Dk( )

p CFk Dk( ) 0=

p C Dk( ) 1 1 p C CFk( )– p CFk Dk( )⋅( ) 1 p C CFi( )– p CFi( )⋅( )
i 1=

i k≠

nCF

∏⋅–=

p C Di{ }( ) 1 1 p C CFi( )– p CFi Di{ }( )⋅( )
i 1=

nCF

∏–=
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where  is the set of design options for . For control flaws that are not addressed

by design options the term  is set to 1.

The most effective (from a risk reduction viewpoint) design options are those that have the

largest effect on the probabilities of hazards and accidents. Therefore the effectiveness of a

design option is mediated by the relationship between the control flaw being addressed

and the hazard. In order to assess the effectiveness of design options, it is therefore neces-

sary first to characterize this relationship, as described below.

Probabilities of Control Flaws given Design Options.  The design option evaluations

made in Step 2 (see Section 5.6) of the risk analysis can be used to inform the calculation

of the conditional probabilities of the control flaws. The conditional probability is calcu-

lated by first noting the type and scope of the design option. As shown in Figure 5.14, the

type and the scope of the design option determine the potential risk reduction achievable.

Design options that eliminate or reduce the probability of hazards, ICAs or CFs, reduce

the probability of the hazard. Design options that control the hazard can reduce the proba-

bility of the accident given the hazard and/or the resulting damage. Design options that

result in the elimination of hazards have the highest risk reduction potential. In contrast,

design options that minimize damage have the lowest risk reduction potential.

In cases where the design option reduces a probability (i.e., reduces  or ), the

effectiveness parameter can be used to determine the conditional probability. In cases

where the design option controls a hazard or minimizes damage, the effectiveness parame-

ter can be used to determine the reduced consequences and costs.

1. Design options may have side-effects that increase or decrease the probabilities of existing control flaws 
or introduce additional control flaws. The incorporation of these effects is discussed in Addendum 3 at 
the end of this chapter.

Di{ } CFi

p CFi Di{ }( ) p CFi( )

p H( ) p A H( )
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3. Hazard Occurrence

Hazards occur when the constraints intended to prevent the hazards are violated. In the

simple case where there is only one constraint for the hazard, the probability of the hazard

is given by:

(5.13)

When the violation of the constraint guarantees that the hazard will occur, .

When there are  constraints under the hazard, the probability of the hazard is deter-

mined by first noting that the hazard will not occur if all of the constraints are effective:

(5.14)

Therefore, in the special case where  (i.e., the violation of any one of the

constraints guarantees that the hazard will occur), the probability of the hazard is:

Figure 5.14   Risk Reduction Potential According to Design Option Type and Scope
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(5.15)

In the general case where , that is, the violation of constraints does not guar-

antee that the hazard will occur, combining Eq. (5.13) and Eq. (5.15) gives:

(5.16)

Relative Effectiveness of Constraints.  The contributions of constraints to Eq. (5.16)

defines their effectiveness in constraining the hazard. Constraints that are highly likely to

be violated and whose occurrence makes it highly probable that the hazard will occur are

the least effective. The calculation of the probability of a hazard given a constraint viola-

tion is domain specific (e.g., see space shuttle example in Section 5.8). Where quantitative

probabilities are available, the terms  can be used to rank the constraints.

Where only qualitative probabilities are available, a graphical approach as shown in

Figure 5.15 can be used to compare constraints. When the probability of a constraint being

violated is low, and the probability of a hazard given the constraint violation is also low,

the constraint is defined to be highly effective (e.g.,  in the figure). Conversely, when

the probability of a constraint being violated is high, and the probability of a hazard given

the constraint violation is also high, the constraint is defined to be highly effective (e.g.,

 in the figure). Identifying the constraints that have the largest impact on the probabil-

ity of a hazard allows designers to focus their risk mitigation efforts on these constraints

therefore develop the most effective risk mitigation strategies.

4. Transition to Accident

As discussed previously, the occurrence of a hazard does not guarantee that an accident

will occur. Accidents occur when a hazardous state persists and coincides with the appro-

p H( ) 1 1 p Ci( )–( )
i 1=

nC

∏–=

p H Ci( ) 1≠

p H( ) 1 1 p H Ci( ) p Ci( )⋅–( )
i 1=

nC

∏–=

p H Ci( ) p Ci( )⋅
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priate environmental conditions. Therefore the overall probability of an accident related to

a specific hazard is given by:

(5.17)

where  is the probability of an accident occurring given the hazard.  is

determined by context specific factors and should be determined by domain experts

together with risk analysts. For example, the probability that two aircraft will collide if

they have violated the minimum separation distance depends on several factors, such as

visibility conditions, pilot experience, and whether the on-board collision alert system is

functioning [Leveson, 1995].

Design options can be used to implement constraints to reduce . For example, in

the gas leak case, the more quickly a gas leak is shut off the lower the probability that it

will coincide in time or space with an ignition source and lead to a fire. An analysis of the

control flaws and evaluation of the design option can be used to identify ways that the

design option design could be ineffective, could be implemented incorrectly, or become

Figure 5.15   Relative Effectiveness of Constraints w.r.t. Hazards
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ineffective over time. Eq. (5.6) can be used to determine the probability that constraints/

design options are violated.

This section has developed an analytical framework to determine the probabilities of haz-

ards and accidents, by using control flaws as the basic element. A similar derivation can

be made for consequences and costs of accidents. The next section discusses how this

framework can be applied in risk management.

5.7.2  Application of the Analytical Framework

This section began by noting that the purpose of this step of the risk assessment is three-

fold:

1. To aid in the selection of design options;

2. To estimate the residual risk for the selected design; and

3. To make the safety case, that is, show the extent to which hazards have been
addressed in the selected design.

The analytical framework derived here can be used to aid in achieving these objectives as

follows:

Selection of Design Options.  The selection of design options is informed by the risk

assessment as well as other factors such as cost and performance implications. The overall

effectiveness of design options in reducing risk can be determined by propagating the

adjusted probabilities from control flaws through constraints to hazards and accidents.

Design options that eliminate hazards are preferred from a risk viewpoint. Next in the

ranking are design options that reduce the probability of hazards, followed by design

options that reduce the probability of accidents given hazards. When none of these design

options is available, design options that minimize damage are the last resort. Of course,

design options can also be used in combination, as illustrated in the examples.

Estimation of Residual Risk.  The residual risk is estimated by applying the expressions

developed here to the selected set of design options. The overall risk level for the entire
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system can be estimated based on the risk assessments for each hazard/accident. A quanti-

tative estimate (probabilities and/or consequences) is only possible when the estimates for

all the hazards are also quantitative. In other cases, a general estimate of the overall risk

level can still be made. Graphical techniques may be useful in these cases.

While an overall risk estimate may be a useful public relations tool (when the estimate is

low), it does not have much value as a decision aid. Accidents are caused by individual

hazards and it is therefore more important to decision makers to know whether particular

hazards have been sufficiently mitigated. 

Making the Safety Case.  The safety case is made by using the selected design options

and the estimates of residual risk to show how hazards were addressed and that the risks

associated with individual hazards have been brought to an acceptable level. In addition,

the residual risk of designs that were not selected can be used to show that the approach

selected does indeed address risks in the most effective way, given cost, performance, and

other constraints.

As noted in the development of the analytical framework, it may not always be possible to

assign quantitative values to risk probabilities or consequences. However, as shown in

both the gas leak example and space shuttle example (Section 5.8), a detailed presentation

of the sources of risk, the strategies to mitigate risk, and potential reasons for an increase

in risk is provided by this approach. Such a detailed presentation may provide decision

makers with an improved understanding of risk that leads to better decisions than single

numbers, especially when the accuracy of these numbers is doubtful. Further work should

address the topic of how best to present the results of the risk analysis to decision makers.

5.7.3  Organizational Risk Factors

This section discusses how the impact of organizational factors on risk can be qualitatively

incorporated into the analysis. First, two approaches to incorporating organizational fac-

tors into probabilistic risk assessment are reviewed. Both approaches claim to allow the
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quantitative assessment of organizational factors. Next, the incorporation of organiza-

tional factors into the suggested risk assessment approach is discussed.

Approaches to Organizational Risk Factors in PRA

A number of other researchers have suggested approaches to accounting for organizational

factors in risk assessment, primarily in the area of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA).

These approaches include the SAM (System-Action-Management) framework [Murphy

and Paté-Cornell, 1996], and WPAM (Work Process Analysis Model) [Davoudian et al.,

1994a; Davoudian et al., 1994b], both of which build on the probabilistic risk/safety

assessment (PRA/PSA) framework.

In the SAM framework management (or organizational) factors are viewed as affecting

component failure probabilities through human decision and actions. The effect of man-

agement factors on component failure probabilities is modelled using different models of

decision making and execution. The SAM approach claims to be quantitative because

quantitative values are assigned to the model parameters. However, because little empiri-

cal or analytical data exists for the required parameter values, the example SAM applica-

tions rely on expert opinion. Such estimates run the risk of being qualitative guesses

masquerading as quantitative values. Nevertheless, the core idea of SAM, that manage-

ment factors affect the probabilities of component failures, is useful. A similar view is

taken in this approach to risk assessment: here organizational factors are seen as affecting

the probabilities of control flaws, but this influence is judged in a qualitative way only.

WPAM takes a similar approach to SAM. In this case, organizational factors are seen as

introducing dependencies among probabilistic safety assessment parameters. Expert opin-

ion is used to assign relative quantitative weights to the pertinent organizational factors,

which are then incorporated into the PSA. WPAM explicitly takes a formal approach to

ensuring the consistency of expert opinion, but the problems discussed above with quanti-

tative expert opinion apply here too.
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Organizational Risk Factors in the New Approach

While a quantitative assessment of the impact of organizational factors could be useful,

the current state of knowledge does not allow believable quantification of these factors. It

is preferable to use qualitative estimates that make the lack of quantitative information

evident, than to use quantitative estimates that give a false impression of accuracy and pre-

cision. This approach to risk assessment focusses on identifying areas where organiza-

tional risk factors have a significant impact on risk.

The effect of organizational factors on risk is incorporated into the risk assessment by first

determining the residual hazard and accident probabilities assuming ideal organizational

conditions and then estimating the increase in probabilities due to organizational risk fac-

tors. Under ideal organizational conditions, organizational control flaws do not occur and

design option effectiveness is limited only by technical factors.

Organizational risk factors are identified in two ways. First, control flaws may be explic-

itly organizational. For example, in the gas leak scenario several organizational control

flaws were identified (e.g., CF1.3.1.1: Sensors to detect leaks were not installed). Organi-

zational control flaws will increase the probability of hazards and accidents. Second, orga-

nizational factors may limit the effectiveness of design option implementation and detract

from the continued effectiveness of design options. In the presence of organizational risk

factors, the updated probabilities of the control flaws will therefore be larger than the

residual values estimated under ideal organizational conditions.

As discussed above, in general it will not be possible to assign a quantitative value to the

increase in risk due to organizational factors. The impact of organizational factors on risk

should be qualitatively estimated by the relevant domain experts and risk analysts. An

analysis of the organization, including its structure and safety culture, can qualitatively

identify how likely control flaws are, and how likely it is that design options are ineffec-

tive. For example, an organization with a poor safety culture is likely to exhibit poor com-

pliance to maintenance procedures. In such an organization design options that do not
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involve maintenance may therefore be preferable. In addition, system models such as

those proposed by [Murphy and Paté-Cornell, 1996], and in particular system dynamics

models, can aid in evaluating the relative impact of organizational factors. For example,

Chapter 4 provides a set of organizational safety archetypes based on system dynamics

that can be used to estimate the impact of certain specific organizational policies.

Chapter 4 also illustrated how the often implicit trade-off between safety and performance

can increase risk.

The gas leak and shuttle examples illustrate how organizational factors can be incorpo-

rated into risk assessments.

5.7.4  Gas Leak Example Continued: Residual Risk Assessment

Step 2 of the hazard analysis identified the following constraints (see Section 5.11):

• C1.1: Gas lines must not be placed in offices.

• C1.2: Gas lines and joints must be leak-resistant.

• C1.3: The gas supply must be shut off in the event of a gas leak.

• C1.4: The building must be evacuated in the event of a gas leak.

• C1.5: The building sprinkler system must be activated in the event of a fire.

The constraints indicate the possibility of different design architectures. In this case, each

constraint can also be restated as a design option, as discussed in the next section. C1.1.

suggests a design where the gas lines are not placed in offices (i.e., hazard is eliminated).

The remaining constraints assume a design where the gas lines are placed in offices, but

steps are taken to prevent leaks and minimize the damage if a leak does occur. If C1.1 is

not implemented, or done so unsuccessfully, the remaining constraints are necessary.

The hazard can therefore be directly addressed by the following design options, obtained

by rephrasing the high-level constraints identified in Step 2:

• D1.1: Remove gas line from offices/do not install gas lines in offices.

• D1.2: Use leak-resistant tubing and joints.
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• D1.3: Periodically inspect gas lines and joints for damage and/or leaks.

• D1.4: Use leak sensors and shut down gas in event of gas leaks.

• D1.5: Detect gas leaks and evacuate building.

• D1.6: Detect fires and activate building sprinkler system.

These design options can be used to develop two main design scenarios. In the first sce-

nario the hazard is eliminated by implementing D1.1. In the second scenario the hazard

and accident probabilities are reduced, and the potential damage is minimized, by imple-

menting design options D1.2 through D1.6.

Design Scenario One: Gas lines routed outside offices

This scenario uses D1.1 on its own. D1.1 eliminates the hazard, provided it is imple-

mented correctly. The probability of the hazard given D1.1 and assuming ideal organiza-

tional conditions is zero:

(5.18)

There are several organizational control flaws that could lead to D1.1 not being imple-

mented, identified under C1.1 (see Section 5.11):

• CF1.1.1.1: Requirement that gas lines not be placed in offices is not commu-
nicated to designers and placement of gas lines is not monitored by safety
personnel.

• CF1.1.1.2: Designers disregard the requirement that gas lines not be placed
in offices and placement of gas lines is not monitored by safety personnel.

• CF1.1.2.1: The building plans are unclear about the gas line restriction and
the placement of gas lines is not monitored by safety personnel.

• CF1.1.2.2: The builders disregard the building plans and placement of gas
lines is not monitored by safety personnel.

The probability, , that the design option is not implemented is the probability that

constraint C1.1 is violated, , and is given by Eq. (5.6):

pideal org H1 D1.1( ) 0=

p D1.1( )

p C1.1( )
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(5.19)

where the  are the control flaws listed above. Because all the identified control flaws

operate at the organizational level, it is difficult to assign a quantitative value for the prob-

abilities of the control flaws. An analysis of the organization may indicate qualitatively

how likely these control flaws are. In addition, the existence of control flaws indicates that

the design option could be implemented incorrectly, and the specific control flaws identi-

fied point out the areas that should be monitored during design and development.

Determining whether D1.1 is implemented correctly can be easily done by inspection

(easy observability). Once the design option is implemented correctly, it is likely to

remain in place because rerouting gas lines is unlikely to occur unless the building is

altered for some reason (high stability).

D1.1 eliminates the hazard and therefore provides an ideal solution from a risk viewpoint.

However, other considerations may make this option impractical. A second scenario that

reduces the probability of the hazard and the accident, and minimizes the damage associ-

ated with an accident is therefore considered, as illustrated in Figure 5.11.

Design Scenario Two: Gas lines routed inside offices

In this scenario, gas lines are routed through offices, and additional design options are

selected to reduce the hazard and accident probabilities and minimize damage should an

accident occur. The following design options are used:

• D0: Gas lines are routed through offices.

• D1.2: Use leak-resistant tubing and joints.

• D1.3: Periodically inspect gas lines and joints for damage and/or leaks.

• D1.4: Use leak sensors and shut down gas in event of gas leaks.

• D1.5: Detect gas leaks and evacuate building.

• D1.6: Detect fires and activate building sprinkler system.

p D1.1( ) p C1.1( ) 1 1 p C1.1 CFi( )– p CFi( )⋅( )
i 1=

4

∏–= =

CFi
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The possible consequences of a gas leak have already been estimated in Step 1b. Here, the

probability of a gas leak given that gas lines are installed in offices is updated to reflect the

above design options.

• D1.2: Use leak-resistant tubing and joints.

D.1.2 directly reduces the probability of the hazard, provided it is implemented correctly.

Under ideal organizational conditions the probability of the hazard given D1.2 is a func-

tion of the technical properties of the equipment used:

(5.20)

There are several organizational control flaws that could lead to an ineffective initial

implementation of D1.2, or to a decline in effectiveness over time (see Section 5.11):

• C1.2: Gas lines and joints must be leak-resistant.

• CF1.2.1.1: The requirement for leak-resistant gas lines and joints is not com-
municated to the designers and specification of gas lines and joints is not
monitored by safety personnel.

• CF1.2.1.2: The designers disregard the requirement for leak resistant gas
lines and joints and specification of gas lines and joints is not monitored by
safety personnel.

• CF1.2.1.3: Designers erroneously select wrong type of gas lines and joints
and specification of gas lines and joints is not monitored by safety personnel.

• CF1.2.2.1: The specification for the gas lines and joints is not properly com-
municated to the builders.

• CF1.2.2.2: The builders disregard the specification and installation is not
monitored by safety personnel.

• CF1.2.2.3: Installation is not monitored by safety personnel and installation
is not monitored by safety personnel.

• CF1.2.3.1: The builders do not have the proper installation skills and instal-
lation is not monitored by safety personnel.

• CF1.2.3.2: The builders disregard the installation rules and installation is not
monitored by safety personnel.

• CF1.2.4.1: Defects are not detected.

• CF1.2.4.2: Gas lines and joints are installed despite detected defects.

p1 H1 D1.2( ) f technical properties( )=
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• CF1.2.5.1: Deterioration is not detected or corrected.

The probability that the design option is improperly implemented is the probability that

constraint C1.2 is violated, and is determined by applying Eq. (5.6):

(5.21)

where the  are the control flaws listed above. As with the first design scenario, all the

identified control flaws are ‘soft’ in nature and operate at the organizational level. It is dif-

ficult to determine a quantitative value for the probability. The specific control flaws iden-

tified point out the areas that should be monitored during design (e.g., CF1.2.1.1),

installation (e.g., CF1.2.2.1), and operation (e.g., CF1.2.5.1).

Determining whether D1.2 is implemented correctly can be done by simple inspections

(observability). Continued vigilance is necessary to ensure that gas lines and joints are not

replaced with lower quality items during periodic maintenance (stability).

D1.2 provides an initial line of defense against gas leaks. High-quality components and

installation can significantly reduce the probability of a gas leak. Continued vigilance is

necessary to ensure that deteriorating equipment is detected and replaced with the correct

equipment. The next design option addresses the issue of detecting and correcting damage

or leaks.

• D1.3: Periodically inspect gas lines and joints for damage and/or leaks.

D1.3 is the first design option in this example that is mainly organizational in nature. D1.3

reduces the probability of the hazard, provided inspections are performed correctly and

over the lifetime of the building. In this case the probability of the hazard depends on the

technical properties of the equipment, as well as the effectiveness of inspections in

promptly detecting and repairing damage or leaks:

(5.22)

p D1.2( ) p C1.2( ) 1 1 p C1.2 CFi( )– p CFi( )⋅( )
i 1=

4

∏–= =

CFi

p H1 D1.3( ) f inspection quality and frequency technical properties,( )=
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The more frequent inspections are, the more likely they are to detect damage before it

becomes serious. The required frequency depends on the technical properties of the equip-

ment—some types of equipment may deteriorate more rapidly. Combining D1.2 and D1.3

therefore reduces the risk more than using either option on its own.

Eq. (5.22) can be used by designers to motivate either installing or not installing gas lines

in offices. If the probability of a leak is deemed to be sufficiently low (as defined by stake-

holders), and there are other reasons why gas lines should be routed through offices, a

decision may be made to install gas lines in offices. On the other hand, if the probability is

high, decision-makers have a rational motivation for routing gas lines differently (and pos-

sibly incurring cost and other penalties).

Eq. (5.22) assumes that the inspection quality is limited only by technical factors (e.g.,

what level of deterioration is detectable) and that the frequency of inspections is deter-

mined solely by the technical properties of the equipment (e.g, how rapidly is deteriora-

tion expected to occur). However, in the long term the quality and frequency of

inspections may be limited by organizational factors, as indicated by the evaluation of

D1.3 (see Section 5.6.3):

• Effectiveness: Inspections performed improperly.

• Stability: Inspections deteriorate in frequency and thoroughness.

• Observability: May be difficult to determine whether inspectors are shirking
their duties

D1.3 may be effective in reducing the probability of leaks, but it should not be relied upon

as the only hazard mitigation measure. D1.2 should therefore be used together with D1.3,

as well as additional design options that address the consequences of a gas leak. The next

design option controls the hazard if it does occur.

• D1.4: Use leak sensors and shut down gas in event of gas leaks.

D1.4 controls the hazard by limiting the extent of any gas leaks. This option reduces the

probability of an accident given the hazard, and may also reduce the damage resulting
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from an accident. The accident probability is a function of how rapidly a gas leak is

detected and shut down (i.e., limiting hazard exposure) and the probability of an ignition

source being present:

(5.23)

The time to detection and gas shut-down depend on the technical properties of the system

installed.

There are several control flaws that could lead to an ineffective initial implementation of

D1.4, or to a decline in effectiveness over time. The control flaws indicated in bold result

point to possible flaws in the design. 

• C1.3: The gas supply must be shut off immediately in the event of a gas leak.

CF1.3.1.1: Sensors to detect leaks were not installed.

CF1.3.1.2: Defective sensors were installed.

CF1.3.1.3: Sensors were incorrectly installed.

CF1.3.1.4: Sensors stopped working and were not replaced.

CF1.3.2.1: Sensors not connected to gas shut-off system.

CF1.3.2.2: Sensor signal corrupted.

CF1.3.2.3: Gas shut-off system incorrectly interpret sensor signals.

CF1.3.2.4: Gas shut-off system does not issue shut-off signal.

CF1.3.2.5: Shut-off signal corrupted.

CF1.3.2.6: Shut-off signal incorrectly interpreted.

CF1.3.2.7: Shut-off actuator fails.

CF1.3.2.8: Shut-off signal sent too late.

The design should be inspected and analyzed to ensure that these control flaws are elimi-

nated. For example, CF1.3.2.2 indicates the possibility of signal corruption. This control

flaw can be eliminated by shielding wires against interference. Determining whether D1.4

is implemented correctly can be done by analyzing the design for the technical control

flaws, and by inspecting the physical system (observability).

p A H( ) D1.4( ) f
time to gas leak shut down,

probability of ignition source 
 =
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The remaining control flaws are organizational in nature. These control flaws indicate the

ways in which D1.4 can be poorly implemented despite a good design, and how the effec-

tiveness of D1.4 can decline over time (stability). The effectiveness of this option depends

primarily on the technical design, but organizational control flaws may affect the quality

of the design, installation, or maintenance, thereby increasing the probability of a leak

above that given by Eq. (5.23).

The next two design options address the consequences of a gas leak and/or accident.

• D1.5: Detect gas leaks and evacuate building.

• D1.6: Detect fires and activate building sprinkler system.

D1.5 and D1.6 reduce the damage resulting from an accident. The reduction in damage

depends on (1) how rapidly gas leaks and/or fires are detected, (2) how rapidly the appro-

priate alarms are sounded, (3) how effectively the building can be evacuated, and (4) how

effective the sprinkler system is. As in the previous cases, the control flaws identified in

Step 4 can be used to eliminate design flaws, inform the calculation of expected damage,

and identify organizational factors that may limit the effectiveness of these options.

5.8  Partial Risk Analysis of the Space Shuttle

This section applies the proposed risk analysis approach to one aspect of a more complex

system, the space shuttle. The focus is on the factors that led to the Space Shuttle Colum-

bia accident. Note that this analysis is occurring in hindsight and may therefore be based

on information that was not necessarily available at the time of the Columbia mission. The

purpose of this example is to show the application of the proposed risk analysis technique

to a more complex system. There is no intent to judge or criticize any of the people or

organizations involved in the accident. For an extensive report on the accident, see [Geh-

man, 2003].

The hazard analysis underlying the risk analysis is presented in Addendum 2 at the end of

this chapter.
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5.8.1  Initial Risk Assessment

The Space Shuttle Columbia accident occurred when a hole in the leading edge of the

wing allowed hot air to enter the internal wing structure during re-entry [Gehman, 2003].

The overheating of the internal wing structure led to structural failure of the wing and sub-

sequently the disintegration of the shuttle. Consider now one approach to assessing the

risk of a re-entry accident resulting from overheating of the internal wing structure and to

developing strategies to reduce this risk.

In Step 1 of the risk analysis, initial estimates of the risks are formed to facilitate ranking

of these risks and to determine whether the initial estimate of risk falls within an accept-

able range to continue system development.

The hazard of interest is “overheating of the wing internal structure”. This hazard will

occur if there is a hole in the wing exterior during re-entry. The associated risk is an acci-

dent involving structural failure during re-entry.

• H: Overheating of the wing internal structure.

• R: Disintegration of the shuttle during re-entry.

The probability of the hazard is a function of the ability of the wing structure to prevent

hot gases from coming into contact with the internal structure of the wing during all

phases of the shuttle flight:

(5.24)

Note that before the Columbia accident this probability was estimated to be low, because

proper analyses and tests were not performed to determine the actual vulnerability of the

structure, and because there was a tacit assumption that a foam impact could not damage

the reinforced carbon-carbon of which the wing leading edge is comprised. The damage

associated with the hazard is the loss of the space shuttle and crew. The shuttle is exposed

to hot air during re-entry into the earth’s atmosphere. Thus, the duration of exposure to the

hazard is the time taken for re-entry:

p H( ) f ability of wing structure to prevent hot gases from entering( )=
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(5.25)

Assuming that the structural problem (i.e., a hole in the wing) is not corrected, the proba-

bility of the hazard leading to an accident is near unity in this case, as the (current design

of the) wing internal structure is not resistant to hot gases and structural failure of the wing

is therefore inevitable:

(5.26)

Finally, the immediate consequences of the accident are the loss of the shuttle and crew.

Other consequences include the impact of grounding of the shuttle fleet on scientific

research and construction of the International Space Station, the loss of reputation for

NASA, and the loss of public confidence in the space program:

(5.27)

Based on this hazard, it is possible to identify a number of initial design options. For

example, the hazard can be controlled by redesigning the internal wing structure to make it

resistant to the hot gases to which the shuttle is exposed during re-entry (D1.1). The haz-

ard damage can be minimized by equipping the shuttle with a crew escape pod to protect

and evacuate the crew in the event of a shuttle disintegration (D1.2). Additional design

options are developed in step 4 of the hazard analysis based on the inadequate control

actions and control flaws.

5.8.2  Design Option Evaluation

In Step 2 of the risk analysis, different design options are evaluated to determine their

impact on risk.

The following design options were identified to directly address the hazard and reduce the

consequences of an accident, respectively (see Section 5.12):

Exposure Re-entry duration =

p A H( ) 1≈

C re-entry accident( )
loss of shuttle and crew

political and research impact

shuttle fleet grounding

=
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• D1.1: Redesign the internal wing structure to make it resistant to the hot
gases to which the shuttle is exposed during re-entry. 

• D1.2: Equip the shuttle with a crew escape pod to protect and evacuate the
crew in the event of a shuttle disintegration.

In addition, the following design options can be used to address the identified control

flaws under ICA1.2.1:

• C1.2: The fuselage and wing structure must be examined for possible dam-
age before re-entry.

• ICA1.2.1: The fuselage and wing structure is not examined before re-entry.

• CF1.2.1.1: The possibility of damage to the fuselage or wing structure is not
considered.

D1.2.1.1.1: Change assumptions about the risk associated with foam impacts
(e.g., by showing employees a video of test demonstrating destructive
impact).

D1.2.1.1.2: Make a pre re-entry inspection of the external structure part of
the formal re-entry preparation process.

These two options are complementary. The first option addresses the under-
lying incorrect assumptions, while the second option forces consideration of
possible damage.

• CF1.2.1.2: Engineering analyses incorrectly indicate that damage is negligi-
ble.

D1.2.1.2.1: Encourage and enforce application of sound engineering prac-
tice, such as using models only within the range for which they are validated
and calibrated.

• CF1.2.1.3: It is not possible to perform a pre-entry examination of the fuse-
lage and wing structure.

D1.2.1.3.1: Ensure that NASA has access to satellite resources to view the
shuttle on orbit.

D1.2.1.3.2: Ensure that astronauts are equipped and trained to perform a
space walk to examine and repair the wing structure.

D1.2.1.3.3: Ensure that on-board imaging devices are available to the astro-
nauts and that they are trained to use these devices.

In a complete hazard and risk analysis design options would be developed to address all

the identified control flaws.
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The design option evaluations are presented in the next section on step 3 (residual risk

assessment) for the sake of readability.

5.8.3  Residual Risk Assessment

In step 3 of the risk analysis, the residual risks that remain once particular design options

are selected are assessed. Design options modify the risk profile formed in Step 1, by

eliminating or reducing the probabilities of hazards and/or accidents, or by limiting the

consequences of accidents. The residual risk assessment can be used to (1) estimate the

residual risks for individual hazards given particular sets of design options; (2) estimate

the overall risk of the system; and (3) make the safety case by presenting the approaches

taken/not taken to mitigate hazards.

In a complete risk analysis, one or more design scenarios would be developed and ana-

lyzed. For the purpose of illustrating the approach, only the individual impacts on risk of

selected design options are considered here.

D1.1: Redesign the internal wing structure to make it resistant to the hot gases to 
which the shuttle is exposed during re-entry. 

This design option controls the hazard and therefore reduces the probability of an accident

from near certainty with the present structure. The probability of an accident given the

hazard depends on the structural characteristics of the redesigned wing:

TABLE 5.1   Design Option Characterization for D1.1

Design Option
D1.1: Redesign the internal wing structure to make it resistant to the hot gases 
to which the shuttle is exposed during re-entry.

Scope Hazard.

Type Control hazard.

Effectiveness Depends on redesign. Consult structural engineers and others involved with wing 
structure (e.g., electrical engineers w.r.t. wiring in wings).

Stability This design option should remain effective, assuming material comprising wing 
does not deteriorate (e.g., metal fatigue) over time. Update this parameter when 
more information on possible material deterioration available.

Observability New structure can be analyzed and tested to ascertain heat resistance.
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(5.28)

The evaluation of this design option indicated that it can remain effective over time, bar-

ring structural deterioration (stability). The actual effectiveness of this option can be

ascertained by means of analyses and testing (observability). While this option may signif-

icantly reduce the probability of an accident, it may have impacts on performance that

make it infeasible, be exorbitantly expensive, or be impossible to manufacture and assem-

ble.

The next two options are complementary. The first option addresses the underlying incor-

rect assumptions, while the second option forces consideration of possible damage.

D1.2.1.1.1: Change assumptions about the risk associated with foam impacts (e.g., by 
showing employees a video of test demonstrating destructive impact).

This design option was identified in the hazard analysis to address control flaw CF1.2.1.1

(the possibility of damage to the fuselage or wing structure is not considered), as shown

below:

• C1.2: The fuselage and wing structure must be examined for possible dam-
age before re-entry.

• ICA1.2.1: The fuselage and wing structure is not examined before re-entry.

• CF1.2.1.1: The possibility of damage to the fuselage or wing structure is not
considered.

• D1.2.1.1.1: Change assumptions about the risk associated with foam impacts
(e.g., by showing employees a video of test demonstrating destructive
impact).

The design option evaluation is shown below.

This option addresses two aspects of the hazard. First, the probability of damage to the

wing exterior leading to an accident is reduced because engineers and technicians are

more likely to be on the look-out for foam strikes, and they are more likely to treat any

foam strikes that do occur with extreme seriousness:

p A H( ) f structural characteristics( ) 1<=
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(5.29)

where the probability that the possibility of damage is considered depends on how well

assumptions are changed.

If foam strikes are identified and properly analyzed before re-entry, strategies to avoid a

re-entry accident can be developed. For example, the crew might be transferred to the

International Space Station, or another shuttle could be launched to rescue the crew or

repair the foam impact damage [Gehman, 2003]. Therefore the probability of damage to

the wing exterior leading to a re-entry accident is immediately reduced from the near cer-

tainty in the original design:

(5.30)

Second, this option also has a longer term effect: Greater awareness about the potential

damage caused by foam strikes may spur advances in foam and its application or encour-

age designers to consider strengthening the wing exterior and interior structures (see

D1.1). Therefore the probability of damage to the wing exterior may also be reduced in the

long term:

(5.31)

TABLE 5.2   Design Option Characterization for D1.2.1.1.1

Design Option D1.2.1.1.1: Change assumptions about the risk associated with foam impacts.

Scope Control Flaw. CF1.2.1.1

Type Reduce probability.

Effectiveness Physically demonstrating the possible foam impact damage to the wing structure to 
employees can help change employee beliefs about foam impact. If employees at 
all levels, especially decision makers, believe that foam impacts are a serious prob-
lem, they are more likely to consider such impacts and ensure that the necessary 
damage is carried out. This option therefore has the potential to be highly effective.

Stability Effectiveness can be expected to decline over time as employees forget about the 
possibility of impact damage and become complacent. It may therefore be neces-
sary to periodically repeat training in order to maintain awareness of the problem.

Observability Observing underlying beliefs and assumptions is difficult. Therefore D1.2.1.1.1 has 
low observability and should not be solely relied upon to ensure that damage 
inspections occur.

p CF1.2.1.1 D1.2.1.1.1( ) very low=

p A H( ) D1.2.1.1.1( ) p A H( ) 1≈<

p H D1.2.1.1.1( ) p damage to NEW wing covering( )= p H( )<
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While this design option can significantly reduce the probability that damage is not

detected, there are two factors that can limit its immediate and long-term effectiveness.

The evaluation of this design option indicated that the effectiveness may decline over time

unless active efforts are made to continue reinforcing the possibility and severe conse-

quences of foam impact damage (stability). In addition, it is difficult to determine whether

underlying beliefs and assumptions have been changed in the desired way (observability).

Note also that even when assumptions are corrected, schedule and other pressures may

make it difficult for employees to properly perform the tasks necessary to prove that dam-

age did not occur.

D1.2.1.1.2: Make a pre re-entry inspection of the external structure part of the 
formal re-entry preparation process.

This design option was identified in the hazard analysis to address control flaw CF1.2.1.1

(the possibility of damage to the fuselage or wing structure is not considered.), as shown

below:

• C1.2: The fuselage and wing structure must be examined for possible dam-
age before re-entry.

• ICA1.2.1: The fuselage and wing structures are not examined before re-
entry.

• CF1.2.1.1: The possibility of damage to the fuselage or wing structure is not
considered.

• D1.2.1.1.2: Make a pre re-entry inspection of the external structure part of
the formal re-entry preparation process.

The design option evaluation is shown below.

The probability that damage to the fuselage or wing structure is not considered can be

reduced to near zero by making the inspection part of the formal process:

(5.32)

Like D1.2.1.1.1, this option reduces the probability of damage to the wing exterior leading

to an accident because damage is more likely to be identified and can therefore be

pideal CF1.2.1.1 D1.2.1.1.2( ) 0≈
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addressed. While identifying damage does not mean that it will be addressed, damage that

is not identified is guaranteed not to be addressed. Therefore the probability of damage to

the wing exterior leading to an accident is reduced from the near certainty in the original

design:

(5.33)

 can be estimated more precisely based on analyses of the ability of

the chosen inspection procedure to identify damage to the wings. For example, the next

design option uses satellites to image the shuttle exterior.

The evaluation of this design option indicated that the effectiveness depends on the ability

of the supporting organizational structure to enforce and monitor inspections over the life-

time of the shuttle (stability). It may become tempting to omit this inspection, either for-

mally or informally, if a long period of time passes without any damage occurring. Even

formal steps may be performed improperly and it may be difficult to determine whether

inspections are properly performed (observability). These risk factors increase the proba-

bility of an accident given the hazard above the ideal probability suggested above.

D1.2.1.3.1: Ensure that NASA has pre-planned access to satellite resources to view 
the shuttle on orbit.

This design option was suggested to address a control flaw, as indicated below:

TABLE 5.3   Design Option Characterization for D1.2.1.1.2

Design Option
D1.2.1.1.2: Make a pre re-entry inspection of the external structure part of the 
formal re-entry preparation process.

Scope Control Flaw. CF1.2.1.1

Type Reduce probability.

Effectiveness Formal process makes it difficult not to perform the inspection. But effectiveness 
depends on availability of inspection resources (satellites, exterior cameras, etc.) 
and skill of inspectors (ground crew or astronauts).

Stability Dependent on the ability of the supporting organizational structure to enforce and 
monitor inspections.

Observability Medium. May be difficult to determine if inspections are not properly performed.

pideal A H( ) D1.2.1.1.2( ) p A H( ) 1≈<

p A H( ) D1.2.1.1.2( )
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• C1.2: The fuselage and wing structure must be examined for possible dam-
age before re-entry.

• ICA1.2.1: The fuselage and wing structures are not examined before re-
entry.

• CF1.2.1.3: Resources are not available to perform a pre-entry examination of
the fuselage and wing structure.

• D1.2.1.3.1: Ensure that NASA has pre-planned access to satellite resources
to view the shuttle on orbit.

The design option evaluation is shown below.

The probability that pre-entry examination cannot be performed can be reduced dramati-

cally by ensuring that satellite resources are reserved for imaging purposes:

(5.34)

The requirement that satellite resources be available may not always be met. For example,

when there is strong pressure to launch the shuttle, but satellite resources are not available

for some reason, the temptation to ignore the requirement and launch the shuttle may be

strong.

Like the previous two design options, this option reduces the probability of damage to the

wing exterior leading to an accident because damage is more likely to be identified and

TABLE 5.4   Design Option Evaluation for D1.2.3.1

Design Option
D1.2.1.3.1: Ensure that NASA has access to satellite resources to view the 
shuttle on orbit.

Scope Control Flaw. CF1.2.1.3

Type Reduce probability. This option reduces the probability of damage to the wing exte-
rior leading to an accident because damage is more likely to be identified and can 
therefore be corrected.

Effectiveness Depends on satellite imaging resolution and coverage of shuttle exterior surface.

Stability High, as long as these resources are used on every mission. Not using the resources 
makes it more likely that they will be difficult to obtain in the future.

Observability Absence of satellite resources is highly visible.

p CF1.2.1.1 D1.2.1.3.1( ) p reserved satellite resources available( )=
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can therefore be addressed. Therefore the probability of damage to the wing exterior lead-

ing to an accident is reduced from the near certainty in the original design:

(5.35)

The probability that damage is detected by on-orbit imaging can be estimated based on

analyses of satellite imaging resolution and coverage (i.e., how much of the shuttle exte-

rior can be imaged).

The availability of satellite resources does not guarantee that they will be used. Therefore

this design option should be used together with the previous option that mandates pre re-

entry inspections of the shuttle exterior.

5.9  Current Limitations of the Risk Analysis Approach

Chapter 2 presented a set of criteria that a risk analysis methodology should meet. Con-

sider now whether the proposed technique has the potential to address these criteria. 

The approach has the potential to meet all the risk analysis criteria, but more extensive

examples based on real systems are needed to evaluate the approach properly. In its

present form, it has the following limitations:

• It does not explicitly address the third criterion, “take psychological and
social attributes of risk into account”. This limitation is not an inherent fea-
ture of the approach. Chapter 1 discussed several possible additional risk
attributes (see Table 1.1). Considering these additional risk attributes is
important when setting acceptable risk limits and when discussing risks with
various stakeholders. Decision makers and other stakeholders should deter-
mine which additional measures should be used in the pre-analysis phase of
risk management. The determination of these additional factors is left as a
topic for future work. Future work should consider how representations of
risk can incorporate these attributes to foster an improved understanding of
risk

• Like other approaches to risk assessment, the accuracy of the assessment
depends on the accurate assessment of the probabilities of basic elements, in
this case, control flaws. The approach shows how individual control flaw

pideal A H( ) D1.2.1.1.2( ) p A H( ) 1≈<
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probabilities can be combined, but does not indicate how individual control
flaw probabilities should be determined.

• The approach provides no guidance on the identification of hazards.

• Dependencies between control flaws have not been addressed.

These limitations can be addressed in future research. This approach to risk analysis has

the potential to overcome many of the limitations of existing approaches.

5.10  Summary

This chapter has developed and advocated the concept of continuous participative risk

management (CPRM). CPRM is continuous: it addresses risk throughout the lifetime of a

system, thus ensuring that risk is maintained at an acceptable level throughout the sys-

tem’s lifetime. In addition, CPRM is participative: it draws decision makers, members

from all levels of the organization, as well as other stakeholders into the risk analysis pro-

cess. Including all stakeholders in the process increases the quality of the risk analysis,

nurtures understanding of risk across the organization, and encourages commitment to risk

management strategies.

One crucial aspect of risk management is risk analysis. This chapter also introduced a new

approach to risk analysis, which builds on hazard analysis and uses concepts from the

STAMP model of accidents developed by [Leveson, 2004a]. The proposed approach

includes a set of parameters by which different options to address risks can be evaluated.

The proposed approach addresses some of the limitations of existing risk analysis tech-

niques, and both encourages and enables the continuous risk management approach advo-

cated here.

Finally, the organizational aspects of risk in the proposed approach were discussed in

detail. Guidelines were presented for (1) identifying organizational contributors to risk

and (2) evaluating options to address risks from an organizational perspective. An exam-

ple based on the Space Shuttle was presented to illustrate the risk analysis approach and in

particular the incorporation of organizational factors.
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5.11  Addendum 1: Gas Leak Hazard Analysis

This section describes a hazard analysis for a hypothetical gas leak in an office building.

The results of these steps are used to help illustrate the new risk analysis approach. They

are presented here for completeness.

1: Identify High-Level Hazards

An office building is being designed, and one concern is that gas leaks in offices could be

set off by ignition sources such as matches or cigarette lighters. For the sake of this exam-

ple, it is assumed that ignition sources are beyond the control of the building developers.

In this case, the hazard is:

• H1: Gas leak in office.

2: Identify Safety-Related Requirements and Constraints

The following safety constraints can immediately be identified based on the basic system

design:

• C1.1: Gas lines may not be placed in offices.

• C1.2: Gas lines and joints must be leak-resistant.

• C1.3: The gas supply must be shut off in the event of a gas leak.

• C1.4: The building must be evacuated in the event of a gas leak.

• C1.5: The building sprinkler system must be activated in the event of a fire.

• C1.6: Other [Placeholder]

C1.1 (most preferred) eliminates the hazard, C1.2 reduces the probability of the hazard,

C1.3 controls the hazard, and C1.4 and C1.5 (least preferred) minimize the damaged asso-

ciated with the hazard. Step 5 discusses the different approaches to hazard elimination and

mitigation in more detail.

The final constraint, ‘Other’, is used as a placeholder to indicate that other constraints may

be possible and/or necessary. Explicitly noting this possibility encourages analysts to con-
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sider it during initial iterations of the risk analysis during system development and during

updates of the analysis in later phases of the system lifecycle.

3: Identify Possible Inadequate Control Actions

Continuing the gas leak example, the following inadequate control actions can be identi-

fied for the constraints associated with the hazard, “gas leak in office”.

• C1.1: Gas lines may not be placed in offices.

ICA1.1.1: The building design erroneously places gas lines in one or more
offices.

ICA1.1.2: The builders erroneously install gas lines in one or more offices.

• C1.2: Gas lines and joints must be leak-resistant.

ICA1.2.1: The building design specifies the wrong kind of gas lines and
joints.

ICA1.2.2: The builders install the wrong gas lines and joints.

ICA1.2.3: The builders incorrectly install the gas lines and joints.

ICA1.2.4: Defective gas lines and joints are installed.

ICA1.2.5: Deterioration of the gas lines and joints over time is not noted or
corrected.

• C1.3: The gas supply must be shut off in the event of a gas leak.

ICA1.3.1: The gas leak sensors are defective and the leak is not detected.

ICA1.3.2: The gas leak is detected, but gas is not shut off.

C1.4: The building must be evacuated in the event of a gas leak.

ICA1.4.1: The gas leak is not detected.

ICA1.4.2: The gas leak is detected, but the evacuation alarm is not sounded.

ICA1.4.3: Evacuation is impeded by locked doors.

• C1.5: The building sprinkler system must be activated in the event of a fire.

ICA1.5.1: The fire is not detected.

ICA1.5.2: The fire is detected, but the sprinkler system is not activated.

ICA1.5.3: The sprinkler system is activated, but is not effective.

• C1.6: Other [Placeholder]

The next step identifies control flaws and design options.
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4: Identify Control Flaws and Design Options

For example, the following control flaws can be identified for the gas leak example:

• C1.1: Gas lines may not be placed in offices.

ICA1.1.1: The building design erroneously places gas lines in one or more
offices and this error is not detected or corrected.

CF1.1.1.1: The requirement that gas lines not be placed in offices is not com-
municated to the designers and the placement of gas lines is not monitored
by safety personnel.

CF1.1.1.2: The designers disregard the requirement that gas lines not be
placed in offices and the placement of gas lines is not monitored by safety
personnel.

CF1.1.1.3: Other

ICA1.1.2: The builders erroneously install gas lines in one or more offices
and this error is not detected or corrected.

CF1.1.2.1: The building plans are unclear about the gas line restriction and
the placement of gas lines is not monitored by safety personnel.

CF1.1.2.2: The builders disregard the building plans and placement of gas
lines is not monitored by safety personnel.

CF1.1.2.3: Other.

• C1.2: Gas lines and joints must be leak-resistant.

ICA1.2.1: The building design specifies the wrong kind of gas lines and
joints.

CF1.2.1.1: The requirement for leak-resistant gas lines and joints is not com-
municated to the designers.

CF1.2.1.2: The designers disregard the requirement for leak resistant gas
lines and joints.

CF1.2.1.3: The designers erroneously select the wrong type of gas lines and
joints.

CF1.2.1.4: The specification of gas lines and joints is not monitored by
safety personnel.

CF1.2.1.5: Other.

ICA1.2.2: The builders install the wrong gas lines and joints.

CF1.2.2.1: The specification for the gas lines and joints is not properly com-
municated to the builders and installation of gas lines and joints is not moni-
tored by safety personnel.

CF1.2.2.2: The builders disregard the specification and installation of gas
lines and joints is not monitored by safety personnel.
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CF1.2.2.3: Other.

ICA1.2.3: The builders incorrectly install the gas lines and joints.

CF1.2.3.1: The builders do not have the proper installation skills and instal-
lation of gas lines and joints is not monitored by safety personnel.

CF1.2.3.2: The builders disregard the installation rules and installation of
gas lines and joints is not monitored by safety personnel.

CF1.2.3.3: Other.

ICA1.2.4: Defective gas lines and joints are installed and installation of gas
lines and joints is not monitored by safety personnel.

CF1.2.4.1: Defects are not detected.

CF1.2.4.2: Gas lines and joints are installed despite detected defects.

CF1.2.4.3: Other

ICA1.2.5: Deterioration of the gas lines and joints deteriorate over time is
not noted or corrected.

CF1.2.5.1: Deterioration is not detected.

CF1.2.5.2: Deterioration is detected but is not corrected.

CF1.2.5.3: Other.

• C1.3: The gas supply must be shut off in the event of a gas leak.

ICA1.3.1: The gas leak is not detected.

CF1.3.1.1: Sensors to detect leaks were not installed.

CF1.3.1.2: Defective sensors were installed.

CF1.3.1.3: Sensors were incorrectly installed.

CF1.3.1.4: Sensors stopped working and were not replaced.

CF1.3.1.5: Other.

ICA1.3.2: The gas leak is detected, but gas is not shut off.

CF1.3.2.1: Sensors not connected to gas shut-off system.

CF1.3.2.2: Sensor signal corrupted.

CF1.3.2.3: Gas shut-off system incorrectly interpret sensor signals.

CF1.3.2.4: Gas shut-off system does not issue shut-off signal.

CF1.3.2.5: Shut-off signal corrupted.

CF1.3.2.6: Shut-off signal incorrectly interpreted.

CF1.3.2.7: Shut-off actuator fails.

CF1.3.2.8: Shut-off signal sent too late.

CF1.3.2.9: Other.

• C1.4: The building must be evacuated in the event of a gas leak.
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ICA1.4.1: The gas leak is not detected.

CF1.1.1.1: See CF1.3.1.1-4

CF1.1.1.2: Other.

ICA1.4.2: The gas leak is detected, but the evacuation alarm is not sounded.

CF1.4.2.1: Sensors not connected to evacuation alarm system.

CF1.4.2.2: Sensor signal corrupted.

CF1.4.2.3: Evacuation alarm system incorrectly interpret sensor signals.

CF1.4.2.4: Evacuation alarm system does not issue shut-off signal.

CF1.4.2.5: Signal to sound alarm corrupted.

CF1.4.2.6: Alarm signal incorrectly interpreted.

CF1.4.2.7: Alarm actuator fails.

CF1.4.2.8: Alarm sounded too late.

CF1.4.2.9: Other.

ICA1.4.3: Evacuation is impeded by locked doors etc.

CF1.4.3.1: Building violates fire safety codes.

CF1.4.3.2: Other.

• C1.5: The building sprinkler system must be activated in the event of a fire.

ICA1.5.1: The fire is not detected.

CF1.5.1.1: Sensors to detect fires were not installed.

CF1.5.1.2: Defective sensors were installed.

CF1.5.1.3: Sensors were incorrectly installed.

CF1.5.1.4: Sensors stopped working and were not replaced.

CF1.5.1.5: Other.

ICA1.5.2: The fire is detected, but the sprinkler system is not activated.

CF1.5.2.1: Sensors not connected to sprinkler system.

CF1.5.2.2: Sensor signal corrupted.

CF1.5.2.3: Sprinkler system incorrectly interpret sensor signals.

CF1.5.2.4: Sprinkler system does not issue shut-off signal.

CF1.5.2.5: Sprinkler signal corrupted.

CF1.5.2.6: Sprinkler signal incorrectly interpreted.

CF1.5.2.7: Sprinkler actuator fails.

CF1.5.2.8: Sprinklers activated too late.

CF1.5.2.9: Other.

ICA1.5.3: The sprinkler system is activated, but is not effective.
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CF1.5.3.1: No water available.

CF1.5.3.2: Sprinklers blocked.

CF1.5.3.3: Other.

• C1.6: Other [Placeholder]

For the gas leak example, the hazard can be directly addressed by the following design

options, which implement the high-level constraints identified in Step 2:

• D1.1: Remove gas line from offices/do not install gas lines in offices.

• D1.2: Use leak-resistant tubing and joints.

• D1.3: Periodically inspect gas lines and joints for damage and/or leaks.

• D1.4: Use leak sensors and shut down gas in event of gas leaks.

• D1.5: Detect gas leaks and evacuate building.

• D1.6: Detect fires and activate building sprinkler system.

• D1.7: Other.

In a complete hazard or risk analysis, design options should also be developed to address

the inadequate control actions and control flaws identified in steps three and four.

The inadequate control actions and control flaws developed above are used to (1) update

the initial risk estimates as shown in Step 4b; (2) aid in evaluating the design options as

shown in Step 5; and (3) drive the development of further design options in subsequent

iterations. For example, if D1.1 is selected, the inadequate control actions and control

flaws associated with C1.1 should be considered when developing further design options.

Thus CF1.1.1.3 (the designers disregard the requirement that gas lines not be placed in

offices) gives rise to the following design option:

• D1.1.1.3.1: Installation of gas lines must be monitored and inspected by
safety personnel.

5.12  Addendum 2: Partial Hazard Analysis of Space Shuttle

This section presents a partial hazard analysis of the space shuttle, which is used as a basis

for the risk analysis presented earlier in this chapter.
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Step 1: Identify Hazards and Risks

The Space Shuttle Columbia accident occurred when a hole in the leading edge of the

wing allowed hot air to enter the internal wing structure during re-entry [Gehman, 2003].

The overheating of the internal wing structure led to structural failure of the wing and sub-

sequently the disintegration of the shuttle. Here the hazard of interest is “overheating of

the wing internal structure”. This hazard can occur if there is a hole in the wing exterior

during re-entry. The associated risk is an accident involving structural failure during re-

entry.

• H1: Overheating of the wing internal structure.

• R1: Disintegration of the shuttle during re-entry.

The following design options can be used to directly address the hazard:

• D1.1: Redesign the internal wing structure to make it resistant to the hot
gases to which the shuttle is exposed during re-entry. 

• D1.2: Equip the shuttle with a crew escape pod to protect and evacuate the
crew in the event of a shuttle disintegration.

Step 2: Identify Constraints

The following safety constraints can immediately be identified based on a high-level

understanding of the space shuttle design:

• H1: Overheating of the wing internal structure.

• C1.1: The wing structure must not be damaged by pressures of up to TBD
MPa.

• C1.2: The wing structure must be examined for possible damage before re-
entry.

• C1.3: Re-entry with a damaged wing structure is not permitted.

• C1.4: Damage to the wing structure must be repaired before re-entry.

• C1.5: Other [Placeholder]
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Step 3: Identify Possible Inadequate Control Actions

The following inadequate control actions can be identified for the constraints associated

with the hazard, “overheating of the wing internal structure”.

• C1.1: The wing structure must not be damaged by pressures of up to TBD
MPa.

ICA1.1.1: The wing structure is exposed to larger than expected impacts.

ICA1.1.2: The wing structure does not withstand within-specification
impacts.

ICA1.1.3: The wing structure fails for some other reason. [This is a ‘place-
holder’ inadequate control action used to ensure that additional failure
modes are considered as the design progresses.]

• C1.2: The wing structure must be examined for possible damage before re-
entry.

ICA1.2.1: The wing structure is not examined before re-entry.

ICA1.2.2: The examination misses damage to the wing structure.

ICA1.2.3: Other.

• C1.3: Re-entry with a damaged wing structure is not permitted.

ICA1.3.1: Damage to the wing structure is not noted. Addressed by C1.2.

ICA1.3.2: Wing structure damage is noted but not communicated to the rele-
vant organizational members.

ICA1.3.3: The damage is communicated to the appropriate people but a
decision is made not to respond.

ICA1.3.4: Other.

• C1.4: Damage to the wing structure must be repaired before re-entry.

ICA1.4.1: Damage to the wing structure is not noted. Addressed by C1.2.

ICA1.4.2: The wing structure cannot be repaired for some reason. For exam-
ple, material to repair the damage is not available on the shuttle.

ICA1.4.3: The repair is not done properly.

ICA1.4.4: Other.

In some cases inadequate control actions may already be addressed by existing con-

straints, as shown above for ICA1.3.1 and ICA1.4.1. 
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Step 4: Identify Possible Control Flaws and Design Options

This step identifies the control flaws that could lead to the inadequate control actions. For

example, consider the control flaws underlying ICA1.2.1:

• C1.2: The fuselage and wing structure must be examined for possible dam-
age before re-entry.

• ICA1.2.1: The fuselage and wing structure is not examined before re-entry.

CF1.2.1.1: The possibility of damage to the fuselage or wing structure is not
considered.

CF1.2.1.2: Engineering analyses incorrectly indicate that damage is negligi-
ble.

CF1.2.1.3: It is not possible to perform a pre-entry examination of the fuse-
lage or wing structure.

CF1.2.1.4: Decision makers incorrectly interpret ambiguous data.

CF1.2.1.5: Other.

The following design options can be used to address the identified control flaws:

• CF1.2.1.1: The possibility of damage to the fuselage or wing structure is not
considered.

D1.2.1.1.1: Change assumptions about the risk associated with foam impacts
(e.g., by showing employees a video of test demonstrating destructive
impact).

D1.2.1.1.2: Make a pre re-entry inspection of the external structure part of
the formal re-entry preparation process.

These two options are complementary. The first option addresses the under-
lying incorrect assumptions, while the second option forces consideration of
possible damage.

D1.2.1.1.3: Other.

• CF1.2.1.2: Engineering analyses incorrectly indicate that damage is negligi-
ble.

D1.2.1.2.1: Encourage and enforce application of sound engineering prac-
tice, such as using models only within the range for which they are validated
and calibrated.

D1.2.1.2.2: Other.

• CF1.2.1.3: It is not possible to perform a pre-entry examination of the fuse-
lage and wing structure.
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D1.2.1.3.1: Ensure that NASA has access to satellite resources to view the
shuttle on orbit.

D1.2.1.3.2: Ensure that astronauts are equipped and trained to perform a
space walk to examine and repair the wing structure.

D1.2.1.3.3: Ensure that on-board imaging devices are available to the astro-
nauts and that they are trained to use these devices.

D1.2.1.3.4: Other.

5.13  Addendum 3: Incorporation of Design Option Side-Effects 
in Residual Risk Assessment

Design options may have side-effects that increase or decrease the probabilities of existing

control flaws or introduce additional control flaws. These effects can be incorporated as

shown below for the single design option case:

(5.36)

where  is the number of new control flaws introduced by the design option. Simi-

lar calculations can be used to account for side-effects in the other probabilities.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS AND THOUGHTS ON 
FUTURE WORK
Research should have not only results, but also pointers toward the incomplete; who
should know better than the author the limits of the work?

Kenneth J. Arrow, I Know a Hawk from a Handsaw

This is our true state; this is what makes us incapable of certain knowledge and of abso-
lute ignorance. We sail within a vast sphere, ever drifting in uncertainty, driven from end
to end. When we think to attach ourselves to any point and to fasten to it, it wavers and
leaves us; and if we follow it, it eludes our grasp, slips past us, and vanishes for ever.
Nothing stays for us. This is our natural condition and yet most contrary to our inclina-
tion; we burn with desire to find solid ground and an ultimate sure foundation whereon to
build a tower reaching to the Infinite. But our whole groundwork cracks, and the earth
opens to abysses.

Blaise Pascal, Pensées, 1660

Complex socio-technical systems pose a challenge to risk managers. The complexity of

these systems makes it difficult to identify and assess risk. When risks are not identified or

are underestimated disaster can ensue. In particular, recent accidents have demonstrated

that an understanding of the way organizational behaviour contributes to risk is critical to

effectively managing risk.

Existing risk analysis methodologies do not provide a good understanding of the risks

associated with complex socio-technical systems. These methodologies are appropriate

for simple systems where ‘mechanical’ failures prevail. But they are fundamentally lim-

ited when it comes to complex socio-technical systems because they are all event-based

and do not adequately capture emergent behaviour.
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This thesis has developed an alternative approach to risk analysis that accounts for the

characteristics of modern socio-technical systems. The proposed approach moves beyond

event-based models to include risks that do not depend only on component or subsystem

failures, and incorporate human, organizational, and societal factors. By taking an explicit

lifecycle view of systems, the approach enables (1) the early identification of risks and

risk mitigation strategies, (2) aids in the allocation of resources to best manage risk, and

(3) provides for the continuous monitoring of risk throughout the system lifecycle. In

addition, the approach emphasizes and enables the participation of members at all levels

of the organization as well as other stakeholders in order to best identify, assess, and man-

age risks. The proposed approach addresses technical, human, organizational, and other

factors.

6.1  Thesis Summary

Chapter 1 introduced the concept of risk and the nature of accidents in modern complex

socio-technical systems. 

Chapter 2 looked at risk management as a decision-making process and developed a set of

criteria for what makes a good risk analysis. Based on these criteria, current risk analysis

techniques were evaluated. In particular, an extensive evaluation of probabilistic risk

assessment revealed significant limitations.

The importance of organizational factors in accidents has gained increasing acceptance.

Numerous authors have written on the topic. In particular, sociologists have developed

several theories to explain why accidents occur and how they can be prevented. Chapter 3

reviewed three of the most popular sociological and organizational approaches to safety:

normal accidents theory (NAT), high reliability organizations (HRO), and normalization

of deviance. While these approaches do provide some useful insights, the chapter showed

that they all have significant limitations.
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Chapter 4 discussed the dynamic aspects of risk in organizations. First, a framework was

developed to analyze the strategic trade-off between short and long term goals and under-

stand why organizations tend to migrate to states of increasing risk. The apparent conflict

between performance and safety was shown to result from the different time horizons

applying to performance and safety. Performance is measured in the short term, while

safety is indirectly observed over the long term. A short-term view creates the impression

that safety and performance necessarily conflict. Expanding the time horizon attenuates

the tension. By increasing awareness of the often implicit trade-offs between safety and

performance organizations can avoid decisions that increase risk.

Next, a set of archetypes of organizational safety was presented. Accidents in diverse

industries, while unique in their technical aspects, often exhibit common patterns of orga-

nizational behaviour. Chapter 4 identified several such patterns, or archetypes, and dem-

onstrated their application in diverse industries. In addition, NASA specific archetypes

were developed based on investigations into the Challenger and Columbia accidents.

Chapter 5 developed a new approach to risk analysis that is applicable to modern, com-

plex socio-technical systems. First, the concept of continuous participative risk manage-

ment was introduced. In this approach to risk management, risks are addressed throughout

the lifetime of a system, and members from all levels of the organization are involved both

in risk analysis and in risk mitigation. 

Next, a new approach to risk analysis, which builds on hazard analysis and uses concepts

from the STAMP model of accidents developed by [Leveson, 2004a] was developed. The

proposed approach moves beyond event-based models to include risks that do not depend

only on component or subsystem failures, and incorporate human, organizational, and

societal factors. By taking an explicit lifecycle view of systems, the approach enables the

early identification of risk mitigation strategies, aids in the allocation of resources to best

manage risk, and provides for the continuous monitoring of risk throughout the system
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lifecycle. The proposed approach addresses some of the limitations of existing techniques,

and both encourages and enables the continuous risk management approach.

6.2  Future Work

The limitations of event-based approaches to understanding accidents and risk and the

importance of organizational factors are gaining increasing importance. However, while

the problems are now well-recognized by many scholars, there is still little available on

how to address these problems and prevent accidents. The risk analysis approach pre-

sented in this thesis is but one small step towards safer systems.

The following areas provide fertile ground for future work.

6.2.1  Representation of Risk Analysis Results

Throughout this thesis the importance of employee input and commitment has been

emphasized. The importance of management commitment and understanding should not

be underestimated either. Both the organizational safety archetypes and the risk analysis

approach suggested here are intended to improve understanding of risk and how it arises.

It would be useful to develop graphical techniques, and possibly animations, to illustrate

the risk analysis results and archetypes. For example, One way of improving understand-

ing at all levels of an organization is to run simulations of problem behaviours [Senge,

1990; Sterman, 2002a]. It would therefore be useful to develop executable models of the

archetypes using the system dynamics modelling language.

6.2.2  Stakeholder Involvement in Risk Analysis

Stakeholder involvement is a crucial aspect of building and operating complex systems.

For example, community stakeholders can determine whether or not nuclear power plant

operators gain local and federal government approval to site plants in particular areas. By

involving and including community stakeholders in the system development process and

risk analysis, operators may be able to increase the chances of obtaining community
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approval and ensure that they properly address community concerns. Similarly, involving

other stakeholders in system development and risk analysis may also yield benefits. For

example, involving employees at all levels in risk analysis ensures that all available infor-

mation is obtained and therefore increases the likelihood that an accurate representation of

risk is made. In addition, involving employees in the risk analysis process increases the

likelihood that they will be committed to the risk management plan.

Determining who to involve in the risk analysis process, and how best to ensure that all the

necessary stakeholders are heard and understand the process, provides an interesting topic

for future research. While professional risk analysts may feel comfortable discussing

probabilities and domain experts may feel comfortable reading technical drawings, ade-

quately representing risk-related issues to people with different qualifications presents

more of a challenge.

6.2.3  Addressing Dependencies in the Risk Analysis

The risk assessment equations presented in Chapter 5 assume that control flaws are inde-

pendent. While the two example analyses showed that this assumption may often be true,

and that dependencies between control flaws often do not affect the risk assessment, one

can expect cases where dependencies are a concern. Future work should address this issue,

and develop ways of addressing dependencies. Much research in probabilistic risk assess-

ment has focussed on dependencies, and may therefore provide a useful starting point.
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